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ABSTRACT

This study had two main purposes. The first objective was to inerease knowledge
ofthe factors that positively co¡tribute to quarity of life as experienced by particþanis 

--
with intellectual disabirities in the New DirectioÃ for chirdren, yo'ûq Adurts and
Families Supported Apartment Living program, The second objective was to evaluate
qloql?.1 services of this program that provides supports to individuals *itf, a*"iofr*"øf
disabilities who have chosen to Iive injependentty'in ttre community.

The research involved glegeni¡ of particþatory Action Reiearch inoluding theinnovative- technique "photovoice" which allows pu.ti"ipuni* to speak through the use ofphotographs, and featured the collection and anal-ysis oiAutu Uy 9 participanìs. The
participants took pictures offactors in their enviránment tÀey óonsìderei to be important
to their qualify of life. The participants analyzed and categorized tt ri. p¡otocr_uphi 

-- "-"-
according to the quality of life domains including, righrs, ;elf-determination, îmãiønal
I:ll.!:p tntrical 

welf-beìng, persona[ deveto[me'nt, perronul retatiooshþs, sociailncruslon and material well-being (Schalock,l997). Two focus groups were then

:::!T:l:d *th orher parficipanrs.of the Supporrád apa.tment r_iving program ar whioh
rne pnorographs were used to initiate discussion about what factors ðontribute to theirq!.lality of Iile

The results indicated that living independently and adequate sewices provided by
the supported Apartment Living program af New Directions còntribute tn pr.tioipunrr;'
qualitv oflife in all domains. The results ofthis study wifi be ofinrerest to l!""ri"rì"a
their funde^rs 

thal are planning on dcveloping o, 
""p-ding "o.-unity 

suppo"rted living
programs for individuals with developmental disabilities. 

-
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

Quality of life for many individuals with intellectual and/or mental health

concems has evolved over the past century from custodial care in an institution to living

independently in the community with or without supports. The pace of this process has

been uneven and filled with controversy. The recent decision by the Government of

Manitoba to spend millions of dollars renovating an institution to improve the conditions

for the individuals who still live there has met with strong opposition from supporters of

community living who advocate for closing institutions and opening communities to

people with dìsabilities.

The continuum of community care for individuals with intellechral disabilities

ranges from large residential living units through to independent living with or without

supports. The supported living concept supplies the f¡amework to provide flexible,

individualized, community based supports that honour the person's choices regarding

housing, employment and recreation. The supports are attached to the person and ideally

are able to adapt to changing needs in response to the ongoing assessment of the person-

environment fit (Karan & Bothwell, t997). Supports can include environmental

adaptations, training in community and independent living skills and the expansion of

social support through increased recreational and social opportunities. Self -

determination is respected in that the individual has the right to choose the supports

he/she wants with the expectation that supports will be adapted/added/ reduced as needed.

Research appears to indicate that increased nonnalization supports positive changes in

quality of life and supported living offers the r¡ost nonnalized envi¡onlnent in the range



of community options. The number of supported living programs offered by non-profit

agencies is growing and adding to the knowledge of the elements of quality of life

enhancing services in the programs is one of the goals of this research.

Research Setting

The Supported Apartrnent Living program is one ofseveral programs established

by New Directions for Chíldren, Youth, Adults and Families to provide support to

individuals with disabilities living in the community. The Supported Apartment Living

program was developed in response to the identification ofspecific needs ofindividuals

'who wanted to live as independently as possible in their own apartments in the

community. The program and the services offered have continued to evolve, adding or

expanding services in response to participants' needs. As noted in the following Iiterature

review researchers have identified isolation, loneliness and poverty as diffìculties

encountered by supported living participants. The Supported Apartment Living program

has services designed to reduce the effects ofpoverty including, among others, an on-site

food bank, light meal program, laundry facilities, and housing supports. Services offered

to expand each participant's social support network include, among others, the

availability of the two staffed lounges for leisure activities and classes, the individualized

staff support for assistance with relationship issues, problem solving and social skills, and

the organized group activities such as camping and barbecues.



Research Population

The Supported Apartment Living program provides services to approximately 30

participants with an additional l0 on the refenal list. All the participants have an

intellectual disability and some have a dual diagnosis ofintellectuaI disability and a

mental health concern. Most ofthe participants have experienced living in group homes,

foster homes, parental homes, institutions or a combination ofthese. Some ofthe

participants have been in conflict with the law. Although some ofthe participants obtain

infrequent employment they are all in receipt of Employment and lncome Assistance and

all have incomes below the poverty line.

Research Questions

There are three main research questions in this study. They are listed below.

l. What factors positively contribute to the quality of life ofparticipants in the

Supported Apaftment Living program at New Directions for Children Youth, Adults

and Families?

2. What services provided by the Supported Apartment Living program do the

participants find the most valuable in contributing to their quality of life and rvhy?

3. What services (ifany) do the participants think should be.added to the program and

why?



Methodology

Prior to the I 960's, society assumed that the poor quality of life. experienced by the

institutionalized intellectually disabled person was the unfoñunate but unavoidable

outcome of the intellectual disability. The perception that quality of life was the outcome

ofthe dynamic interaction between an individual and his/irer environment, and, that

changes in one would effect changes in the other, coupled with the acknowledgement that

institutions were disabling environments, supported the de-institutionalization,

normalization and community living movements. There is now general agreement that

all individuals, regardless ofdegree ofintellectual disability, have an opinion about their

quality of life and that this subjective opinion should both correlate with the individuat's

sense ofwell-being and take precedence over other objective criteria (Coulter, 1997;

Schalock, 1990). Recognition that the individual's viewpoint should take precedence

fostered the development of research techniques designed to elicit this viewpoint.

Research methodology evolved ÍÌom the use of primarily objective measurement,

with the information gained from proxies and staff, to the use ofstrategies focused on

gaining knorvledge of the individual's opinions and preferences. There is general

agreement that the quality of life experienced by individuals with intellectual disabilities

is composed of the same core elements as quality of life for all populations and that

quality of life research should reflect this.

Participatory Action Research, with the addition of the imovative technique of

photovoice, which allows participants speak through the use ofphotographs, is one

example ofresearch methodology designed to gain the individual's point ofvierv as a



stakeholder and to effect positive change (Gavin, 2003). As further explained in chapter

3, this research project incorporates elements of Participatory Action Research including

photovoice. Several features also mark this project as a case study.

The research project employed multiple methods of data collection from multiple

sources. The researcher met with program staffto explain and distribute handouts of

information about the research project. The researcher lacilitated one

information/recruitment group session with Supported Apartment Living participants,

then met individually with each ofnine program participants and accompanied them as

they used disposable cameras to photograph elements in their environment that they

deemed important as contributing to their quality of life. The researcher used field notes

to record the explanation ofthe significance/value they attached to each picture. The

researcher then interviewed each participant about the services they most valued in the

Supported Apartment Living program. The researcher and the participant analyzed the

photographs by sorting them according to the following eight quality of life domains;

emotional well-being, physical well-being, personal development, personal relationships,

social inclusion, material well-being, rights and self-determination (Schatock, 1997).

These eight quality ollife domains provide a ffamervork for quality of life assessment and

are further discussed in chapter 2. The participants and the researcher mounted the

pictures on poster boards with each board representing one quality of life domain.

The researcher facilitated two focus groups that used the poster boards to

stimulate discussion fiom the focus group participants about their perceptions of quality

of life in each of the domains. The focus groups were videotaped. Data from the nine

individual photovoice research and the field notes from the photovoice participant



interviews, cornbined with the transcripts from the focus groups, were analyzed to

identifo elements contributing to quality of life for the participants in each domain, which

services provide by the Supported Apartment Living program were most valued and to

identifu information about any additional service they would want added.

Research Significance

This research project makes a contribution to the disability field in the following

ways:

a) The study generated knowledge about which factors contribute most positively to

quality of life for individuals with disabilities, inctuding importance of safe housing,

pet ownership and supports provided by the program. This information can be used to

improve the quality of life for individuals with disabitities in community settings.

b) The study provided information from participant feedback about the program services

considered most helpful in Supported Apartment Living programs. This knowledge

can be used to improve progtam delivery for individuals with disabilities living in a

variety of community settings. The participants in this Supported Apartment Living

progfam were positive about the program and the services provided. Conclusions

derived from the research, as discussed in chapter 5, include a discussion on the

program elements that are effective in alleviating the problems ofloneliness, isolation

and poverty identified in the literature review as barriers to improving quality of life

in supported living environments. This knowledge is useful for any agency that is

considering starting or expanding a Supported Apartment Living program.



c) This research makes a contribution to disability research in the use of the innovative

technique of photovoice.

The next chapter provides a review ofthe literature and a discussion on the influence of
a

the evolving concept of quality of life on the history of de-institutionalization and the

development of community living options, with additional sections on dual diagnosis, and

the main literalure themes.



CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The literature review will begin with a discussion of the path from

institutionalization to supported living, followed by an examination of the research and

measurement of quality of life, dual diagnosis, supported living environments, and a brief

section on Participatory Action Research. The influence ofthe evolving concept of

quality of life along the path will be discussed in each section. Supported living is a

process ofproviding individualized, flexible, community supports that respect the

person's choices about where and with whom to live, work and spend leisure time. The

supports are attached to the person and may include environmental adaptations, skills

training, physical assistance, recreationaI and social opportunities and other services as

required (Karan & Bothwell, 1997). case management will be discussed in the quality of

life and dual diagnosis sections and in the discussion on supported living.

Participatory Action Research

The vast majority ofquality of life research on individuals with intellectual

disabilities over the last fìfty years has used traditional qualitative and quantitative

research methods. The individuals had little input into the research process, the published

research results or how the research was used. Resbarch on the quality of life as

experienced by individuals with intellectual disabilities and/or rnental health concems has

evolved fiorn the use of primarily objective criteria, which may not have reflected the

individual's own point of view or values. Cunent thinking acknowledges that the



individual's point ofview and values takes precedence over other, more objective,

criteria,

Defnition

Participatory Action Research (P.A.R.) is defined as "a research approach that

consists of the maximum participation ofstakeholders, those whose lives are affected by

the problem under study in the systematic collection and analysís of information for the

purpose oftaking action and making change" (Nelson, Ochocka, Griffin & Lord, 1998, p.

885). P.A.R. values the individuals' experiential knowledge, incorporates change as part

of the research, and has been used successfully with marginalized populations. It values

empowerment, supportive relationships, social change and leaming as an ongoing process

(Nelson et al., 1998). P.A.R. appears to be a good fìt with cunent thinking that, in

researching quality oflife, the individual perspective is most important. Participation in

the research should be a validating and empowering experience for the individuals

resulting in positive changes.

Photovoice

Photovoice is the use of "photography as a medium for selÊexpression, a tool for

self-advocacy and a way of empowering those on the fünges ofsociety" (Gavin, 2003,

p. I ). Using documentary photography enables marginalized individuals and groups to

give a picture of their lives (Gavin 2003). Photovoice is a good frt with P.A.R. as it uses

and values the experientia[ knowledge ofthe stakeholders, seeks to gain their perspective

and is an empowering and positive experience for participants.



From Institutionalization to Supported Living

The Curent State of Instintional Living

Prior to the decades of the I 970s and I 980s, many of the intellectually disabled

lived in large institutions removed Íìom the community. The de-institutionalization

movement, strengthened by the concepts of quality oflife, selÊdetermination,

normalization and community living, began to influence attitudes about the quality oflife

of the institutionalized population living with intellectual disabilities in the 1960,s and

1970's. The result was the ongoing process ofdepopulating the institutions and moving

the individuals into a wide range of community living options. This process has been

uneven, controve¡sial and diffìcult for individuals, their families and the agencies

supporting them, but seemingly unstoppable. Institutions are largely depopulated and

community options continue to grow (Braddock & Hemp, 1997; Keigher, 2000; Kim,

La¡sen & Lakin,200l).

The De- I ns titutio nalizatio n P roces s

A revierv ofthe history of de-institutionalization, the role played by an evolving

concept of quality of life and how the knowledge gained ffom this history shapes current

thinking and provision of services is helpful in understanding current trends.

The Historical Characteristics of Institutions

Prior to the 1970's, institutions provided custodial care for individuals with

intellectual disabilities. Characteristics ofcustodial care included the role ofstaffas care

l0



providers and the individual's role as long term patient with little choice over most

aspects of daily living. Rules were restrictive. The intervention orientation was focused

on deficits and programs and strategies for rehabilitation or empowerrnent were very

li¡¡ited. The patient role, orientation, and rules all functioned to maintain the dependency

of the disabled individuals (Parkinson, Nelson & Horgan, 1999). Institution-oriented

practices included rigid routines, depersonalization and limited social interactìon between

staff and residents (Hemming, Lavender & Pill, l98l). lnstitutional care perpetuated a

poor quality of life because it denied dignity and self-respect to patients (Taylor &

Bognan, 1990). The question was whether institutions could continue to be used

considering the poor quality of life they provided.

Early Attempts of Institutional Reforms in the IJS - From Big to Small

Many U.S. states attempted to reform/adapt existing institutions in the 1970's to

make them more therapeutic (Braddock & Hemp, 1997; Cooper & picton,2000).

Therapeutic institutions are characterized by a reduction in institution-oriented practices,

a focus on normalization practices such as opportunities for community interaction and

provision ofrecreational and rehabilitation programs aimed at increasing behavioral

competence (Hemming et al., l98l ).

The outcomes from some research demonstrated that moving individuals from

large traditional institutions to smaller improved units with more therapeutic practices

could result in improvements in behavior and a hígher quality of life (cooper & picton,

2000; Hemming et al., l98l). Cooper and Picton (2000) used primarily quanrirative

research rnethods to assess quality of life outcomes, community living skills, quality of



care and 
"r,utt.nging 

bét uviors for individuals moved from a large institution to either

refurbished units in institutions or small group homes in the community. Data was

gathered pre-relocation, and at six months and three years follorving relocation. A quality

of life questionnaire measured quality of life overall and on four subscales (satisfaction,

empowerment/independence, competence, productivity and social belonging /community

integration). The questionnaire was given to the individual clients if the client was

considered to be verbal or to the staff informant if the client was considered to be non-

verbal. community living skilts were assessed by researcher observation and with a

questionnaire completed by staff informants that rated performance and opportunities for

independence. challenging behaviors were evaluated with a behavior scale completed by

staff informants that measured the ffequency of self-injurious, injurious to others,

destructive to property and unusual or disruptive behaviors. euality ofcare was measured

using a sheltered care environment scale of36 yes/no questions administered to

caregivers.

Results indicated modest gains in quatity of life for both rerocated groups and

dec¡eased behavior problems in the inter-institutional movers. The decrease in

challenging behavior could be attributed to both the improvements in the living

environment of the refurbished units and the training in behavior management skills

given to the stafi. There were no signifrcant gains in perfonnance of community living

skills for the group moved to group homes in the community.

The researchers own criticism of this research included the lack of a non-relocated

controi group, the small sample size, gathering ofdata on quality ofcare from staff who

may have been biased, and the very limited amount ofdirect input and feedback from



clients. The only opportunity to gain the perspective of the client was the quality of life

interview and the use of staff informants when clients were deemed non-verbal raised a

question about the validity of the fìndings (cooper & picton, 2000). The researchers

concluded that inter-institutional movement did result in modest gains in quality of life

and that further research demonstrating the benefìts of community placement over

institutionalization and ofthe relocation of individuals from traditional institutions to

upgraded and improved institutions was needed.

Quantitative research on the relocation of matched pairs ofindividuals fiom large

traditional institutions to new, smaller, 8 person units on hospital grounds used scales to

measure adaptive and maladaptive behaviours, management practices, the degree of

social deprivation in the large institutions, and an observation and coding system to assess

quality of care in the small units. Data was gathered at 4 months, 9 months, I year and 2

year intervals after transfer (Hemming et al., l98l ).

Results indicated positive gains in language development, responsibility and

domestic activity (adaptive behaviours), but mixed or negative outcomes on maladaptive

behaviour scales and increased use of anti-psychotic drugs in the smaller units. seve¡al

factors which may have impacted on the findings included; a decline in staff morale in the

small units, a lack of employment opportunities for relocated individuals who had been

employed in the institution, a decrease in access to recreational facilities, very limited

opportunities for community inte$ation in the new uníts, and the retum of lower

firnctioning individuals who exhibited maladaptive behaviour in the new units to the main

institution because of problems dealing with the behaviour. In addition, management

practices in the main institution evolved during the two-year period and reflected a



redu"tion in institutional oriented practices and an increase in therapeutic practices.

(Hemming et al., 198 I ). The quantitative methodology did not provide direct feedback

from the individuals on their subjective perception ofhow the relocation affected their

quality of life.

success of inter-institutional relocation depended on the characteristics, practices

and resources ofthe new location (Cooper & Picton, 2000; Hemming et al., lggl).

Hemming et al. suggested that individuals be prepared in advance for the transfer and

Cooper and Picton (2000) stressed the importance ofensuring that opportunities for

personal development were available in the new residence.

An additional question was whether the gains in quality of life for the inteltectua[y

disabled through relocation into com¡nunity residences was worth the disruption to

individuals añd their families. If it was worth it, the next question was which

characteristics of community residences would best meet the needs of individuals with

different functioning levels (Cooper & Picton, 2000).

The Reality of De-institutionalization in the tJS

Relocation into community residences did not always improve the quality of life

for the individuals. The rapid pace of de-institutionalization and the shortage of

cornmunity homes in the United States led to the use of large for profit companies

accessing public funds for housing for the intellectually disabled. The scandalous pattem

of neglect, deaths, cover ups and huge profits made by some for profit companies

highlighted the danger ofusing companies whose hierarchy ofneed placed profìt as the

main goal and consumer needs secondary (Keigher, 2000). The implications ofthese



scandals *pport th..urr.nt thinking that best practice involves person centered planning,

attaching funding to the intellectually disabled individual, accreditation for agencies

based on outcome studies, and, above all, the need for integrity and vigilance in assessing

T:
community resouices (Keigher, 2000).

The F ig h t A ga ins t D e-i ns litutio na lizatio n.

De-institutionalization was and is disruptive to the individuals being moved, their

families and to the health and social services systems. A study of family reactions to a

transfer oftheir intellectually disabled relatives Iìom a large institution to smaller

institutions revealed that 8l% percent of families opposed the move oftheir relatives

(Heller, Bond & Braddock, I 988). In 1983 some families in a town in Illinois joined

together to oppose the decision to close the institution and move their relatives. The

families pursued a lawsuit that delayed the closing ofthe institution and the transfer of

their relatives lor months. Family concems included fears that their disabled relatives

would have difficulty coping with the change because they would be separated f¡om staff

and other residents who were important to them and would miss the familiar routines. An

additional concem was that the new placement would not be able to offer the same high

level of medical care provided by the institution to relatives with serious medical health

issues. The families had trouble accepting the closure and did not believe that their

relatives would benefit from normalization and community living (Heller, et al., 1988).

Most research indicates however, that the families usually reversed their attitudes and

were satisfied with the results of the relocation in the months following the move (Heller

et al., 1988; Kim et aI.,2001).

l5



Heller et al. (1988) noted that many of the families most opposed to the transfer

out ofthe institution were those who had experienced extremely high stress during the

earlier decision making process to institutionalize their relatives. An explanation was that

the impending transfers reawakened the painful feelings of failure and guilt most families

experienced when deciding to place the family member in an institution.

Facility support from the staffofboth the closing institution and the receiving

institution coupled with the informal support the families received f¡om relatives and

füends was signif,rcantly associated with reducing family stress. The results supported

the hypothesis that the relatives' negative attitudes towards the closure ofthe instih:tion

and the relocation ofthe intellectually disabled relatives would change following the

move. Strategies recommended to ease family stress included; family involvement in the

hansition process through visits to the receiving facility and giving reassurance to

families that physical health does not usually deteriorate in relocation, that problems

would be managed, and that the potential for gains in quality of life for the family

member were good (Heller et al., 1988). These suggestions continue to be relevant to case

management in times of transition in the present.

De-institutional Results in the US.

In 1967, 194,650 intellectually disabled individuals lived in large state institutions

in the United States. This number decrease d to 59,737 in I 996 and continues to fall as

more institutions close (Braddock & Hemp, 1997). Individual states followed different

paths in de-institutionalization. Michigan for exarnple, did not to choose to put its

resources into institutional reform and began closing its institutions in I 98 l, putting the



.uuing, frorn the closures into family homes and other options in community livíng.

Massachusetts chose to retain large institutions and develop community options

simultaneously. Institutional care continued to eat up a disproportionate percentage of

governrnent funding as daily rates reached almost $500 by 1996. The current trend in

Massachusetts is the rapid expansion of community Iiving options including supported

living and individualized supports and an accompanying decline in institutional and

nursing home use (Braddock & Hemp, 1997).

Institutional Reþr¡n in Manitoba

The Current State.

Manitoba has followed a path ofretaining and upgrading the largest institution

(Manitoba Development Centre) while developing a range of community living

altematives. The number of intellectually disabled individuals living in Portage

Development Centre peaked at 1303 in 1968, declined to 936 in 1975 (Manitoba Health

and Family Services, I 975) and to 424 in 200212003 (Manitoba Family Services and

Housing, 200212003). The slow, steady decline in resident population resulted from

declining numbers ofindividuals being admitted or readmitted, natural deaths, and

discharges to community living options. The individuals considered most capable were

among the first to be moved to community settings. Children and adults rvere relocated

from Manitoba Development Centre to Pelican Lake Training Centre during the 1970s to

participate in community living skills training as preparation for discharge to community

settings (Department Of Community Services and Conections Annual Report 1980).



lncreased therapeutic practices in Portage Development Centre include the

development of a community candidate list to facilitate discharges, community inclusíon

programs using paid companions to access community activities and a quatity of life

study of I6l residents that revealed the residents were satisfìed with theirqualityof life.

The Development Centre is now used for short- term admissions for psychiatric and

medical assessments for individuals Iiving in the community (Manitoba Community

Services and Housing Annual Report 2002/2003).

While the numbers continue to decline in the institution, supports for families

wishing to keep an intellectually disabled relative in the family home increase, and adult

day care places, rehabilitation and training facilities, and community living housing

options for intellechrally disabled individuals continue to expand. However after 36 years

of discharging individuals into community options, portage Development Centre

continues to house over 400 intellectuatly disabled individuals. In 2005 the Govern_rnent

of Manitoba announced the allocation of$40,000,000 for the redevelopment ofthe

Manitoba Development centre. This decision sparked protests from disability rights

organizations, some parents, former Manitoba Development centre residents, people with

disabilities living in the community, community Iiving agencies/associations and others.

Those opposing the govemments' decision argue that the money would be better used to

support community living options. De-institutionalization is an ongoing and rather

acrimonious process in Manitoba.



The History and Evolution of Institutions in Manitoba.

Humanitarian concems about the problems experienced by mentally ill individuals

Iiving in the general population, coupled with the influence of Great Britain, France and

the United States, led to the establishment oflarge psychiatric hospitals and the

institutionalization of the mentally ill in Canada. From l87l until 1886 mentally ill

individuals in Manitoba were kept in jails, in a Hudson Bay Company Storehouse or

suffered in the community. The selkirk Lunatic Asylum opened in 1886 and mentally ill

individuals from Saskatchewan, Alberta and Manitoba were completely removed from

the community and hospitalized there until saskatchewan and Alberta opened their own

psychiatric hospitals. Although the intent ofhospitalizing the mentally ill in separate

institutions was to protect them and alleviate their suffering, the overcrowded facilities,

lack ofresources, and provision ofcustodial care in the institutions combined to provide a

poor quality of life for the individuals living there (Sussman, 1998).

The discovery and use ofpsychotropic medication in the 1950s and 1960s

dramatically changed the treatment of the mentally ill in North America, The mentally ill

population was de-hospitalized as large psychiatric hospitats discharged patients into the

community or into smaller general or community hospitals. In 1981, the Canadian

Psychiatric Association recommended the establishment of a range of housing options,

life skills training, personal supports and vocational training for the mentally ill

population living in the community (Watt & el-Guebaly, 198 l).

However, just as moving from an ìnstitution to a community residence does not

assure the intellectually disabled individual a higher quality oflife, neither does a move
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norn u turg" prychiatric hospital to the community automatically give the psychiatric

consumer a higher quality of life. In 1988, the Govemment ofCanada acknowledged that

the closure of large psychiatric hospitals had not been balanced by equivalent growth in

community resources resulting in inadequately funded community resources being unable

to meet the needs of psychiatric consumers. Many mentally ill individuals were living

dangerous lives ofneglect, homelessness and deprivation in the community. Institutional

services continued to receive a disproportionately high amount of mental health funding

(Epp, 1988). Community living is not about closing institutions, nor is it, in itself, a

treatment. Community care involves provision ofsafe housing, adequate supports and

services to provide an acceptable quality of life (Sussman, 1998).

As previously stated the de-instifutionalization movement was controversial and is

still in progress but community living for the intellectually disabled is now the norm. The

institutions are gradually being emptied and few people are being admitted.

Research on the Elfects of De-institutionalization

Early research on the effects of de-institutionalization produced inconclusive and

mixed results. As previously mentioned Cooper and Picton (2000) review ofresearch

studies concluded that it can not be assumed that moving intellectually disabled

individuals into the community will always be beneficial to them. The nerv environment

needs to offer increased choice and autonomy to effect an increase in quality oflife.

A study reviewing United States research done between I 97ó and 1988 on

behavioral changes in the intellectually disabled population moved from institutions to

community placements concluded that some positive changes occurred in adaptive
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behavior (Kim, Larson & Lakin, I 989). A follow up review of the research studies in the

United States between 1988 and 1999 by the same researchers was very positive about the

behavioral changes witnessed in individuals who had been de-institutionalized (Kim,

Larson & Lakin, 2001). Challenging behaviors either significantly improved or did not

change and adaptive behaviors improved. Community based behaviour management and

crisis support systems were demonstrably effective in managing cnses and preventing

costly and disruptive hospitalizations. The discussion section in the 2001 review noted

that the increases in positive outcomes could be attributed to the improved behavior

supports in the community placements coupled with the knowledge and skills gained

ÍÌom years ofexperience in managing behavior. The discussion also noted that these

results could also be partially attributed to an increased quality of life resulting from

improved services and supports. Improvements in quality of life of the individuals moved

fiom institutions to the community were noted in increased adaptive behaviour, reduced

challenging behaviour, improved material well-being, community integration and social

presence and, ofgreatest significance, selfreports ofgreater satisfaction, productivity,

independence and in general, a higher quality oflife. Research on cost eflectiveness noted

that in 1999 in the United States the average cost for an institutionalized individual was

$104,000 and average cost for an individual supported in the community was $30,000

(Kim et al., 2001).

Criticism of early research in the United States on de-institutional outcomes

included the strong focus on measuring any increase or decrease in problem behavior and

inadequate focus on the receiving environment and it's ability to actually provide

increased opporfunities for growth and autonomy. An additional criticism was the
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restricted number and range of outcomes, many of which focused on behavioral outcomes

rather than quality of life outcomes (Cooper & Picton, 2000; Schalock, Keith, Hoffrnan

& Karan, 1989). Thegoal of de-institutionalization was the improvement of qualityof

lile for people with intellectual disabilities and the measurement ofsuccess should be the

degree to rvhich it achieved this goal (Emerson, 1985).

Much of the seeming disparity of study results done over time and in different

places on quality of life outcomes of de-institutionalization may be a result of

methodological differences in what was being measured, how it was being measured, and

what findings were being emphasized. For example, the previously discussed cooper and

Picton (2000) research on relocation involved people moving from one institution to

supported community residences and to other instihrtions with differing levels ofsupport.

Hemming et al.'s (1981) research involved transfers from a large institution to new small

units on the institution grounds with limited opportunities for community integration for

the lower functioning individuals and a problem with poor staff morale. Methodology

was primarily quantitative in both ofthese studies and the subjective viewpoint ofthe

individuals who were being relocated did not appear to be of primary importance. proxies

and staff informants were frequently used to assess changes in quality of life and

strategies to overcome roadblocks in gaining information Íìom the individuals were not

used in one study (Cooper & Picton, 2000). The Hemming et al. (1981) research did not

use a quality of life questionnaire or an interview with the individuals being relocated.

Quality of life of individuals was assessed fiom management practices and measured

changes in individual behaviour with no direct feedback fiom individuals about how the

relocation affected their quality of life,
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Research Studies on the Effects of De-institutionalization

The use of systematic training in independent living skills with 79 individuals

relocated from state mental health facilities, state mental retardation facilities or family

homes to community living (staffed or individually shared apartments in the community)

was researched using objective, quantitative measurement and qualitative, subjective

feedback and information Íïom the individuals (schatock & carver, 1979; schalock,

Harper & carver, l98l). The 79 individuals entered into an independent living training

course where they were first assessed on an Independent Living skills screening test to

measure the following skills: personal maintenance, clothing care, home maintenance,

food preparation, time management, social behavior, community utilization,

communication, and functional academics. An individualized plan was developed to

deliver skill training to address deficits identified in the screening. The l2 months

independent living skill training was designed to provide the individuals with the skills to

successfully transition to an increasingly independent life style. Individuals were moved

into either staffed or shared apartments when they were competent on g5% of the skills in

the independent living component. The individuals fìnished this training and were given

competitive employment training following placement.

The supported living environment provided increased autonomy and

independence. Staffprovided weekly contact for the first six months, then contact every

three months and gave assistance when needed. 75%o ofclients from both the staffed and

individual shared apartment groups received assistance with one or more of the following

skills; shopping, managing a checkbook, professional appoìntments, leisure time,



medication use and employment applications. The outcomes for the relocation and

training were very positive as ó9 individuals were still in their independent housing two

years later (Schalock & Harper, 1978).

A follow-up study was done th¡ee years later (Schalock, Haçer & Carver, l9g I ).

Decisions had been made during the intervening 3 year period to:

a) Terminate the individuals involvement in the program if he/she was employed in a

competitive work environment and doing well in the independent housing (27

individuals).

b) Continue the placement with the same supports.

c) Move the individual to a shared apartment without staffifthe individual was coping

well in a staffed apartment.

d) Retum the individual to a more restrictive setting (group home, natural home or foster

home).

Fifty five of the 69 individuals met the successful placement criteria of stalng in

either a staffed or shared apartment for five years. unsuccessful placements ( l4) were

attributed to bizarre behaviour, poor nutrition, legal difhculties and poor home

maintenance. The discussion section addressed these findings, stating that these l4

individuals needed more support than had been provided and the ongoing program began

to provide regular intensive assistance and training in the individuals' apartments.

The 27 group (a) individuals successful in community living and fully employed,

reported feeling positively about having their own apartments, the fieedom to "do their

own thing", their participation in normalized activities in the community and use of

community resources. Individuals did express a desire to have more friends. The quality



of life of tnese Z7 individuals, considered objectively, appeared lonely and negatively

affected by poverty issues. The research discussion emphasized the need for community

agencies to teach quality of life skills and to provide ongoing training and support for

individuals living independently in the community.

Supported living concepts assume that improvements in residents' quality of life

will primarily be the result of improvements in their living environments and that

increasing opportunities for normalization enhances quality of life (Vandergriff &

Chubon, t 994). The supported living environments in the Schalock and Cawer ( 1979)

and Schalock et al. (1981) studies offered opportunities for personal development and

autonomy and had a high degree ofsuccess in giving the individuals the skills and

competence to live in the community. Increasing quality of life can be an outcome of

positive changes in individual characteristics, environmental manipulation to remove or

reduce blocks to normalization or increasing the person-environment fit. The Schalock

and Cawer (1979) and Schalock et at. (1981) research attempted to address atl th¡ee

components.

The information gained from studies on the effect of de-institutionalization on

individual quality of life is useful in designing services for the individuals still being

discharged from institutions to the community. It is also useful in planning lor the

intellectually disabled adults raised in family homes and living with aging parents who

are no longer able to care for them.

Intellectually disabled children bom in this generation will not likely experience

custodial care in institutions. They will likely be involved as consumers in debates over

which environments are able to offer the best quality of life, which supports they need
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and which activities and choices they value in their lives (group home or supported

apartment living, work placements or paid work force).

Quality of Lífe

The Debøte of the Concept

The concept ofquality of life has been the focus of much attention, debate and

study over the past decades (Schalock, 1997). Prior to the àecade ofthe 1960's, the poor

quality of life experienced by institutionalized individuals was perceived by society to be

primarily a function of their intellectual or mental disability and so could not be

improved. The realization that quality of life is the result of the dynamic interaction

between the individual and his/her environment, and that changes in one effected changes

in the other, coupled with the recognition that the institr¡tional environment provided a

poor quality oflife, supported de-institutionalization. The current trends ofself-

determination, normalization, autonomy, inclusion and community integration are

embedded in this understanding of the concept of quality of life.

Schalock (2000) viewed the concept of quality of life as being embraced in the

1980s but not yet fully understood. For example thsre were a plenitude ofdiffering

definitions, discussion over which dimensions should be included, and questions over

what should be measured and what measurement methods should be used. The concept of

quality of life gained increased clarity in the 1990's.

The question of whether an individual with an intellectuat disability rvould

automatically have a diminished quality oflife, and whether the degree ofdisability

would dictate how diminished the quality of life would be, has influenced decision



rnuking ou", tf," years. Persons with profound developmental delays were often among

the last to be de-institutionalized (Cooper & Picton,2000). Researchers hypothesized

that developmentally delayed individuals with higher intelligence would experience

higher quality of life following de-institutionalization than individuals with lower

intelligence (Vandergriff & Chubon, 1994).

However it is common knowledge that individuals with similar disabilities and

abilities have differences in both subjective and objective quality oflife, as do individuals

in the general population. There is no correlation between a person's wealth or

educational level and their quality of life, nor is there between intellectual ability and

quality of life. The early assumptions that diminished intelligence ensured a diminished

quality of life perhaps reflected the researchers'own set ofvalues. Many measurement

instruments only measured objective criteria and did not measure meaning, goodness and

spirituality (Coulter, I 997).

As Coulter (1997) stated, individuals may well be assessed on objective criteria as

having a diminished quality of life but repof that they feel their life is good. This

complexity is recogrized in the World Health Organization's definition of health as a

multi-dimensional state of well-being including physical, mental and social dimensions.

All individuals, regardless oftheir level ofcognitive functioning, have a point ofview

about their personal well-being and the goodness of their quality of life and it is their

point ofview that is most important and should take precedence over other more

objective criteria.



Reøching øn Agreement

There is now general agreement that quality of life must be viewed as subjective

and conelate with the individual's sense of well being and his or her point ofview

(Schalock, 1990; Vandegriff & Chubon, 1994). People experience the same

circumstances differently and one person may place a high value on a circumstance that

would not be seen as an asset by another person (Butterworth, Steere & Whitney-Thomas,

1997). Although the subjective quality of tife ofthe individual may not agree with the

predictions or observations of others, the individual's perspective takes precedence over

all other points of view (Schalock, 2000). There is now general acceptance that quality of

life of an individual with an intellectual disability reflects the same core values as quality

of lile for the general population and can and should be measured the same way across all

populations. As well, the value an individual attaches to each dimension will change

across his/her life span (Renwick, Brown & Raphael, 2002; Schalock, 1997).

"Well- being is broadly conceived to mean the level of life quality i.e. the extent

to which pleasure and satisfaction characterize human existence and the extent to which

people can avoid the various miseries which are potentially the lot ofeach ofus"

(Andrews, 1974, p.280). Recognition that satisfaction and pleasure are embedded in a

good quality of life has long been acknowledged but are norv recognized as being part of

the outcome goals for programming to enhance quality of life (Renwick, Brown &

Raphael, 2002).

Schalock (2000) envisioned quality of life as a social construct and a sensitizing

notion that expressed the individual's perspective, included the individual's environment
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and had, as its principle, the improvement of the individual's quality of life. Taylor and

Bognan (1990) viewed the concept of qualityof life as sensitizing us to listen, observe,

leam and care about how the intellectually disabled have experienced their lives and how

they feel about it. Schalock (2000) perceived that the quality of life concept could

provide a framervork enabling us to focus on improving the person-environment fit.

Renwick et al. (2002) believed the measurement of qualìty of life should be embedded in

the degree ofenjoyment and satisfaction the person is deriving Íïom his/her life and

identified three domains of quality of life: being, belonging and becoming. 'Being'

essentially dehnes who the person is and includes physical health and appeârance,

psychological health and adjustment and feelings and spirituality. 'Belonging' refers to the

person's physical belonging in his or her home neighborhood and work place, social

belonging with family and f¡iends and community belonging including access to

community services. 'Becoming' refers to the actions the person takes to achieve his goals

in employment, Ieisure and attainment of skills and knowledge.

The Suality of Life Dimensions

These domains and sub domains are congruent with and generally included in

Schalock's (1997) core dimensions. Schalock viewed the enhancement ofquality of life

as reflecting a person's desired conditions of living related to the dimensions/domains

specified in Table 2.1.
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ABLE :Schalock's of Life Domains
DOMAIN EXEMPLARY INDICATORS

I ) Emotional Well-Being increased safety, stable and predictable environrnents,
general psychological well-being

2) Interpersonal Relationships friendships and intimacy are fostered, families supported

3) Material Well-Being ownership, possessions, employment

4) Personal Development education and functional rehabilitation

5) Physical Well-Being health care, mobility, wellness, nutrition, recreation

6) Self-Determination choices, personal contro[, decisions, personal goals

7) Social lnclusion community role, community integration, volunteerism,
dignity

8) Rights privacy, voting, due process, civic responsibility

Many of the individual components of the domains affect more than one domain.

The following examples will illustrate this point.

Recreation

Recreational programs and facilities are one ofthe main settings for social

integration for people with intellectual disabilities. Many support staff and families

perceive social integration as the participation of intellectually disabled people in

activities with people without disabilities. However individuals with intellectual

disabilities did not agree rvith this perception. They enjoyed their Íiiendships and

activities with disabled peers and valued participating with them in structured activities in



the community (Mahon, 2000). They also valued recreational opportunities in community

settings with both intellectually disabled peers and non-disabled peers.

Identified blocks to community integration in leisure activities in recreational

settings with non-disabled peers included poor social and communication skills, health '

problems, disruptive behavior and high visibility of the disability. Teaching social and

communication skills to individuals with intellectual disabilities was recommended to

help promote social integration. Mahon (2000) recommended environmental changes

including provision of training for the staff ol community facilities in supporting disabled

individuals in integrated programs and the removal of any physical barriers to

participation. Social integration and inclusion is promoted when persons without

disabilities participate in integrated activities with persons with disabilities because the

non- disabled persons will gradually focus less on differences and more on shared

interests in recreation (Mahon, 2000).

Recreation contributes to the domains of emotional well being, interpersonal

relationships, personal development, physical well-being and community inclusion

through the use of community facilities with disabled or non-disabled peers. Recreation

also contributes to the domain ofself- determination as decisions about which

recreational activities to participate in and with whom affords an opportunity to exercise

choice.

Social Support.

Social supports are an integral component in quality of life and affect the domains

of emotional well-being, interpersonal relationships, friendships, physical well-being, self



drtr*inution and social inclusion. Social supports range from material assistance such as

getting food and finding good housing to emotional supports such as social interactive

contact, fun, recreation and advice. Instrumental social support includes activities that

provide services such as those performed by waitresses and sales clerks (Walsh, 2000).

The manner in which such instrumental social support is delivered is important to

individuals using local community businesses as it can promote a sense of community

inclusion and is reflected in statements by individuals that they consider individuals who

regularly deliver these services as íÌiends and acquaintances. Social supports are

recognized as contributing to physical and mental health and overall satisfaction with

community living (Coulter, 1997). Social supports affect emotional well being by

alleviating stress through the provision ofphysical and material assistance, affirmation

and guidance (Parkinson et al.,1999; Walsh, 2000).

Socia[ supports have been assessed as a factor in reducing stress in times of

transition and as being protective against harmful stresses (Gerhart, 1990; Karan,

Lambour & Greenspan, 1990; Parkinson et al., 1999; Walsh,2000). The main effect

model, (Walsh, 2000) posits that the very existence ofsocial supports provides a sense of

security and a feeling of well being and self worth that enables one to handle adversity

without experiencing great upset. The stress-buffering model (Walsh, 2000) holds that the

awareness and availability of social support contribute to a reduction of stress and

perception ofharm and contribute to problem solving. Thus, although the individual

feels stress, social support helps by reducing the heightened anxiety that can overwhelm

clear thinking and decision making. "Social support acts as an auxiliary ego to reduce

levels of emotional upset. Supportive others serve to compensate for our perceptual



deficits, reminding us ofour identity and rnonitoring our overall social functioning"

(Walsh, 2000, p.57). The expansion and strengthening ofsocial support systems is an

important component of case management. Case management skills include the ability to

both be an advocate for índividuals and to teach self- advocacy skills to the individuals.

The role ofcase manager involves asôisting individuals to achieve the outcomes they

want in the domains ofquality oflife. Continued focus on achieving outcomes chosen by

the individual ensures that the supports offered are consistent with improvement in

quality of life.

Social Support and Transition The first task of the case manager may be to assist with

the transition of the individual fiom a traditional residence to a supported living

apartment. Transition theory is helpful in understanding, preparing for and managing

behavior during times oftransition (Karan, Lambour & Greenspan, 1990). The transition

ftom a restricted environment to a community residence requires a major adjustment for

the individual. Behavioral changes, including higher levels ofchallenging behavior, are a

normal part ofthe process. The behavior is an outcome of the individual's confusion and

anxiety about the new setting and accompanying sense of loss of the familiar setting and

routine. This "relocation syndrome" has been recognized as contributing to the number of

individuals retumed to institutions (Hemrning et al., 198 I ). Transition theory advocates

tending to the individual's emotional needs for security and adapting the environment to

meet these needs. Transition planning recognizes the importance ofpreparing the

individual for the move and for the involvement ofthe persons personal support network

in the move. Personal support reduces the person's vulnerability to stress. The key to



successful transitions is for the individuals to gain a sense ofpersonal competence and

control over choices and decisions. The systems role is to provide the supports for the

individual to gain the needed skills and competence (Karan et al., 1990). Transition

theory is helpful in fostering successful adjustment to community living and is supportive

oftailoring the supports to the individual's needs, a tenet shared by supported living.

The provision ofopportunities to develop networks ofsocial support and any

needed social skills training to ensure the individuals have the skills needed to find and

maintain a social support network can be a goal ofcase managers. Persons with

disabilities may need additional help in developing social supports, because oflack of

social skills, lack of opportunity to interact, diffìculty with mobility, and community

reaction to their participation. Expansion oftheir social support could have a positive

effect on their coping because they would have more sources ofsupport. The challenge

for casemanagers is that many individuals or families may be reluctant and resistant

because their view of the community may have been shaped by negative experiences

(Walsh, 2000). Frustration at being unable to gain access to education and training and

by encounters with inadequately trained staff at recreation centers feeds this resistance

(Mahon, 2000; Walsh, 2000). Case managers' understanding of clients' resistance enables

them to continually advocate for clients and to support them in reaching out for new

services (Walsh, 2000).

Social Support and Community Livirrg. Consumers' participation in community activities

strengthens the social bond and promotes the common good (Walsh, 2000). Community

living involves reciprocal obligations. Consumers can increase integration by giving to as
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*"tt u, tuting from the community. Performing activities that help the community and

others has two positive effects. Participation boosts consumers' self-esteem by making

one feel he/she is participating in and contributing to the community and this contribution

has a positive effect on the community perception of individuals with disabilities.

Examples include helping out after a disaster, volunteering at agencies in the community

and participating in community cleanups. Increasing consumers' abilities to give as well

as take also increases the durability and strength ofrelationships (Walsh, 2000).

Knowledge of the individual's need for different types of support, including

emotional supports, can be gained through an initial assessment ofthe individual's

current social supports and the deficits in this network. The individual's home and

workplace environments can be adapted to make them more responsive to needs and less

stressful (Gerhart, 2000; Walsh, 2000). Case managers can network on behalf of clients,

provide resources, expand clients' social and recreational networks, assist with the

reconnection with families if the family is supportive, access self-help training and

educational opportunities and provide opportunities to form new friendships. Case

managers may also intervene with families and networks to build up these supports.

Expansion ofsocial networks and social supports is a highly useful role for staffin

supported living programs (Walsh, 2000). Good social supports have a positive effect on

many dornains of quality of life.

Housing.

Housing is another component that influences quality of life in several domains.

Cunent farnily and community concenls about intellectually and/or dually diagnosed



poputation, include personal safety in unsafe community environments, increased

substance abuse, increased criminal behavior and increased numbers of the intellectually

disabled/dually diagnosed populations in the prison and homeless populations (Keigher,

2000; Perske, 1994).

Imprisonment is another form of institutionalization. The American Association

of Community Psychiatrists (2003) in their position pape¡ on persons with mental illness

behind bars discussed the high incidence of incarceration ofpersons with serious mental

illnesses. In l99l a literature review by the Conectional Services ofCanada discussed the

difficulties faced by intellectually disabled individuals in adjusting to community living

after discharge from large institutions which, although removed from the community, at

least offered safe housing and the basic necessities oflife. Although intellectual disability

does not cause anti-social behaviour, the intellectually disabled individual may engage in

anti-social behaviour because he/she feels rejected by and alienated from society, lacks

basic necessities and steals to acquire them or perhaps, is manipulated or victimized by

others into committing criminal acts (Endicott, l99l).

Intellectually disabled, mentally ill and dually diagnosed individuals experience

an extremely poor quality of life in the general prison population (Endicott, l99l).

Prisons and jails are examples of highly restricted environments offering few

opportunities for self-determination and choice. Overcrowded conditions, lack of

rehabilitation and recreational programming and the individual's perception of increased

vulnerability due to the presence ofviolent criminals exacerbates rnental illness and

contributes to his/her further de-compensation in prisons andjails. The isolation and
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sensory deprivation experienced in high security units also increases the probability ofde-

compensation and suicide. (American Association of Community Psychiatrists, 2003)

Access to the services available in a supported living environment (medication

support, substance abuse counseling, recreational opportunities, assistance with legal

issues and with the functions of daily living) are recommended upon release to reduce the

likelihood of psychiatric hospitalization or re-incarceration (American Association of

Community Psychiatrists, 2003)

Unsafe community environments and homelessness contribute to decompensation

in the mentally ill (Parkinson et. at., 1999). Increased depression was noted in individuals

who were forced to live in locations and homes that they did not choose or want.

Parkinson et al. noted that lack ofprivacy is a concem to consumers Iiving in boarding

home environments. Large boarding home living involving sharing bathrooms, kitchens

and living rooms with several other individuals negatively impacts on a person's sense of

privacy and personal and material safety. Personal empowerment is a critical component

in quality of life but large residences with high levels ofsupports foster dependency. The

staff performs the tasks ofdaily living (cooking, cleaning, shopping) and individuals do

not develop competence in these supported living skills. Residents have few choices and

live with many rules goveming personal conduct. Intemal integration into the residence is

the focus and individuals are not supported in extemal integration into the hospitalization

or reincamation community (Parkinson et al., 1999).

Benefts of Housing. Integrated comrnunity housing offering stability and choice

was positively conelated with reduced social stigma and decreased social isolation and



contributed to success in community living (Parkinson et al., 1999). Satisfaction with

housing contributed to increased satisfaction with quality of life (Schalock, 1997). People

with intellectual and physical disabilities and mental health concems need to have

necessary resources near by. Their neighborhood needs to be close to the needed

shopping, recreation, services and, above all, needs to be safe. Poverty issues and a lack

ofdecent low cost housing negatively impacts on the availability ofaffordable and

adequate housing. Supported living agencies can use resources to assist individual

consumers to find housing, can team with other community agencies to renovate and use

existing housing and can use qualitative, quantitative and social action research to

advocate for policy changes at systems levels. Pa¡kinson et al. ( I 999) recommended that

agencies advocate for rental supplements for individuals with mental illness to enable

them to find good, integrated housing. The researchers suggested that the provision of

sufficient additional supports during short term mental health crises to enable individuals

to remain in their own homes rather than be re-hospitalized would be cost effective and

less disruptive.

Unsafe and/or very restricted environments have a negative impact on quality of

life in the domains of emotional well-being, physical well-being, personal development,

social inclusion and self determination, rights to privacy and security and material well-

being. Safe, stable housing that is integrated into the cornmunity increases quality of life

in the same domains. Supported apartment living offers consumers the choice ofhaving

a roommate or living alone. The opportunity to exercise choice and autonomy is

empowering. The shift in social status and selfconcept from being a resident in a

boarding home to becoming a community member living in an apartment integrated in the



,o*tuni,y una chosen by oneself significantly enhances quality oflife. The range of

choices available in supported Iiving include grocery shopping, decorating the apartment,

staying up to watch a late movie instead ofhaving a set bedtime, being able to have

visitors and having privacy and security increases autonomy and self determination.

Supported apartment living has lower levels ofstaffsupport but provides training in

community living skills and promotes self-help and use ofnatural support (Parkinson et

al.,1999). The increase in personal competence in the ability to perform daily tasks is

empowering.

Personal development, education and functional rehabilitation are important to

quality of life and to success in community living. Schalock and Jensen (1986) discussed

person- environment fit and recommended assessing individual skills and the

environment to determine appropriate interventions. The acquisition of community living

skills and /or rehabilitation or vocational training increases the individual's competence

and contributes to success in work or volunteer placements and in supported living. The

skills needed in the desired setting can be determined and taught. Environments can be

adapted to increase the fit with the individual's capabilities. Increasing the congn¡ence

between the requirements of the environment and the individual's desires and capabilities

provide an increased quality of life and can be part ofagency policy (Schalock & Jensen

1986). Supported living programs with a focus on individualized services can play a

significant role in increasing individual competence. Case managers in supported living

agencies can also assist with finding affordable and safe housing and paid and volunteer

employment.



fn, nrnr¡t, of Quality of Life Researclt

Recognition that quality of life is the result of an ongoing interaction between the

individual and his/her environment and that improving the environment can improve the

person's quality of life has pushed society into reinventing itselfto be increasingly open

and inclusive. De-instìtutionalization was a social movement resulting fiom what had

been regarded as a personal problem being re-framed as a social problem requiring a

political solution (Whitney-Thomas, 1997). This shift in societal attitudes has not only

been beneficial to the intellectually disabled population but to the physically disabled,

mentally ill, dually diagnosed and multiply disabled populations as well. Although each

individual step has been debated, the reality now is that most public education is

integrated, recreational programs are accessible, most public buildings are wheelchair

accessible and community supports a¡e available to individuals and families.

The concept of quality of life as a dynamic interaction between the individual and

his/her environment can be incorporated into the policies and planning of governÍlents,

agencies and community services. Careful attention to the core values and /or domains

that make up a life of quality and recognition of the primary importance of individual

choices and preferences will ensure that future trends operate to improve quality of tife

(Schalock, 1997).

Measuremcnt of Quality of Lde

Ethical consìderations about the measurement and assessment of the quality of life

of persons with intellectual disabilities have been raised as a concem. We do not measure

and assess the quality of life ofthe general population nor do we measure individuals'



,nr.,,,r"*. and use the results to classifo them in specific categories. Great care must be

exercised to ensure that quality of life assessment is used only for benefìcent purposes, to

enhance individuals' quality of life based on knowledge gained oftheir needs, values and

choices. This beneficent outcome can be effected in several ways. Knowledge gained

fiom research in general about what services and environmental changes contribute to

enhancing quality of life can lead to distribution ofresources that promote these gains.

Knowledge gained about the choices and preferences of the individual can contribute to

the building ofresources and supports that facilitate his or her wishes (Coulter, 1997).

Schalock, Keith, Hoffínan and Karan (1989) described three approaches to quality

of life assessment:

l) Social Indicators Research focuses primarily on objectively measured criteria

(health, housing, Íìiendships etc.) and is not as useful for assessing the individual,s

perspective ofhisÆrer quality of life.

2) Psychological Indicators Research focuses on the individual,s levels ofsatisfaction

with different aspects of their lives.

3) Goodness of Fit Social Policy Research advocates that quality of life studies identifu

unmet needs in populations and use the results to influence social policy to gain

increased resources to meet the identified needs.

The Importance of Quality of Life Research

The following studies will demonstrate the importance of quality of life research

with individuals rvith disabilities.



The previously discussed Schalock et al. (1981) research included qualitative and

quantitative research and provided extensive training for intellectually disabled

individuals moved from institutions and family homes into independent supported living

apartments. The positive outcomes ofthe research were attributed to the assessment of

individual needs, provision ofskill trainìng needed to succeed in community living and

continued agency supports. The positive outcomes ofthe individuals in the study support

the view that quality of life is thè result ofan ongoing interaction between the individual

and his or her environment. The improved supported living skills ofthe individuals and

the more open environment ofthe supported living arrangement both contributed to a

successful outcome.

Kim et al. (2001) reported that individuals with severe intellectual disabilities and

challenging behaviors have followed the same pattern in adapting to community living

and have gained the same types ofbenefits as the less disabled. Challenging behaviors

are at least partially a function of environmental influences on the individual. The utility

of this research is that it supports community living for individuals with severe

intellectual disabilities and./or challenging behaviours and encourages environmental

adaptations to remove or reduce barriers to inclusion. Positive changes in environments

can contribute to positive changes in behavior and increased quality of life regardless of

degree of intellectual disability.

Qualitative and quantitative research compared quality of life for individuals

living with serious mental illness (schizophrenia) who had been discharged from

institutions and were living in either comrnunity boarding homes or hostels in Australia.

Research results indicated that both the boarding home and the hostel groups strongly



preferred life in the community to life in the institution (Horan, Muller, Winocur &

Barling,200l). The hostel system had been established in the 1960s'and 1970's to meet

the need for lorv cost housing to accommodate mentally ill individuals being released

from institutions. The hostels were large complexes and had shared kitchens and living

areas with paid staff providing the meals, medication and spending money. The boarding

homes resembled large houses, were more integrated into the community and offered

residents more privacy and opportunities to participate in the household tasks. The

boarding homes provided a more normalized environment than the hostels. The

researchers used a quality oflife interview to measure objective, subjective and global

quality of life. Boarding home residents rated their quality of life higher than the hostel

residents on subjective, objective and global quality oflife. On the subjective indicators

boarding home residents reported higher life satisfaction, Iess victimization and more

spending money. Objective indicators for both groups suggested an impoverished quality

of life especially in use ofleisure time and lack ofrecreation but the individuals reported

general satisfaction with their residences and satisfaction with the quality oftheir lives.

The resea¡ch is interesting and valuable in that it clearly illustrates that the subjective

perspective ofindividual quality of life may differ greatly fìom the objective perspective

and that the subjective perspective needs to be heard. The researchers noted however,

that the residents' subjective expression of satisfaction with their quality of life in

boarding homes and hostels should not be used to delay improvements in services to

promote an increased quality oflife. The research indicates that increasing normalizatìon

is reflected in higher perceived subjective quality oflife. The residents prefened life in
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the community to life in the institution and prefened life in boarding homes to life in

hostels (Horan et al., 2001).

A comparison of the non-capital costs of group homes and semi-independent

living in homes in the community and the objective and subjective quality of life

outcomes as experienced by the matched residents Iiving in each was researched in

Australia (Stancliffe & Keane,2000). Semi- independent living, as described in the

article, is very similar to supported living and was defined as a household ofone to four

people with part-time staff support. Residents were without staff support for a minimum

of28 waking hours a week and did not have ovemight staff. Group homes were defined

as households ofthree to seven people with full time staffsupport during rvaking hours.

Croup homes usually had ovemight staff.

The research method used multiple qualitative and quantitative assessment

methods. A quality of life questionnaire and a questionnaire developed to assess

loneliness were given to the residents in their homes to ascertain their subjective opinions

oftheir situations. Residents were also interviewed about their feelings of safety and

degree of victimization using a questionnaire developed for this resèarch. The research

method used rvith the residents was qualitative.

Staff questionnaires used quantitative nrethodology and included an inventory to

lneasure adaptive behavior, (rnotor skills, social and communication skills, personal

living skills, community living skills) and maladaptive behavior (frequency and severity

of hurtful to self, hurtful to others, destructive ofproperty, disruptive, socially offensive,

withdrawn or inattentive, uncooperative behavior and unusual or repetitive habits). A

community living questionnaire was completed by staffand included personal care,



domestic management, health care, money manâgement, social network, use of

mainstream community services, community participation, participation in domestic

tasks, stability ofplace ofresidence, living companion tumover and natural support.

Natural support rvas defined as regularly receiving help, advice and/or guidance from a

person rvho was not paid. Information about the number and cost ofall staffhours was

obtained from supervisors and staff. Capital costs were not included.

The individuals in semi-supported living showed less social dissatisfaction,

increased use of community facilities, increased participation in caring for the living

environment and gteater empowerment. The study did not frnd any signifrcantly

improved outcomes for the group home individuals. The reduced staffing levels for the

individuals in supported living had not resulted in poorer outcomes and the cost of semi-

supported Iiving was significantly less than the cost ofgroup homes. The discussion of

the results theorized that in the absence ofstafi individuals have to make choices and

decisions for themselves and have to perform household tasks rather than rely on stafffor

assistance. Staff may be more involved in teaching and promoting individuals'

competence and independence skills ifthey are aware that staffwill not be there for some

periods of time and the individuals will need to use these skills. The provision ofhigh

levels of staff may actually interfere with the development of independent living skills.

This research is valuable because it has a wide range and number ofoutcomes,

uses multiple instruments in qualitative and quantitative methodology with carefully

matched residents, assesses objective and subjective criteria and validates the importance

of continually assessing the support needs ofeach individual to promote autonomy and

independence. The discussion also suggests that individuals can be moved fìom group



homes to independent living as they develop community living skills. The provision of

services contributing to improved outcomes resulting in higher quality of life are more

likely to be funded if the costs are not higher than the costs ofexisting alternative services

(Stancliff& Keane, 2000). This research demonstrated that the significantly lorver costs

of semi-independent living staffsupports did not negatively impact quality of life lor

residents and the increased opportunities for choice and growth of skills in the more

normalized semi-independent living arrangements increased quality of life on some

outcomes. Public awareness of win-win outcomes of reduced costs and increased quality

of life could help increase community support and funding for supported living.

Analysis of the Research Studies.

Early measurement ofquality of life focused on objective indicators including use

of community facilities, health, material well being, etc. but failed to include subjective

information on the individual's own opinion about his/her feelings of happiness,

satisfaction with his/her life. Current thinking is that the individual's perspective is the

most important measure of an individual's quality of life (Szymanski, 2000).

Schalock ( 199?) reviewed research using multivariate designs and measurement

to identifu 20 predictors and variables on measured quality of life of individuals with

either intellectual disabilities or ch¡onic mental illness. P¡edictors included personal

characteristics (age, gender, diagnosis) which can not be changed, but noted that

programs can have positive effects on most of the other variables including the objective

life conditions of emplol.rnent status, daily living activities, housing, social support and

social relations. Care provider variables such as staff quality oflife, work satisfaction and
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*orU rn"r, impact on the individual's quality of lifè and can be improved by management

practices which include team building and problem solving, consensus building, and a

steadfast and clear commitment to quality improvement (Schalock). Quality of life

outcomes are unique to each individual and do not fit well into structured programs.

Supported living agencies with individual programming and flexible supports offer the

best environments to incorporate these variables into goals and outcomes but doing so

often requires system change (Karan & Bothwell, 1997).

Studies on supported living have consistently rated the quality of life of

individuals in supported living as higher than other types ofresidences. In a study

comparing quality of life of six different types ofhousing ranging fiom large campus

institutions to supported living the indivíduals in supported living were assessed as

having the highest quality of life (Vandergriff & Chubon, 1994). A review of studies

which examined quality of life outcomes for psychiatric consumers comparing custodial

living, supportive living and supported living for psychiatric consumers found that

supported living increased independent living skills, decreased homelessness and reduced

hospitalization rates (Parkinson et al., 1999). Schalock et al.'s (1981) previously

mentioned study reviewed the supported living placements of69 intellectually disabled

individuals placed in independent conrmunity housing three years previously. The study

results concluded that 55 individuals had been successful in the placements as assessed

on four quality of life variables including fiiendship pattems; community access-pattems,

leisure time, employment, and finances. The literature review on housing altematives for

psychiatric consumers written by Parkinson, Nelson and Horgan (1999) concluded that

supported living increased resident stability and independent living skills, reduced



hotrl.r*"r, and reduced hospitalization rates. Concems about isolation and the need

for increased social relationshíps for people in supported living were raised in all of these

studies. The availability ofsocial support is crucial to success in supported living.

Quality of Life and Supported Living

Supported living, ideally, increases normalization and creates opportunities and

choice for individuals with disabilities. There is recognition that quality of life improves

as normalization increases and that increased choice also contributes to increased

responsibility and a need for good problem solving skills. According to Karan and

Bothwell (1997) there are frfteen principles ofsupported living. These include respecting

the individuals' decisions about where to live in the community and with whom, which

supports are required to provide the best quality of life for the individual in the home and

in the community and who will provide these supports. These supports must be flexible

and able to adapt to the changing needs of the individual.

The shift in society from an industrial to a service economy combined with the

influence of quality of life research is reflected in the changing role of service providers.

The service provider is to determine the consumer's desired outcome and to provide

services enabling the individual to reach that outcome. This is a major shift from the

expectation that the agency would provide set programs and the individual would fit into

them. Wrapping services around individual needs requires organizational change

including increased flexibility in scheduling for staffas the individuals may wanlneed

services outside of normal working hours. Goals for consumers would be determined by



gaining knowledge of individual preferences rather than program availability and agency

resources (Butterworth elal., 1997; Gardner, Nudler& Chapman, 1997).

Research and stated consumer preference provide encouragement and credibility

to the establishment ofsupported living prograrns. However, there continues to be

opposition to suppoled living (Karan & Bothwell, 1997). Boards and staffofagencies

resist implementing supported living programming because of fear of decentralization,

worry that expenses will increase, that there will bejob loss, apprehension over the loss

of lamiliar structures and programs, and reluctance to relinquish the role ofdecision

maker for the role of facilitator. Family concems about their family members living in

conventional residences being relocated to supported living included fear ofgiving up a

safe and permanent environment and losing services. Both family members and agency

staff expressed doubt that the individuals were capable of making good decisions in a

supported living environment (Karan & Bothwell, I 997). Staff and family fears seem to

echo the fears expressed about deinstitutionalization in the past and perhaps could be

eased by giving education, reassurance and support to staffand families.

Dual Diagnosis

Defining Dual Diagnosis

Dual diagnosis is defined as the presence ofboth a developmental disability and a

psychiatric diagnosis or general mental health concem (Benner & Walker, 2001 ). A

number of factors contribute to the difficulty of accurately diagnosing psychiatric illness

and mental health concerns in individuals with intellectual disabilities. One ofthe factors

is the diagnostic overshadowing effect. This is the tendency to attribute the individuals'



problems to their intellectual disability while failing to recogrize the symptoms of a

coexisting psychiatric or emotional disturbance (Benner & Walker, 2001 ). The

intellectual disability is the more disabling and would be considered the primary

diagnosis making it easier to overlook the psychiatric disturbance. A second factor is the

separation ofservices, funding and stafftraining for mental health and intellectually

disabilities. Separation into two systems enables each system to expect the other system

to provide services to individuals with dual diagnoses and contributes to each system

feeling less adequately prepared to provide service (Fletcher, 2003). One unfortunate

effect has been that the intellectually disabled population with accompanfng psychiatric

illness has not gained all the benefìts ofthe mental health advances over the past two

decades (Fletcher, 2003).

Another factor contributing to the difficulty of accurate diagnosis of mental illness

in the intellectually disabled is that symptoms may be confusing to the diagnostician. For

example, is the individual's "imaginary" friend a hallucination or a child-like coping

strategy? (Benner & Walker, 2001). Mental illness expressed in an individual with dual

diagnosis may appear very different than in an individual without inteltectual disability.

Diffìcult behavior may be a symptom ofphobia rather than disordered behavior. Speech

and language impairments make it diffìcult to express emotions, needs and wants and

contributes to use ofdifficult behavior (Benner & Walker, 2001 ; Deb, Thomas & Bright,

2001; Fletcher, 2003; Sturmey, 2002).
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De-institutionalization and Dual Diagnosis

Until about twenty years ago one theory about the incidence of mental illness in

individuals with intellectual disabilities was that they were at lorver risk for developing

psychiatric illness because they were protected from some intellectual and psychological

stresses (Deb et al., 2001). The de-institutionalization movement increased the visibility

of individuals with dual diagnoses as they were living in community setting rather than

isolated in institutions. Increased visibility contributed to greater attention and recognition

ofdual diagnosis (Fletcher, 2003). Current thinking is that intellectually disabled

individuals are at increased risk oldeveloping psychiatric illnesses because of negative

social conditions such as rejection, exclusion, stigrnatization, and inadequate social

support and environmental conditions such as poor and unsafe housing and poverty. Poor

coping skills, speech and language deficits and a higher incidence of central nervous

system impairment increases the vulnerability (Deb et al., 2001; Sturmey, 2002).

Prevalence rates for dual diagnosis range widely from a low of l0% to highs of

40% or greater. The difference in rates is a result of differing criteria for inclusion. For

example Deb et al. (2001) excluded autism, dementia, behavior disorder and alcoholism

and derived a prevalence rate of 14.45. ln a separate study on prevalelrce ofbehavior

disorders in the intellectually disabled population the same researchers found that 60.4%

had at least one behavior disorder. Behavior disorders included aggression, self-injurious

behavior, temper tantrums, over-activity, screaming, attention seeking behavior,



objectionable habits, night-time dísturbance and destructiveness (Deb et al., 2001). The

implication ofdual diagnosis to health and social sewice systems is clear.

Although the full range ofpathology that exists in the general population exists in

the intellectually disabled population its presence may be expressed differently (Sturmey,

2002). Rates ofprevalence of mental health diagnoses in the intellectually disabled vary

but there is general agreement that the incidence ofpsychosis, schizophrenia and behavior

disorders are higher than in the general population (Deb et al., 2001).

Effects of Dual Diagnosis

Individuals with intellectual disabilities who have good mental health are able to

enjoy a good quality of life with satisfactory interpersonal relationships and a sense of

emotional welt- being (Fletcher, 2003). However, the presence of psychiatric illness with

the intellectual disability as in dual diagnosis can be extremely disruptive in all domains

of quality of life (Fletcher, 2003). Mental illness interferes with adjustment to living

arrangements, family and support group relationships, satisfaction with employment and

recreation and with the individual's general sense of well-being. Quality oflife is reduced

(Fletcher, 2003).

Approaches To Dual Diagnosis

Partnerships between rnental health systems and agencies providing services for

the intellectually disabled to achieve accurate psychiatric diagnoses and treatment plans

for the dually diagnoséd are now being developed. One example of this partnership is the

Dual Diagnosis Consultation Outreach Team Program in parts of Ontario. The program's



clinical team collaborates with community based teams to provide psychiatric assessment

and treâtment, monitors therapeutic services, provides therapy and training to consumers

when needed, provides supervision, consultation and education to the consumer's support

network, and links consumers to community services (Dual Diagnosis Consultation

Outreach Team, 2003).

Benner and Walker (2001) state that treatment approaches in addition to

pharmacology include use of the Positive Systems Approach which is a combination of

training caregivers in techniques which reduce problem behavior, use of positive

reinforcements, and environmental changes. Other effective strategies include individual

counseling to teach needed skills as in anger management, relaxation techniques and

problem solving skills in addition to other identified needs. Cognitive behavioral therapy

using restructuring techniques and positive reinforcement is considered to be effective as

is group therapy which provides group support for skill development in relationships,

problem solving, anger-management and coping skills. Environmental configuration

involves adapting the environment to the needs ofthe individual for safefy, comfort and

to allow as much autonomy as possible. All staffdelivering services to the individuals

should be trained in and using the same skill set to increase the generalization of leamed

skills in different settings and situations and to provide added reinforcement and plactice

of skills (Benner & Walker, 2001). tnsight- oriented therapies tend to have limited

effectiveness with the dually diagnosed population (Benner & Walker, 2001 ).

Individuals with dual diagnosis of mental illness and intellectual disability

typically may have very limited social supports and the severity of the mental illness

strongly conelates to the smaller size of the support group. This may result frorn a
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combination of lack of social skill, the desire to withdraw which may be a symptom of

the illness and sensitivity to the negative reactions ftom others to them in the community

(Gerhart, 1990).

In addition to providing assistance with arranging and accessing medical

appointments and medication, supported living can provide supports to help increase and

strengthen interpersonal relations and emotional well being. Supported living policy

incorporates the quality of life domains of self-determination, social inclusion, rights,

personal development and material well being. Current best practice principles for

provision ofservices to indíviduals with intellectual disabilities and mental health

concems are grounded in the concept of quality of life as an ongoing interaction between

the individual and his /her environnent. Ideally, careful attention is given to improving

the person environment fit as the optimal way to improving quality of life (Schalock &

Jensen, 198ó; Schalock et al., 1981). Supported living has the flexibility needed to access

supports from both the mental health system and the systems involved with the

intellectually disabled population. Supported living provides supports in the community

and advocates for normalized environments. Community inclusion is the goal (Renzaglia,

Karvonen, Drasgow & Stoxen, 2003).

Main Literature Themes

The main themes emerging from the literature review of the influence of the

concept of quality of life on the path from institutionalization to community living for the

intellectually disabled, mentally íll and dual diagnosis populations are:
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I ) Quality of life is now separated from intellectual disability and can and should be

measured in the same way across all populations using the same methodology. Quality

of life for individuals rvith intellectual disabilities, mental illness or dual diagnosis

refìects the same core values as quality of life for individuals without disabilities.

Early research assumed that quality of life was dependent on degree of disability and

that the greater the disability the poorer the quality of life

2) Quality of life is subjective, embedded in satisfaction and pleasure and changes over

time.

3) Quality of life is a dynamic interaction between an individual and hisÆrer environment

with changes in one effecting change in the other and, further, that improving the

person-environment fit en¡ances quality oflife. This concept supported the closing of

large institutions because they provided a disabling environment and poor quality of

life.

4) Quality of life generally improves as normalization increases. Research consistently

revealed that ifsafe and decent housing and needed services are provided, individuals

preferred life in small institutions over life in large institutions, life in group homes

over life in small institutions, and life in supported living environments over fife in

group homes. Supported living provides maximum normalization and rvas consistently

chosen as the prefened living environment in research studies.

5) Quality of life is subjective and quality of life research should give precedence to the

individuals' point ofview and values, and maximize individual participation.

Research methodology has moved fiom reliance on feedback from proxies to increased

feedback f¡om individuals. The importance of gaining knowledge of and validating the



importance of the individual's perspective and values has fostered the use of

innovative methods.

Part icipatory Action Research methodology amalgamates these themes by

maximizing the involvement of the intellectually disabled individuals in the research

process. P.A.R. is considered to be especially useful in research on quality of life for

individuals with intellectual disabilities (Whitney-Thomas, I 997).



CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH DESIGN

Description of Setting

Netu Directions þr Children, Youth, Adults and Fantilies

Founded in 1885, New Directions for Children, youth, Adults and Farnilies (New

Directions) is a nonprofit agency that offers a variety ofservices with the sole purpose of

improving the well-being oftheir clients - children, youth, adults, families and their

communities. New Directions operates on the basic philosophy that the rights ofevery

individual shall be fully respected at all times. This philosophy is ingrained within the staff

and is prominently stated in the organization's publications available for public viewing.

For instance, New Directions Annual Report states that "Nerv Directions believes in the

intrinsic worth and dignity ofevery human being', (Annual Report, 2002, p.7). The basis of

this phitosophy is that New Directions believes all their clients, including those that

participated in this shrdy, are unique individuals with various strengths and resources.

These strengths and resources should be acknowledged and encouraged within each

individual. The result of doing so is that each person is able to live in an independent and

dignified lifestyle where their right to make personal choices is respected.

New Directions has embraced an ecological approach to deliver their services that

embraces, in addition to an individual's strengths, weaknesses and resources, all systems at

a personal and societal level. An understanding ofindividuals as a rvhole, including

abilities and difficulties, enables the agency to be more helpful in supporting individuals in

reaching their goals and having a satisÛing quality oflife. To accomplish this end-result or



individuals, New Directions offers a wide range ofprograms for children, youth, adults and

families, including a group ofprograms for persons with developmental delay.

Supported Apartntent Living program

The supported Apaflment Living Program (s.A.L.) is one of several programs New

Directions has established. The mandate of the S.A.L. program is to support individuals

with developmental delay. This program was initially formed in response to the unique

needs of participants rvho wished to live independently in the community. New Directions

has stringent requirement(s) that must be met by an individual in order to participate in any

of their programs. For the s.A.L. program, only one requirement must be met by a willing

participant; an individual must have an intellectual or physical disability, a mental health

concem' or both. when an applicant successfully gains entry into the s.A.L program, they

have access to a variety ofservices that provide support in the areas of medication

management, housing, food bank and light meal prog¡am as well as individualized

community based support. Specifically, staff members provide individualized community

support services to assist individuals in areas ofcommunity living. This includes daily

living skills (i.e. budgeting and medication rnanagement), assistance with medical or legal

appointments, recreational and social activities, and advocate on clients' behalf in the

community.

Services Provided by the S.A.L. progratn

S.A.L. Lounge. New Directions has designated a lounge specifically for S.A.L.

participants. The centre, upon inspection, presents as welcoming and spacious. staff



members and participants ensure the lounge is kept crean and the furniture and equipment

maintained in good working condition. A number of activities are available to S.A.L.

participants in the Center's lounge, including: ping-pong, board games, videos, television

with accompanying VCR. The lounge is staffed Monday to Friday from 9a.rn. - 4 p.m.

During these times, staff is arso avairable to assist participants with the development of

social, life and problem solving skills. The Resource center also has a fully equipped

kitchen, a food bank staging and storage area and an art activity room. In addition, art

classes and an Aboriginal group meeting are held weekly in the lounge.

Medication support. New Directions staff members offer medication management

support assistance for S.A.L. participants. In respecting individuar rights of s.A.L.

participants, this assistance must be requested by the participants themselves and staff

will not enforce medication compliance. The support the staffprovides consists o1

giving bubble packed medication, recording medication compliance, and encouraging

participants to leam about the benefits and possible side effects of their medication by

asking questions oftheir doctors and pharmacists

Individttalized community Based support Hours. New Directions realizes that

pafticipants need to access assistance outside the centre while they live a'independent

aud dignified lifestyle. Participants are provided with a support staff member who will

work one-on-one with the participant. The staff member assists the participant in alr

aspects of comrnunity living including: skifl development, dairy riving, recreational and



social activities, medical appointments and medication management, probation and court

appointments, budgeting and money management.

Housing supporls. A strong focus of the s.A.L program is on housing. Housing is

an important key to allowing participants to live in an independent and dignified manner

while respecting their individual rights to live as they wish. To ensure adequate housing

exists for participants, New Directions has taken several initiatives. The most prominent

initiative taken so far has been a housing partnership with westminister Housing society.

Currently, New Directions are negotiating on expanding their rent supplementation

arrangement with Employment and Income Assistance (E.l.A.) social services.

Food Bank once shelter is provided, the second key to independent living is

food. To ensure participants have the abirity to feeiJ themselves, S.A.L. has partnered

with Winnipeg Harvest to become a Winnipeg Harvest food bank site. Initially, the

S.A.L. program encouraged participants to access community based food banks.

However, due to the number ofdifficulties encountered that made it ineffective, this was

discontinued and replaced with a more successfur program. cunently, food hampers are

filled at the New Directions office and delivered to the parlicipants' residences. Food

hampers contain pictures of meals that can be prepared using foods in the harnper. This

program is further enhanced by providing participants the opportunity to attend a weekly

cooking class that prepares a meal which demonstrates how to use the foods in the

hamper.
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Brealdast/Light Meal Progrant. New Directions offer S.A.L. participants the

opportunity to eat nutritionally well-balanced meals. The meals incorporate modeling of

food preparation by using foods f¡om the hampers provided by the food bank. The

Resource Center offers a breakfast program in the lounge and participants may also

request and receive light meals throughout the day. In addition, nutritious snacks are

provided in the instructional and interactive classes.

After Hours Support.The purpose ofthe S.A.L. program is to offer support to

participants. New Directions recognizes that support is sometimes required outside of

normal business hours. Participants are provided with an affer-hours emergency phone

number if they are in crisis and require support. A staff member can be reached at

anytime, 365 days per year.

S. A. L. P rogram Par ticipan ts

New Directions cunently has 30 participants, all ofwhom have intellectual

disabilities, in the S.A.L. program and another l0 are on the refenal list. Of the 30

participants who are currently in the program,20 are male and l0 are female.

Approximately halfofthese individuals have been in an institution in the past for varying

periods of time. Almost all of the partícipants, with the exception of three, have lived in

residential care (including group homes and foster care) either as children, as adults or both.

As well, since several of the participants have been in conflict with the law, some ofthem

have had to spend time in a conectional facility and/or on probation. In addition, many of

the participants also struggle with substance abuse issues. Finally, it is important to note
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that all of the participants are on Employment and Income Assistance and live well below

the poverty line. only a few ofthe participants are cunently working sporadically or part-

time to eam supplementary extra inco¡ne. Due their level of income and rent restrictions

imposed upon by Income Assistance, almost all the participants live in neighborhoods that

are situated in the core area of Winnipeg, which generally have a high crime rate.

Methodology

Research Purpose

According to Jackson (1999) it is important for all researchers to articulate precisely

what they wish to investigate. only after the purpose has been clearly identified can the

researcher move to the next stage of determining the ,... . conceptualization and

operationalization ofthe concepts involved" (Wagenaar & Babbie,200l, p.5l). After

careful consideration at the beginning of this project, the researcher determined that the

purpose of this research was to:

1) Increase knowledge of the factors that positively contribute to the quality of life of

participants in the S.A.L. program.

2) Elicit the perceptions ofprogram clients and staffregarding the services being provided

by the s.A.L. program to determine which ones are the most benefrcial in contributing to

and maintaining participants quality oflife, as well as to identis what additional

services they might like to see offered.
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Design

The qualitative field researcher can utilize one of a variety of approaches for their

project (Wagenaar & Babbie, 2001 ). A combination of a case study and participatory

action research (P.A.R.) was used to elicit the perceptions ofparticipants and staff

regarding the serviies being provided by the s.A.L. prog¡am. The goal was to detemrine

which services were the most benefìcial in contributing to and maintaining participants

quality of life, as well as to identify what additional services they rnight like to see offered.

The researcher placed a priority on ensuring that the research experience was an

empowering, satisfoing and enjoyable experience for the participants. They understood that

the results would be disseminated and could be helpful to the s.A.L. prog¡am and to other

programs providing services to people with disabitities. The researcher believed that she

would elicit fuller ansrvers and that the participants would put more thought into the

process in a happy and relaxed atmosphere ÍÌee of time or transportation restrictions. The

researcher thought that driving around the city would trigger ideas for pictures. For

example, in one instance we passed an ambulance and this evoked a memory of a positive

experience with the health system for one participant.

Case Study

"case studies yield both descriptive a'd explanatory insights. They can examine

just one particular case or they can fom the basis for developing rnore general theories"

(Wagenaar & Babbie, 2001, p.68). Creswell (1998) describes a case study as having the

follotving components:
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Bounded Systern þotnded by time and place and the case being studied an event,

program, activity, an individual or group of individuals). The research case studied for this

project rvas the S.A.L. program and participants at Nerv Directions and was conducted

between the months of September to December in 2004.

use of Multiple sources of Infornntion. This research project utilized observation,

individual and focus group interviews, and visual material (photovoice). This research

project utilized observation ofnine S.A.L. participants in their homes, communities, and

S.A.L. facilities. Photovoice is considered a document in qualitative research (Berg,

2001). Two focus group interviews were held in the S.A.L. lounge, one with four

participants and one with eleven participants. The rationale for holding focus groups was to

see if the focus group results would support the photovoice results and to see if any new

themes emerged from the discussion.

Context ofCase. The case for this research project was situated withín a physical

situation (New Directions supported Apartment Living program in winnipeg, Manitoba)

and a social setting (participants participation in programming, ongoing relationships,

availability and use ofsocia[ supports, housing and other interests).

Parti cip ato ry Ac t io n Res earc h

Many features of this project fulfrll the requirements of a participatory action

research project. These features include:

Participanrs Collecting Data. Participants took pictures to document factors in

their environments that they valued as contributing positively to their quality of life.



Participants Analysis of Data. Participants sorted their pictures into quality of life

domains and attached them to poster boards. The participants either wrote captions under

the pictures themselves or told the researcher what to write.

Participants were Stakeholders not Research Subjects. Participants were important

and involved in all aspects of the research process including: data collection, data analysis

and the dissemination ofresults. The research outcomes witl have a beneficent effect on

the quality of life of the participants because they contributed data into which factors in

their lives contributed to quality of life across the domains and identified the services most

valuable in contributing to these factors. This information will preserve or expand the

services they most value and contribute to the decision-making process on any future

services.

Participant Inclusion in the Dissemination of Results. Participants and the

researcher co-presented the results. As well, participants had input into the decision about

which results are presented and to whom.

Research for the Purpose ofTaking Action and Effecting Change. This research

will contribute to social work knowledge in terms ofparticipant feedback about program

elements and aspects oftheir environment that they find most beneficial in contributing to

and increasing their quality of life. Such information can be used to improve program

delivery for individuals with disabilities living in a variety of community settings.

I4formed Consekt

Padgett (1998) states that five key elements need.to be inco¡porated into a consent

form when dealing with lulnerable populations, they are:
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t¡ n Urief aescription of the study and its procedures as they involve participants.

2) Full identification ofthe researcher's identity and of the sponsoring organization.

3) An assurance that participation is voluntary and the respondent has the ríght to withdraw

at any time without penalty.

4) An assurance of confrdentiality.

5) Any risks or benehts associated with participation in the study.

The researcher incorporated these elements into the consent forms. [fa potential

participant had been under an order ofsupervision from the public trustee, a consent form

would have had to be signed by them on their client's behalf (Appendix A).

. All participants were asked to sign an informed consent form before beginning their

participation in the research process. Padgett (1998) suggests that th¡eat ofcoercion is a

concem when asking vr:lnerable individuals to participate in research. Potential research

participants needed to be fully aware that they were free to decline from involvement in the

research process. In addition, they were further informed that if they did agree to

participate, they could withdraw from the study at anfime without fear ofloss ofsupports

or good will in the services provided byNew Directions. The participants also needed to

fully understand that if they were involved in photovoice, their pictures would be used in

public presentations. The researöher solicited help from S.A.L. suppor{ staffto explain the

consent forms to potential participants because they hopefully would have built rapport and

trust with thern.

Financial honorariums were provided to participants to compensate them for their

time. How much to offer was an ethical question because too little an amount can be

insulting and too large an amount can be seen as bribery or coercion (Padgett, 1998). It was
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important to compensate the participants to make sure they felt valued and appreciated.

Padgett (1998) also suggests that nerv researchers consult experienced researchers on an

appropriate amount. The researcher consulted her advisor Dr. Brenda Bacon and they

agreed that a $20.00 honourarium to both photovoice and focus group participants was

appropriate.

The research posed minimal risk to the participants. Since both the photovoice and

focus group interviews focused on positive aspects ofpeoples' lives, it was anticipated that

the experience would be enjoyable for them. In the unlikely event of emotional distress the

researcher would have asked the participant for permission to contact their support staffor

case manager for added support.

This proposal was submitted to the University olManitoba Joint Faculty Research

Ethics Board and was approved.

S. A. L. S t alf Par ticipa t ion

The researcher started the data collection process by meeting with l0 support staff

and management personnel Íìom the S.A.L. program. Dudng this meeting the researcher

explained the research design and goals. The researcher provided those in attendance with

an information package and a short questionnaire (Appendix B). Additionaì information

packages and questionnaires for the S.A.L. staffnot present at the meeting were given to

the program coordinator. Corrpletion of the questionnaires was voluntary and the

questionnaire was anonymous and confìdential. Staff members were asked to identifr/ the

fìve most and least important S.A.L. services in contributing to quality of life for the

individuals they support. The questionnaire also asked staffto list services, ifany, they
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thought should be added to the S.A.L. program and to provide an explanation as to why

they should be added. The researcher asked that the questionnaires be handed in to

management and were then collected by the researcher at a later date. As only three

questionnaires were retumed to the researcher, the researcher did not include the staff

questionnaires in the research results.

Photovoice

Sampling

The researcher asked staffto help select a purposeful sample ofeight to ten

participants f¡om the S.A.L program who they thought would be interested in participating

in photovoice. Purposeful sampling is the process by which cases are selectively chosen in

an effort to represent different perspectives on an event or problem (Creswell, 1998).

Factors considered in client selection were age, gender, unique circumstances (marriage),

employment, family involvement and ethnicity. The researcher encouraged the staff to

attempt to select individuals who would be representative ofall S.A.L. participants. The

program coordinator explained that, to a considerable extent, the research participant

selection would be impacted by the availability of the S.A.L. participants. For example, if a

S.A.L. participant was cxperiencing a current mental health crisis or stressful personal issue

during the research period, the person would not be able to participate.

The researcher, with the assistance of the prog¡am coordinator, discussed

recruitment ofphotovoice participants with the staff. There was a general,agreement

among those in attendance at this meeting that posters inviting S.A.L. participants to attend

an information session/lunch could beposted throughout the S.A.L. lounge. Adatewas
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chosen ând the posters and a sign-up sheet to attend the lunch were put up within a few

days. Since not all of the S.A.L. participants use the lounge, staff members were asked to

give other possible interested participants the information about the research project and the

information sessior/lunch. Volunteers for this research project were then recruited from

this information session. From the fifteen S.A.L. participants who attended the information

session /lunch, nine were willing photovoice participants and two were willing focus group

participants.

Due to confidentiality policies ofthe program, the researcher was not able to

contact the interested participants directly by telephone. The S.A.L. program managers

helped set up appointments for the researcher to meet with each individual and his/her staff

to discuss and review the consent forms. These meetings took place from the end of

August, 2004 to early Decembet,2004. The goals ofthese meetings were to ensure that the

participants understood the process and what would be expected of them, that they wanted

to participate in photovoice, and that they understood that they were able to withdraw fiom

the research at any time.

When the researcher met with each participant, she took into consideration the

amount of time between the information session/lunch and the actual meeting. At the start

ofeach meeting with each participant the researcher again reviewed and clarifìed

Schalock's eight quality of life domains (Appendix C), answered any questions and asked

the participant to give some thought as to which pictures he/she wanted to take to depict

each domain. The researcher noted that, in most cases, the participants had already decided

on some of the photos they wished to take. It seemed to the researcher that the participants
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ro do the photovoice and consequently the research was done either on the day

of, or within a day or two, of the meetings.

Dala Colleclion

The researcher met with the photovoice participants either in their homes or in the

S.A.L. lounge to begin the photovoice session. The participants had given some thought to

the domains and had made decisions or had ideas about pictures they wanted to take. The

participants choice ofpictures was relatively un¡estricted by time or location as the

researcher used her own car for transportation to any Winnipeg location and the resea¡ch

was conducted in momings, aftemoons and evenings to accommodate the different pictures

the participants chose to take.

The researcher accompanied each participant into his/ her environment including

homes, neighbourhoods, community resources, favorite locations frequented for recreation

and relaxation, work sites, relatives' homes and any other place in their environment they

chose to include. The participants took pictures (up to 24) of elements in their lives they felt

were important. In some instances the participant wanted to take a picture that was not

possible, lor example, their participation in the Aboriginal group which was not meeting at

that time. At the researcher's suggestion the participant agreed to take a picture to

symbolize the subject he/she wanted included. As they took the pictures, the participants

were asked by the researcher for an explanation ofwhy each picture had meaning for them.

As all the participants included pictures demonstrating their use of S.A.L. services the

researcher took field notes of their comments about the services and the meaning their



pi"rur., nua for them. The researcher took field notes of their answers and read the notes

back to the participants for clarification and accuracy.

The completed film was taken to a photolab and, in most instances the researcher

and participant went out for lunch or dinner while the pictures were being developed. The

pictures were picked up and the researcher and participant retumed to either the

participant's home or the s.A.L. lounge. The researcher interviewed each participant either

during the meal, or while in their home or the lounge to ask them rvhat services provided by

the S.A.L. program they felt were the most valuable in contributing to a meaningful quality

oflife' Participants were prompted from a list ofservices provided by the s.A.L. program

(Appendix D). Participants were then asked to talk about what services, ifany, they would

like to see added to the program and why. The researcher continued to take fietd notes and

read the notes back to the participant to check for accuracy and clarification.

Datø Analysis

The researcher, along with the research participants, sorted the pictures by themes

according to schalock;s eight quality of life domains. These pictures were then organized

by the participants on presentation boards according to the eight domains: rights, self-

determination, emotional well-being, physical well-being, personal relationships, social

inclusion, personal development and material well-being. The participants were asked by

the researcher to either write themselves or tell the researcher ã word or caption for each

picture to express its meaning. Trustworthíness and credibility were increased by the

involvement of the participants in the analysis.
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Focus Group Process

As previously stated, one ofthe reasons for holding focus groups was to see if the

focus group results would support the photovoice results and to see if any new themes

emerged fronl the discussion. Another rationale for facilitating the focus groups was to

provide S.A.L. participants with the opportunity to be included in the research. The

researcher put up a poster with a sign up in the s.A.L lounge inviting participants to attend

one ofthree focus groups. The poster included an explanation of the purpose of the focus

group, the time and place of the groups and the honorarium provided. The intention was to

have one focus group for Photovoice paficipants. The other two focus groups were for any

other s.A.L. participants. The researcher also provided staffwith a leafìet to give the

information to the participants who would not see the poster because they did not frequent

the s.A.L lounge (Appendix E). Two focus groups, one with four participants and the other

with eleven participants, were facilitated. Facilitating a focus group composed ofeleven

participants was not what the resea¡cher had intended. This focus group, intended for

Photovoice participants only, increased to eleven participants. Th¡ee s.A.L. participants had

been confused by the posters inviting the photovoice participants to the focus group and

sigaed up for the group. The researcher did not want to discourage their participation and

they were included in the focus group. one photovoice participant was not able to attend.

The researcher had requested and received permission/consent to videotape the

focus groups for the purpose of transcribing them at a later date. The researcher's advisor

was kind enough to videotape the focus groups.

Both focus groups began rvith a brief explanation ofthe goals and expectations of

the focus group followed by the establishment of sorne group rules. The researcher



¿irt¡Uut"¿ and reviewed the consent forms and answered any questions. The participants

signed the consent forms in the presence of staffand retumed them to the researcher. All

the presentation boards ftom each domain compiled by the photovoice participants were

hung up on the walls around the room. The researcher introduced each domain by offering

an explanation of the meaning of the domain and, using the photographs on each

presentation board, gave examples ofwhat could be included in each domain. The

researcher used the presentation boards to initiate discussion by asking the participants to

look at the pictures on the presentation boards before discussing what factors in their lives

contributed to their quality of life in each domain. The ensuing discussion about the main

themes attempted to get a degree ofconsensus as to which themes the participants

considered most valuable to their quality of life.

Data Analysis

There are several forms ofdata analysis useful for case study research. In

categorical aggregation, the researcher looks for multiple instances ofrelevant meanings

within the data. In direct interpretation, the researcher draws meaning from single

instances. Quite often pattems can also be established and correspondence can be found

between two or more categories. Lastly, naturalistic generalizations can be formed. These

are generalizations that interested parties can apply to the population that is the focus ofthe

research (Creswell, 1998). The analysis undertaken in this research project utilized a

combination ofthese four types of analysis.

Using the field notes and transcriptions fiom the taped focus group interviews, the

researcher first used line by line coding as a process of identi$ing meaning units. The
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researcher then entered the meaning units onto individual cards. Each card was put into

categories and laid out on presentation boards so the researcher was abre to identiff themes

as to what is important to the program participants' quality of life and which resources

offered by the S.A.L. program they most valued. Finally, the researcher extrapolated

naturalistic generalizations from the data analysis that New Directions and other agencies

may fìnd useful in supporting this population,



CHAPTER 4: RESULTS

This chapter focuses on the qualitative results of the individual participants and

focus groups. Results have been categorized within each respondent section (individual

participants, group and focus groups) by the themes that ernerged fiorn the data. The

chapter begins with a descrìption ofthe first level analysis conducted. Specifically, the

photovoice process with each of the nine photovoice participants is provided including

the participants' participation in the recruitment process, some background information

on each participant and the participants' analysis of the pictures they took. The next

section of this chapter focuses on the group photovoice results with emphasis on the

dominant and unique themes that emerged. Chapter four concludes with a description of

the results that emerged fiom the second level analysis conducted with trvo focus groups.

ln accordance with the confidentiality aspect ofthe consent form the participants'

names and the names oftheir pets have been changed to protect their identities.

Individual Photovoice Results

Each of the S.A.L. participants - Pete, Lucy, Julie, lack,Zoe, Cam, Debbie, Holly

and Lany - are individually listed with a description of their results. The results are

categorized according to the eight dornains - Rights, Self-Detemrination, Emotional

Well-Being, Physical Well-Being, Personal Relationships, Social Inclusion, Personal

Developrnent and Material Well-Being (Schalock, 1997). A brief summary of the results

are provided in two tables (Table 4.1 and4.2) at the end of this section.
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Pete

B ackground Inforrnation

Participant Description. Pete is a middle-aged white man in his late thirties who

dresses with flair. He did not volunteer any information about involvement with his

family.

Past and Current Living Artangements. Pete recently moved into a newly

renovated main floor duplex in an area that he described as quiet and relatively safe.

Prior to his move Pete stated that he lived in "a dump in a bad area with gangs.,' pete

also said that he had some difficulty with managing stairs and it was important to him to

live on a main floor. His prior accommodation was on an upper level.

S.A.L. Involvement. Pete receives individualized staffsupport a few times per

week mainly for help with shopping and problem solving. He is involved in art classes,

cooking classes and group outings such as barbecues and camping trips, and uses the

S.A.L. lounge to socialize and play board games and do his laundry. pete received

housing support to find his. new accommodations in the duplex.

Other Agency Involve¡nent. Pete is involved rvith two programs in the provincial

govemment department Family Services and Housing. He has an Ernploynent and

Income Assistance (E.l.A.) Worker and a Community Services Worker (C.S.W.).

Pete did not share information about any other past or current involvement with

other agencies.



Rrrru¡,rlunt and Participafion in the Reseorclt Process

Pete did not attend the ínformation session/lunch in the S.A.L. lounge because at

that time he was temporarily suspended from the S.A.L. lounge. One of the S.A.L. case

managers called the researcher one day following the information session to tell her that

Pete was interested in participating in the photovoice research but agency regulations

required that a male staff accompany Pete and the researcher at all times. The researcher

met with Pete and his staff at his new home. Pete seemed to understand what was being

explained to him and signed the consent form. Although the staff who accompanied pete

and the researcher throughout the photovoice tried to be as unobtrusive as possible, the

researcher became aware that Pete did not share information about his family or his

personal history and wondered if the presence ofthe staff contributed to his reticence.

Pete began taking the pictures. There were a few instances when a picture Pete wanted to

take was not available and the researcher suggested a picture be taken to symbolize the

picture he wanted, explaining that he could write about what the photo sl,rnbolized on the

board later. For example we set up a tent in Pete's yard and took a photo ofthe tent to

represent Pete's enjo¡,rnent ofthe camping trip he participated in with the S.A.L. program

the previous summer. As Pete's suspension fiom the S.A.L. lounge was still in effect and

Pete wanted to have his artwork which was displayed in the lounge included in the

photovoice, he gave the researcher pennission to take pictures for him. The researcher

took Pete and his staff to Pete's home, went to the lounge and photographed Pete's art

work and took all the pictures to a one hour photo lab.

The researcher returned to Pete's horne so he could make up the boards. Pete's

stafiobserved but did not participate. The researcher reviewed each domain lvith Pete as



she spread the Bristol Boards out on the floor in the living room. pete, with minimar

assistance from the researcher, decided which domain each picture represented and taped

the pictures on the boards. Arthough pete did not want to write on the boa¡ds hirnself he

told the researcher which comrnents he wanted written and the researcher wrote the words

for him. The researcher made suggestions for comments on the rare occasions when pete

said he did not know what to say about a picture. pete sometimes wanted a picture

included in more than one domain. For example pete thought the picture of the cooking

class could be on the physical we[-being board because "it is important to eat healthy',

but also on the personal development boa¡d because he leamed new skills,, I leamed to

make Chinese lood".

Photovoice Session and Participant Analysis

r1rgåts. Although pete chose to incrude the picture ofthe duplex in the emotionar

well-being domain, he agreed that it could arso be incruded in the rights domain as he has

the right to live in a safe area.

self-Determination. pete did not initiaUy choose to take a picture demonstrating

self-determination. when the boards were completed the researcher commented that a

picture could have been taken ofpete because he has a distinctive style ofdress. The

researcher commented that rnaking the choice to have your own unique style is an

example of self- determination. pete agreed and gave the researcher permission to

include this conversation in her write up of his photovoice session.
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Emotional l|tell-Being. Pete took a picture of the outside ofhis duplex and

commented that "l feel safer in this area," "l like being on the main floor," and',The

apartment is clean, my last place was a dump."

Physical Well-Being. Pete took a picture ofa tent to illustrate his enjoyment of

camping and fishing. Pete stated that "Camping gives me a chance to get out of the city."

Pete chose to take several pictures in Assiniboine Park because "l like hanging out,

walking around and getting fiesh air." Pictures taken included one at the Zoo with the

comment that "I like animals." The next picture was of the picnic/ba¡becue area to

express his enjoyment of the S.A.L. program's barbecues in the park. "l like the food and

being there with my friends." Pictures ofan open area and the pavilion were taken just

because he enjoys the park. The pictures of the new S.A.L. tounge included one ofthe

outside ofthe lounge and two ofthe inside. The latter two pictures include a chess set and

a cribbage board to symbolize Pete's enjoyment of playing games and socializing with

fäends in the lounge.

Pete said he did his laundry in the new S.A.L. lounge because "it's free and saves

me money."

Personal Relationships. Pete chose to take pictures ofstaffsalng that "l like

talking to staff and like bugging them." He also said "They help me do the things I like to

do." Pete comrnented that he considers some of the other individuals in the S.A.L.

program to be friends but as he was temporarily suspended from the lounge he was

unable to take pictures of them.



social Inclrsion. Pete took a picture ofhis favorite restaurant. pete uses public

transit and took pictures ofbuses to illustrate the importance of mobility. pete said..l like

talking to bus drivers a¡rd sometimes go on bus rides just for fun."

Personal Development. Pete talked about the pictures ofhis art work and the

cooking class. He liked both olthese classes because "l like to be with other people." In

reference to the cooking class picture taken outside of a city of winnipeg recreation

centre, Pete said "lt's important to cook good food, we leam to make new things like we

made chínese food." Pete verbalized that he goes to the art class because he really enjoys

it and "I would not have the chance to make these things if I didn't go."

Material lt/ell-Being. Pete chose to take a picture of the Employment and Income

Assistance building (welfare). Pete said "l feel good because the rent gets paid and I

know that I have money to buy groceries." pete also told the researcher that he should

have taken a picture of his jewelry. The researcher told pete she would include his love

ofjewelry in her written report.

comments Regarding s.A.L. services. pete said that New Directions staff helped

him find his new residence. This assistance with finding better housing was important to

him because he felt safer in this area and, as his new place is on the main floor, he did not

have to climb so many stairs. The s.A.L. group outings were another favorite service as

he enjoyed the caniping trips, fìshing trips and the barbecues. He liked the opportunity to

make art rvork that he could keep and was aware that he would not have the opportunity

to do this if the program did not exist. He enjoyed the cooking class and valued the

lounge because he can do his laundry for flee, play games and socialize with other



parlicip¿ìnts ,vhorn h" consiclerecl to bc friends. Pcte likerl the individualized stal'i sLrpporr

hc receives a lew tirnes a week as he ieels he can talk to stafi and joke around with thenr.

Balber¡ucs at Assiniboinc Park (gloup outing at the Zoo)

Lut:t

Back gro u nrl I nfi t rna t i r nt

Put'ticiputtt I)t.scri¡ttion. Lucy is a lrientlly sociable Aboriginal wonran in hc¡'

thi¡ries. She is culrenfl¡,urrcnrplovccl hut lras a spoladic rvolk histoly. Luc¡,is in

lìe(luent c(ìrìlac( rvith nle nrl¡cls ol'hcl larnily. Slrc corrrnrcntccl tha( 'I love nr\ nr(r{lìcr

antl 'lvll blothcls krok otrt l'r-llrrtc bul srlrììclirììcs r c rltlr'l sceeach otltcr till lt lortc

tirrc."

Pu.tt u ¿ Currcttt Liring, j\rrenget ert.\. Lucy tlirl n(rt sh¿ìr'c inf'ornation u,itlr thc

lcscalchcl aboLrt her past l¡\,ing arrarìgenlenls except lo say that she spcnt sornc tinìc



living with her mother. Lucy currently lives at the Salvation Army Residence. She stated

that "l don't like it there" and "l am moving to Ontario with my boyfliend."

S.A.L. Int,oh,ement. Lucy receives individualized support from staff a few times

per week, and commented that staffhelp her with laundry, cooking and accessing

counseling. She participates in the art class and is involved in the Aboriginal group. She

enjoys socializing in the lounge and accesses the light meal program. Lucy also

participates in the group outings and specifrcally mentioned the camping trips and

barbecues.

Other Agency Involvement. Lucy is involved with two programs in the provincial

government department Family Services and Housing. She has an Employrnent and

Income Assistance (E.l.A.) Worker and a Community Services Worker (C.S.W.). Lucy

did not speak ofany other specific agency involvement but did mention that she had

received counseling.

Recruitmenî and Participation in the Research Process

Lucy attended the information session/lunch and signed up to participate in the

Photovoice research. The researcher met with Lucy and her staffin the S.A.L. lounge to

explain the consent forms and obtain her signature. Lucy took some pictures in the

lounge then accompanied the researcher into the colnmunity to take photographs. Lucy

seemed to understand the quality of life domains and had given considerable thought

about which pictures she wanted to take. For example, she had made prior anangements

to meet a friend at his work for the purpose oftaking his picture. Lucy shared with the

researcher that there rvere a few important components ofher life that she wanted to



OnoroOujn but couldn't figure out how to do it. One example of this was her

participation in the Aboriginal group as the group was not meeting the day we were doing

the photovoice. Lucy liked the researcher's suggestion that we take a picture ofan

Aboriginal poster to symbolize the Aboriginal group. The researcher was struck by the

enthusiasm Lucy showed throughout the photovoice session as demonstrated by her

friendly and outgoing interactions with everybody she encountered during the day. Lucy

suggested that we go for an ice cream sundae instead ofhaving lunch. Lucy waited in the

S.A.L. lounge while the pictures were being developed.

Lucy and the researcher made up the boards together. Lucy chose where the

pictures should go on the boards, attached them to the boards herselfand told the

researcher which comments to write. During this process Lucy seemed somewhat pre-

occupied with putting together her photo album. The researcher asked herifshe could

wait until the boards were finished. Although Lucy agreed to wait she appeared to rush

through the process and appeared tired by the end.

Photovoice Session and Participant Analysis

.llgåfs. Lucy took pictures ofthe Public Safety buitding. She requested that the

researcher take a picture ofLucy with a female police offìcer to symbolize her right to

live in a safe enviromrent and have full protection under the law. Lucy said "My

brothers hate the police but they (the police) helped rne when my ex boyfriend was

causing trouble." Lucy said she fèlt comfortable calling the police and described her

experiences with them in a very positive way. Lucy shared with the researcher that she

had been involved with the police a ferv times when she felt threatened or was being



pnyri"utty.hurt by a f,ormer boyfriend. Lucy said "the políce were nice and helped me get

an order for him." Lucy felt confident that she could count on the police for assistance

when she needed help. The female police officer was very friendly and generous with her

time, Lucy asked the researcher if she could give a copy ofthe picture to the police

offìcer so the next day we retumed to the public safety building. The police officer

responded by thanking Lucy, and, while hanging the picture on the office wall,

commented that she really appreciated Lucy bringing the picture to her. Lucy seemed

really happy with this brief contact with the police. The researcher thought it was a good

example of Lucy's ability to "give and take" in interactions with others in the community.

Lucy with Offrcer Shelly Glover of the Wiruripeg Police Force

Self-Deternùnatlon. No data plovided by the participant.

Emotíonal Well-Being. Lucy chose to take a picture of her former work place

although she had not worked there for several years. Lucy remembered it as being as

being a very positive experience stating that "The other people who worked thsre were
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gooa ,o r." and "Some of them were funny." Lucy said she would like to work there

again in the future.

Physical Ll/ell-Being. Lucy took a picture ofthe fridge in the S.A.L, lounge to

symbolize her use of the light meal program. Lucy explained that at the Salvation Army

residence the meals are served at set times. She appreciated knowing that she can have

something to eat in the lounge when she misses a meal at the residence.

Personal Relationshíps. Lucy took a picture ofstaff. She stated that she..likes

joking and bugging staff'and feels she has good relationships with them. Lucy also

spoke of receiving help and support from staff when she needed it. The example she gave

was "They helped me get counseling." Lucy took a picture in the S.A.L. lounge of a

füend of hers who is also involved with the S.A.L. program. Lucy commented that she

has made good füends with individuals she has met through the program. The researcher

took a picture of Lucy with her ex-boyfriend at his work site. Lucy described her

relationship with him as "We went out for a long time but broke up." Lucy wanted to take

a picture of her two brothers at work but we could not find the construction site. she said

"My brothers look out for me" and "sometimes I don't see them for a long time." Lucy

did not take a picture ofher mother or children but she spoke lovingly of them.

Social Inclusion Lucy told the researcher that she liked having coffee in local

restaurants with friends. she asked to have a picture taken of herself with the researcher

in an ice cream parlor to illustrate eating out or having coffee with Íìiends.

Personal Development. Lvcy took pictures of her artwork, her quilting and the

sign for the art class to illustrate the importance she attaches to her participation in the art

class. Lucy said that doing crafts made her "...feel good because I like learning new



things" and she feels "...proud ofthe art work." Lucy took a picture of an Aboríginal

poster hanging in the S.A.L. lounge to symbolize her participation in the Aboriginal

group that meets weekly in the lounge. she described the group activities as including

Aboriginal crafts and being important to her because "l can talk about being Aboriginal.,'

Lucy said that she enjoyed smudging and, in response to the researcher's question about

what smudging was, Lucy described it as "putting smoke on me to keep spirits away.,'

Material llell-Being. No data provided by the participant.

Comments Regarding S.A.L. Services. Lucy stated that she values the

individualized staffsupport because ofthe assistance they give her with laundry, cooking

and problem solving. She also said she enjoys socializing in the S.A.L. lounge, ..hanging

around with my füends, plalng shuffle board and bugging staff.,, Lucy also accesses the

light meal program in the lounge. Lucy enjoys the art program and the Aboriginal group.

Lucy also said she loved the group outings especially the camping trip and barbecues

because "lt is my chance to go swimming" and.,1 love bonfires."

Julie

B ac kgr ound I nfo rma t io n

Participant Description. Julíe is a white female in her late twenties. She presents

as very assertive and confident.

Past and current Living Arrangements. Julie shared with the researcher that she

had spent part ofher childhood living in the family horne and also lived in a foster home.



She is now living in a room and board situation but hopes to move into her own

apartment soon.

S.A.L. Involventen¡. Julie receives one/ one staffsupport and enjoys talking and

doing fun activities with them like playing pool and having coffee. She participates in the

cooking class, Aboriginal group, organized group outings and plans to start doing her

laundry in the new S.A.L. lounge.

Other Agency Involvement. Julìe is involved with two programs in the provincial

govemment department Family Services and Housing. She has an Employment and

Income Assistance (E.l.A.) Worker and a Community Services Worker (C.S.W.). Julie

did not share informatíon about any other past or current involvement with other

agencies.

Recruilment ond Participation in the Research Process

Julie attended the information sessior/lunch and sigred up to be a photovoice

participant. Julie and her staff met with the researcher in the S.A.L. lounge to review and

sign the consent forms. Julie had given considerable thought to which pictures she

wanted to take prior to the meeting. Julie and the researcher spent the day taking pictures

in the community. Julie had dinner at her residence then she went back out with the

researcher in the evening to take a picture of her church group. Julie and the researcher

met the next day at the S.A.L. lounge to make up the boards. Julie seemed pleased with

the pictures. Julie enthusiastically began to write the captions and tape the pictures on the

boards and continued doing this until she had cornpleted most of the boards. At this point,

Julie wanted to print a negative comment about a staffunder his picture and the
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researcher explained that the staff may be offended by the comrnent and encouraged her

to ask his permission. The staff was working in the lounge that day and Julie explained to

him what she wanted to write and said it was meant as ajoke. The staffasked her not to

wnte the comment. Julie appeared to become angry and accused the staffofnot being

able to take ajoke. The staffthen said he would withdraw his permission to use the

picture ifJulie wrote that caption. Julie reluctantly agreed to write a different caption,

Julie's cooperation and enthusiasm in making up the boards deteriorated following this

encounter. Her comments changed fiom pkases to single words and she appeared

resentful towards the researcher for "taking the staffs' side."

Photovoice Sessíon and Participant Analysis

rRr'fts. Julie requested that the researcher take a picture of her with two sheriffs

in front ofthe law courts building. Julie said that she has been to court several times to

support fäends at their court appearances. she felt able to do this because "The sheriffs

protect people Íìom gangs, guns and drugs." Julie also told the researcher that she has

used thejustice system to get a protection order and the police were.,kind and helpful."

Julie described being treated well in her contacts with the police. Julie also took a picture

outside ofthe remand centre stating "lt is my right to visit friends and acquaintances in

there."

Self-Determination. Julie was not able to take a picture ofher boyfi,iend because

he was incarcerated at the time. Julie shared with the researcher that her friends, staffand

family wamed her against dating him but "l am going to go out with whoever I want."
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Emotional Well-Being. Julie took a picture of her church group meeting in the

church that she regularly attends. Julie made several comments about how important her

participation in the church was to her. "l am able to talk about religion with them,', .,1

find it a Safe place when the world is stressful" and ,, It is good to be rvith people who

agree and don't get resentful."

Physícal l4/ell-Being. The researcher took a picture ofJulie plalng pool in one of

the common rooms at her residence. Julie chose to put thís picture in the domain of

social inclusion but ageed that it would fit in with the domains of physical or emotional

well-being as well as she commented that "Playing pool is a stress reliever."

Personal Relationsåþ. Julie shared with the researcher that she was

disappointed because she could not take a picture ofher boyfäend who was incarcerated

at the time. Julie took several pictures staff at the s.A.L. lounge. Julie's comments about

staff were for the most part positive stating that "They help me solve problems" and .,I

like to joke and hang around with them." she also commented that "sometimes staff are

naggy and they expect me to be perfect." Julie had made a similar comment during the

picture taking part of the process. A song came on the radio with the line,,l'm not a

perfect person." while we were driving in the car. Julie told the researcher that "this is

my song to the staffbecause they expect me to be perfect." Julie took separate pictures of

two friends who are s.A.L. program participants stating that "we have been good friends

for three years" and "We have good talks andjoke around.,' Julie took pictures ofher

brother in law, niece and nephew and their family dog at her sister's home. Her sister

could not be there because of work commitments. Julíe said "My family knorv me better

than the staff and they are always there for me." Julie also commented that the dog is an
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important part of the farnily. "l watched her grow up, she is cuddly and plalng with her

feels good."

Social Inclusion Julie put the picture of herself playing pool in the common

room in her residence i¡r this domain. She mentioned that some ofthe friends she had

made in the residence were not involved in the S.A.L. program. Julie said that she

enjoyed plalng pool and eating with these Íìiends in the cafeteria in the residence.

Personal Development. No data provided by the participant.

Material lIlell-Being . No data provided by the participant.

Comments Regarding S.A.L. Services. Julie participates in the cooking class. Her

comments included "We get to chose what we make then we get to eat it after." Julie

also stated that "When I get an apartment I'll probably use the food bank, not enough

money ÍÌom welfare." Julie also said that she likes hanging around the S.A.L. lounge,

plalng cards and joking around with staff and other participants. Julie told the

researcher that she plans to start doing her laundry at the new lounge. Julie participates in

the group outings and said "l like camping because it's a chance to get out of the city."

Julie also said that on the last camping trip she enjoyed plalng floor hockey. Julie stated

that she likes having one to one staffbecause then "l don't have to share them with

everyone in the lounge and have everyone jumping up at them." ,.1 like having private

time with staff so that I can talk about pnvate stuff and have coffee with them." Julie's

suggestions to improve existing s.A.L services included giving people prior notice if the

lounge is going to be closed early. Julie complained that on a few occasions,.l have

come to the lounge when it was supposed to be open and it rvasn't. I was pissed offand I

don't have a phone to call everyday and check." Julie also stated "More staffneed to be
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on in the lounge." Julie's suggestion for an additional service was to establish a weekly

music class.

Jack

B a c kg r ou nd I n"fo r m a t i o n

Participant Description. Jack is a rvhite man in his early forties. Jack has a

positive attitude and presents as very füendly and approachable. The researcher and Jack

live in the same area and she has seen him talking to people and letting them pat his dog

(Buster) while he's out walking him. Jack has a good sense ofhumour, gave good

explanations lor the pictures he chose to take and initiated several discussions on various

topics with the researcher. He grew up in the family home with his mom, dad and sibling

and has warm and positive memories ofhis upbringing.

Past and Current Living Arrangentents. I ack grew up living in his familyhome.

He is currently living in a self-contained suite in a multi- famity home located in what he

considers to be a well-kept up and safe area.

S.A.L. Involvemen¡. Jack has individualized staffsupport a few shifts per week.

Jack participates in the art class and the cooking class and enjoys spending time

socializing and playing games in the lounge. Jack enjoys the goup outings and takes

advantage of the light meal program and the food bank when he needs to. He received

housing support to locate his cunent suite.

Other Agency Involvement. Jack is involved with trvo proglams in the provincial

govemment department Family Services and Housing. He has an Employment and

Income Assistance (E.l.A.) Worker and a Community Services Worker (C.S.W). Jack



did not share information about any other past or current involvement with other

agencies.

Recruitment and Partic¡pation in !he Research process

Jack attended the information session/lunch and signed up to participate in the

photovoice. Jack and his staff met the researcher in the S.A.L. lounge to review and sign

the consent form. The following day the researcher met Jack at the S.A.L. lounge then

spent the moming and part of the aftemoon taking pictures in the community. Jack had

decided which pictures he wanted to take prior to our meeting. Jack asked the resea¡cher

to come with him while he took his dog (Buster) for a walk because he wanted pictures

taken ofhim walkíng the dog in his neighborhood, Jack and the researcher dropped off

the fìlm to be developed then went to a restaurant for a late lunch.

Jack and the researcher picked up the pichrres then went back to his apartment to

make up the boards. Jack seemed to have a good understanding ofthe domains and taped

the pichrres on the boards himself. Jack did not want to write on the boards but told the

researcher what captions to write.

Pholovoice Session ønd Participant Analysis

Rights. J ack took a picture of the legislative grounds. He commented that,.rt is

important to vote so you have a say in rvhat's going on." He also said that..lt's important

to frle income tax or you can get in trouble,"

Self-Determinatioir. No data provided by the participant.

Emotional l{ell-Being. Jack took a picture of the outside of his home. He

commented that he feels very safe in his home because "There is an alann in the building
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un¿ Sur,o would bark if there was trouble." and ,,Buster is like a guard dog.', He took

several pictures ofBuster that could be included in this domain but Jack chose to place

them on the Personal Relationships board. Jack also took a picture offlowers growing in

a yard in his neighborhood to illustrate his opinion that "The neighborhood smells nice

and is kept up." Jack also talked about how much he likes his neighborhood and how he

feels safe there.

Physical lkll-Being. The researcher took a picture of Jack walking his dog. Jack

commented that "Buster is my exercise partner." Jack also said that "Buster helps me

stay in shape, we go for long walks followed by long rests." Jack took a picture ofthe

kitchen area of the s.A.L. lounge commenting that "I like to eat there sometimes and it is

always clean and tidy." Jack took a picture of a movie theatre salng that,,Movies are

relaxing and I like watching them. I like funny movies, I don't like violent movies."

Personal Relationships. Iack wanted to take a picture of his family but they were

not available. Jack told the researcher to write the comment "My family always cares for

me" on the personal relationships board. Jack also stated that "l am spending christmas

at my sister's." Jack took a picture ofBuster describing him as "man's best ffiend,"

stating that "Buster always sticks by me." Jack took a picture of his best füend who is

also involved in the s.A.L. program. Jack took a picture of staff and commented that

"Some staffare very funny, I makejokes about them and they makejokes about me but

its all kidding and I like it." Jack also said "l taught some staffhow to play chess." This

comment sparked a conversation between Jack and the researcher about how he benefits

by having staffbut he has a lot to give back as well and staffhave leamed to play chess

from him. Jack thought about this, looked pleased then said,,That's right.',
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Pooch Smooch (Jack with "Man's Best Friend', Buster)

Social Inclusion Jack took a picture of himself shopping at a large mall. He

describes himself as a "bargain hunter" and commented that ,.1 like to own my own

movies but I don't buy them when they are expensive because they go on sale and prices

go down." Jack and the researcher agreed that his pichrre of the movie theatre could also

have been included in this domain. His picture of himself walking Buster in the

community could also have gone under this domain as he talked about getting to know his

neighbors when they come out to pat Buster.

Personal Development. No data provided by the participant.

Material Well-Being. Jack took a picture of a display of D.V.D.'s in the window

of a record store to synbolize his own collection. He likes to collect Ð.V.D.'s of old

television series (Mr. Ed, The Munsters, starsky and Hutch, Dukes of Hazzard.,Xena and

Hercules, etc.). Jack commented that "l like to own them instead ofrenting them because

I can watch them whenever I rvant." Jack also took a pictur€ of a present he bought for

Buster.



connents Regarding s.A.L. services. Jack stated that he likes the individualìzed

support and uses staff to help him with budgeting, bill paying and grocery shopping so ,,1

have enough money to leed my dog." Jack rikes the cookrng class because,, It's good to

leam how to make your own food." He also commented that he enjoys creating art and

feels happy rvhen taking the art classes. Jack volunteered that,.l use the food bank when

I need it" and accesses the light mear program in the s.A.L. Iounge. He enjoys ,'hanging

out in the lounge" and loves the group outings but cannot always stay ovemight on the

camping trip because he "needs to look after Buster." Jack received housing support to

fìnd his current residence.

Zoe

B ac kg r o un d I nfo r nø t i o n

Participant Description. Zoe ís a white female in her thirties. Zoe was very

fliendly and talked easily with the resea¡cher. Zoe is married and lives with her husband

Cam and her cat Smoky. Cam is an S.A.L. participant and also volunteered for the

photovoice research. The onry comment Zoe made about her famity of origin is that her

mom lives in the city and she sees her infrequently. Zoe made several positive comments

about her father in Iaw stating that "He is a good rnan, he supported our marriage and he

takes us out for coffee and ice cream." "He used to have cam and me over to his house

and take us in the neighborhood but he's in a nursing home now." Zoe said that thev visit

him once in a while.

Pasr and c,rrenr Living Arrange¡nents. zoe did not share much about her past

living arrangernents except to say that she lived at home with her mother but arso spent



some time in a foster placement. Zoe norv lives rvith her husband cam and cat smoky in

a duplex in downtown Winnipeg.

s.A.L. Involvement. zoe receives individualized staffsupport a ferv shifts a week

Zoe commented that "They come to my house and help with cooking and cleaning.', Zoe

participates in the group outings, uses the food bank and enjoys spending time in the

lounge. Zoe received housing support to find her cunent residence.

other Agency Involvement. Zoe is involved with two programs in the provincial

govemment depafment Family services and Housing. she has an Employment and

Income Assistance (E.l.A.) worker and a community services worker (c.s.w.). Zoe

also receives help rvith money management fiom the public Trustee.

Recruitment and Participation in the Research process

Zoe attended the information session/lunch and signed up for the photovoice

research. The researcher accompanied Zoe and cam to the public Trustee to sign the

consent forms. The Public Trustee told the researcher that she was only involved with

Zoe and cam on a financial level and they did not need her permission to participate in

the ¡esearch. Two days later the researcher picked up Zoe at her house and went to the

S,A.L. lounge to meet with staff to review and sign the consent form. Zoe and the

researcher went out in the community to take pictures. zoehaddecided that she wanted

to take pictures of her home, husband and cat and really enjoyed taking these pictures but

then seemed at a loss as to what else in her environment contributed to her quality of life.

The researcher and Zoe reviewed and discussed the domains and the researcher also

reminded zoe that she would accompany her an)ryvhere in the city to take pictures and had



lots of time to spend with her. zoe responded by thinking up several other good ideas for

pictures and we proceeded. Zoe and the researcher dropped the picfures off for

developing, picked up cam from their home and went to a restaurant for lunch. Zoe and

the researcher picked up the pictures and went back to the lounge to make up the boards.

zoe taped the pictures on the boards and told the researcher which captions to write. The

researcher found zoe to be a füendly and enthusiastic participant in the research and was

touched at her invitation to come back again to have coffee with her and cam in their

home at a later date.

Photovoice Session and Participant Analysis

Rights. Zoe took a picture ofher wedding ring and the researcher took a picture

ofZoe and Cam standing together to s)rynbolize.,The right to choose to be happily

married." Zoe said the meaning of the ring is "l am not single anymore" and went on to

explain that "l wanted to get married because I did not want to live common law

anlrnore," and "l love being married, I love my husband." Zoe took a pictureof the stairs

at her duplex to symbolize her right to rive in a safe home. Zoe commented ..r am going

to ask the landlord to put in better stairs with good grips so we don't fall down the stairs.,'

zoe told the researcher that she had recently fallen down the stairs and had to call the

paramedics. Zoe stated that she enjoys her home with the exception ofthe stairs.
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Zoe's wedding ring.

Self-Determination. No data provided by the participant.

Entotional I(ell-Being. Zoe took a picture of the outside of her duplex. Zoe

described the area as "safe, better than my last area." Zoe also commented that the

duplex had been newly renovated right before they moved in.

Physical Well-Being. Zoe took a picture of the food bank commenting that ..It is

good food and keeps you hearthy." Zoe arso stated that the food bank was important to

her and other participants because "you can telr them what you need and they wi bring

the basket to you so you can have lots of food."

Personal Rerationships. Zoe took a picture of her husband and commenting that

"He's a great guy arid a handsome man." She also took a picture of her cat smoky and

shared with the researcher that',I rescued him, i got hirn at a giveaway.,, She also
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commented that she trained him to use his litter box and likes playing with him and

taking care of him. Zoe took pictures of s.A.L. staff in the lounge and commented that

"Staff are there for me and will help me if I need it." zoe was unable to take a picture of

her father in law so to symbolize his importance in her life she took a picture of his ofd

house. Zoe said that he had always been kind to her and cam and considered him a good

support. Zoe took a picture ofher chiropractor commenting that "He is my favourite

doctor and he gives lots ofgood advice on sore backs." Zoe also said that they talk about

otber things as well.

social Inclusion, Zoe took a picture of the chiropractor and his assistant because

this is a service in the community outside of New Directions. Zoe and the researcher also

agreed that this picture could have gone in the domain ofphysical well-being. Zoe took a

. 

picture ofan ambulance to symbolize her use of paramedic services when she fell down

the stairs. She said the paramedics treated her well.

Personal Development. No data provided by the participant.

Materìal llell-Being. Zoe took pictures of her wind chimes. She also took

pictures ofher candles and other knick-knacks on her coffee table.

comments Regarding s.A.L. services. Zoe commented that individualized staff

was very impoÍant to her, "They corne to my apartment to help me if I need it, like with

cooking and cleaning." Zoe was grateful for the help she received from S.A.L. staffin

planning and arranging for her wedding. Zoe stated "we got married in the lounge and

staff were there and we had a night in a hotel for our hone)rynoon." Zoe uses the food

bank and commented that it is an important service because they will bring the basket to

her. she does not have to go to another food bank. Zoe also commented on how much



,t,, 
"nloi the outings, "The ba¡becues are fun and I rove camp, roasting marshmalrows,

sitting around the campfire." "l get to hang around with a lot ofpeople and talk to them

and laugh with them." Zoe really appreciated s.A.L. support in fìnding her new home.

Can

B ackground Information

Parricipant Descriprion. cam is a white mare in his late thirties. cam was

relatively quiet with the researcher during the photovoice and did not Íïeely volunteer

much personaI information about himself but did respond openly when asked questions.

cam grew up in his family home and commented that he had a happy childhood. He has

had regular fiequent contact with his father, fìrst visiting at the family home and, for the

last year visiting him in his senior citizens home. cam is married to Zoe who was also a

paficipant in the photovoice research. Zoe usually accompanies cam when he visits his

father and both cam and Zoe describe cam's father as being supportive oftheir

relationship and their decision to marry.

Past and cu*ent Living Arrangements. cam did not vorunteer much information

about his living anangements in his early adult years. cam described his childhood as a

happy one and said he lived in the family home. cam now lives in a recently renovated

duplex with his wife Zoe and cat Smoky.

s.A'L. Involvement. cam receives individualized support for household chores

and medication management. Carn participates in the group outings and enjoys

socializing in the lounge.



c)')th", Ag"rry Involvement.cam is invorved rvith two programs in the provincial

govemment department Family Services and Housing. He has an Emplol,rnent and

Income Assistânce (E.l.A.) Worker and a Community Services Worker (C.S.W.). Cam

receives help with money management ffom the public trustee.

Recruítment and Participation in the Research process

cam attended the information sessior/runch and signed up to participate in the

photovoice. The researcher accompanied cam and zoe to the public Trustee to sign the

consent forms. The Public Trustee told the researcher that her involvement with cam and

Zoe was limited to fìnancial supervision and consequently they did not need her

permission to participate in the research. cam, Zoe, staff and the researcher met at New

Directions to discuss and sigr the consent forms. cam told the researcher that he wanted

Zoe to accompany him for his photovoìce session. Throughout the photovoice session

' cam ÍÌequently asked Zoe for her opinion on which photographs he should take. Zoe's

response was "whatever you want, it's your day honey." Zoe was very good company for

cam and the researcher but did not influence his decision making and was supportive of

his choices. ln the researcher's opinion Zoe's presence throughout the day increased

cam's comfort level and enabled him to be more talkative. we dropped the fìlm off for

developing, went to a restaurant for lunch, picked up the pictures and retumed to the

s'A.L. lounge to make up the boards. Although cam asked Zoe for advice on placement

of the pictures she continued to encourage cam to make his own decisions. cam told the

researcher rvhat to write on the boards the majority ofthe time, but the researcher did

make a few suggestions when cam seemed "stuck" and the researcher did the writing.
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cam seemed tired by the end of the day and seemed to want the process to corne to an

end. The last question the researcher asked cam was what services he liked in the s.A.L.

program. He named the services but would not elaborate on why he liked them.

Photottoice Session and Participant Analysis

Rights. Cam chose to have a picture taken of Zoe and himself with his arm

around her to s),rnbolize the right to be married. cam stated that,,l like being married',

and described his wife as "beautiful."

SelÍ-Derermination. No data provided by the participant.

Emotional Lltell-Being. cam chose to prace a picture of his former family home

on this board to illustrate growing up in a safe neighbourhood. cam commented that,,l

had a lot offun " and described the neighborhood as being a good and safe place to grow

up in.

Physical Ilell-Being. Cam took several pictures of the new M.T.S. building. He

lives in the same area as the M.T.s. building and described how he enjoyed frequent

walks past the building site and seeing the daily progress on the construction ofthe

building. He stated in an excited tone "l tiked watching them build it,,' and ,.lf I have

money I will go there for concerts and hockey." cam took pictures at the Forks because

he likes rvalking around there. cam took a picture ofan ambulance after a discussion

with the researcher and Zoe about the importance ofproper medical care and services.

Cam took a picture of a donut shop to symbolize eating good food.

Personal Relationships. cam wanted to take a picture of the owner of the donut

shop mentioned in the physical werl-being domain but unfortunately the orvner was not



available. The donut shop is located in his old neighbourhood close to his family's former

home and the owner was a family füend. cam and his father used to have coffee with the

owner and cam and zoe have continued to go there to visit the owner and have coffee

with him. cam's picture of his family home also symbolized his relationship with his

father. Cam commented "[ have a good Dad" and "My dad helped with problems." Cam

and Zoe visit his father in his senior's residence. cam commented that "l have a beautiful

wife" and "l have someone to talk to" when he had the researcher take a picture ofthe

two ofthem together as a couple. cam took a picture of his support staffin the lounge.

social Inclusion cam took a picture of Robin's Donuts because he likes to eat in

restaurants in the community. cam included a picture olan ambulance at the Forks in

this category as an example ofusing community resources, such as calling lor an

ambulance or frequenting the Forks. This picture was also included in the physical

wellbeing category. cam agreed that the pictures of the M.T.s. building that he put in the

category ofphysical well-being could also be included in this category.

Personal Development. Cam took a picture of his old high school and

commented that he had good and bad memories of his time there.

Material lt'ell-Being. No data provided by the participant.

Comments Regarding S.A.L. Senices. Cam stated that he enjoys the group

outings and likes hanging out in the lounge. Cam also said he likes having his

individualized support worker. cam also stated he and his wife zoe use the food bank.

Cam and Zoe reòeived housing support to find their current housing.
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Cam and Zoe with their Case Manager at the offìce are pictured here

Debbie

Background Inþrmatíon

Participant Description. Debbie is an Aboriginal woman in her mid twenties.

The researcher found Debbie to be very intelligent and aware ofher appearance with a

definite personal style. Her hair, makeup and style ofdress displayed her rove ofcunent

fashion. Debbie tatked about having contact with some extended family members

including a niece and grand niece. Debbie also described an ex s.A.L. staffmember as

her guardian.

Pqst and c,rre,r Living Àrrangern ¿xls. Debbie spent some of her childhood in

her farnily home. Debbie also mentioned a brief time in foster care. Debbie is currently

living in a well fumished and comfortable one bedroom apartftent in a room and board

facility. she describes her current living situation as "a nice safe place to be in,,and

commented that "Rules keep the people safe but are annoying at times like no visitors

after hours."
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S.A.L. Involvemenl. Debbie has had individualized staffing in the past but not at

the present time. Debbie has had housing support, and regularly attends both the art

classes and the Aboriginal group. She participates in the group outings such as the

camping trip and enjoys socializing in the S.A.L. lounge.

Other Agency Involvement. Debbie is involved with two programs in the

provincial government department Family Services and Housing. She has an

Employment and Income Assistance (E.l.A.) worker and a Community Services Worker

(C.S.W.). She did not share information about any other past or current involvement with

other agencies.

Recruitmenl and Participation in the Research Process

Debbie attended the information session/lunch and signed up for the photovoice

group. The researcher met Debbie at her apartment. The researcher told Debbie that she

was the last person to participate in the photovoice. Debbie said her best friend Holly,

(another S.A.L. participant) had also attended the information sessior/lunch and was very

interested in being a photovoice participant. Debbie said that she and Holly had talked

about the photovoice and wanted to do it together, so the researcher and Debbie went to

Holly's apartment. Holly seemed very excited about participating and accompanied

Debbie and the researcher to New Directions to review and sign the consent forms.

Debbie, Holly and the researcher went into the community to take pictures. Debbie had

not decided what pictures she wanted to take prior to our meeting but had thought about

what factors contributed to her quality of life.



Holly and Debbie agreed that there were pictures that they both wanted to take

íncluding some pictu¡es ofthe two ofthem together in different locations. Holly did not

influence Debbie's decisions or choices for pictures. More than halfofDebbie's pictures

illustrated parts ofher Iife in which Holly was not involved. The photovoice session

ended at 9 p.m. so Debbie, Holly and the researcher agreed to go out for a late dinner and

to meet at the S.A.L. lounge the following day to make up the boards. Debbie and Holly

taped their own pictures to the boards and told the researcher what to rvrite. The

researcher made a few suggestions but the majority ofthe captions came Íïom Debbie and

Holly. The researcher felt that Debbie and Holly's close long time friendship had a

positive effect on the research process because it enabled them to feel very comfortable in

sharing information.

Photovoice Session and Particípant Analysis

Ar'firs. No data provided by the participant.

Self-Determination. No data provided by the participant.

Emotional Itell-Being. Debbie included a picture ofher stuffed animal collection

on her bed commenting that she felt sale in her bedroom and her stuffed animals gave her

emotional support. "l cuddle up with them when I'm sad and play with them when I'm

happy." As previously stated, Debbie said she felt safe in the apartment building because

of the rules.

Physical ll/ell-Being. Debbie took a picture ofher favourite radio station. Debbie

told the researcher that she likes to relax around the house listening to the radio. She

commented that "Music from the 80's brings back memories ÍÌom my childhood, music
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from the 90's brings back memories of being a teenager." The researcher took a picture

of Debbie eating in one ofher favourite restaurants, and Debbie talked about how eating

properly was important to being healthy. Debbie took pictures of Assiniboine park and

the Forks. she stated that they were nice places to walk around and she enjoyed the

atmosphere and the scenery. Debbie also included pictures ofthese places in the social

inclusion domain.

Personal Relarionsåþs. Debbie took a picture ofher niece and grand niece at

their home. Debbie commented that,,My níece is more like my friend, I became an

auntie when I was four."

Debbie took a picture of a former s.A.L. staff member. Debbie described her

relationship with this woman, "she is like my guardian." Debbie went on to say that she

still keeps in contact with her and misses her at New Directions. The picture the

researcher took ofDebbie and Holly together was also included in this category. Debbie

described her relationship with Holly as "we are so close we're more like sisters." ,,we

have been best f¡iends for a long time."

socía! Inclusion. Debbie took pictures of Assiniboine park, one of the Duck pond

and one the flower conservatory; she talked about skating on the Duck pond and

commented that "l like flowers." Debbie took a picture of a store at the Forks to

symbolize her love ofshopping. Debbie took a picture ofone ofher favourite restaurants

because "l like going out for dinner with füends."



O.U¡i" unO best füend Holly, at the Olive Garden.

Personal Development. No data provided by the participant.

Mqterial l(ell-Beíng. Debbie and the researcher talked about how her stuffed

aninal collection could have gone into this category. while the researcher was driving

Debbie and Holly home after dinner they both commented on how they shourd have taken

pictures oftheir game systems they each own because they really enjoy playing video

games. The researcher agreed to add their game systems to their materiar welr-being

domains.

Comments Regarding S.A.L. Services. Debbie said that she has received

individualized support staff in the past when she has needed it. she said that sometimes

staff had been very helpful, "I like some of the staff but not all of them." Debbie

appreciated the support she received to find suitable housing. Debbie also commented on

the group outings stating that "r especially like the carnping trip, swimming and relaxing

by the river." Debbie also said she enjoyed spending time in the rounge using the

computer, watching movies or doing arts and crafts "when I want to.,' Debbie explained
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that she goes to the lounge for awhile then "l get bored and take a break." Debbie said

she has also attended the Aboriginal group.

Holly

B ackground I nfo r mat io n

Participant Description. Holly is an attractive Aboriginal woman in her early

thirties. Holly presents as a very warrn, caring and Íìiendly person. She interacted easily

and appropriately with people we met during the photovoice session. Holly has a positive

relationship with her mother and sees her regularly. Holly also mentioned having

infiequent contact with a former foster family.

Past and Current Living Arrangement. Hol|y shared with the researcher that she .

spent her childhood and part ofher adolescence in the family home and part in foster

homes. Holly shared that she had both positive and negative experiences in foster care.

An example of a positive memory was Holly living with a fìnancially well oflfoster

mother and having a beautiful bedroom. A negative memory was of a different foster

mother calling one of the other foster children in the home "fat." Holly said "l yelled at

her and told her that was a mean thing to say." Holly now lives with her boyfriend in an

apartment in doivntown Winnipeg.

S.A.L. Involvement. Holly receives individualized staffsupport a few times per

week. Holly participates in the art class and the Aboriginal group. Holly enjoys the

group outings and hanging out in the S.A.L. lounge.

Other Agency Involvement. Holly is involved with two prog¡ams in the provincial

govemment department Family Services and Housing. She has an Emplo¡.rnent and
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In"orne Arsirtunce (E.l.A.) Worker and a Community Services Worker (C.S.W.). No

other agency involvement was reported.

Recruilment and Participation in the Research Process

Holly attended the information sessio¡/lunch, Holly's interest in participating in

the photovoice was not officially communicated to the researcher by S.A.L. staff. The

researcher found out about Holly's interest when she met with her best friend Debbie to

take her out for her photovoice session. when the researcher shared with Debbie that she

(Debbíe) was her last photovoice participant Debbie told the researcher that her best

ÍÌiend Holly wanted to participate as well and they wanted to do it together. The

researcher and Debbie went to Holly's apartment hoping to catch her in. Holly was

arriving home with her individualized support staffand was excited and able to

participate that evening. Holly commented that "I was hoping to do this. I'm glad you

came to get me." Holly, Debbie and the researcher went to New Directions to review and

sign the consent forms in the presence ofan s.A.L. staff. Holly and Debbie share a close

and long term füendship and have many interests in coffrmon. They chose to take several

ofthe same pictures but about halfof the pictures reflected Holly's individual decisions

about what contributes to her own satisfaction and happiness in life. Holly had not had

the opportunity to give much thought to the photovoice research and the domains in

quality oflife. However, she started talking about what made her life worth Iiving and

then came up with several ideas for pictures to illustrate these factors during the

discussion with the researcher and Debbie. As the photovoice session did not end until

9:00 p.m., Holly, Debbie and the researcher had a late dinner and agreed to rneet the



following day to make up the boards. Holly taped her pictures on the boards and, for the

most part, dictated the captions while the researcher wrote them on the boards. The

researcher is of the opinion that thejoint participation of Holly and Debbie in the

photovoice research not only added to the researcher's enjoyment but also added a

dimension to the research as their füendship and support for each other and their

enjoyment in being out in and participating in the community together was reflected in

the pictures.

Photovoice Session and Participant Analysis

,t'gåts. No data provided by the participant.

Self-Determination. Holly took a picture of an eagle and a teepee to symbolize her

participation in the Aboriginal group and her desire to leam about her culture.

Emotional ll'ell-Being. Holly took a picture of her cat Muffìn. Holly commented

that "l love my cat, when my boyfäend isn't home he keeps me company." Holly and the

researcher discussed how pets can help people feel safe and secure in their environments

because "They know when you are down and they come to you."

Holly also included pictures ofher cat in the Personal Relationships and Physical

Well Being domains.

Physical l4/ell-Being. Holly included a picture of her cat, Muffin, in this domain

and commented that "l get exercise playing rvith my cat." Holly took a picture of her

favourite radio station because she listens to music every day to relax. Holly took a

picture ofthe conservatory at Assiniboine Park and commented that she likes rvalking



there. Holly took a picture ofone ofher favourite restaurants and commented that "The

food is always fresh here."

Personal Relationsåþ. Holly included a picture of her cat, Muffin, in this

category as well as the previous category and shared with researcher that,,My family

rescued Muffìn when he was homeless and gave him to me, I've had him since he was a

kitten." The researcher took a pictureof Holly and Debbie together. Holly commented

that "We are best füends forever, I helped her when her mom died." Holly and Debbie

also told the researcher that they had been best füends for several years. Holly said that

she wanted to take a picture ofher favourite staffbut she was not available. Holly took a

picture ofher favourite ex-staff member safng that she missed her a lot and had good

memories of the time they worked together.

Social Inclusion Holly took pictures ofher favourite restaurant including a

picture of the waiter. Holly had been joking with the waiter throughout dinner (this is the

restaurant the researcher, Holly and Debbie went to). Holly commented ,.He is a good

waiter and is kind of hot." Holly said she enjoys eating in restaurants but rarely can

because it is expensive. Hollytook a picture of Assiniboine park because it is one ofher

favourite places in the city.

Personal Developnrent. Holly took a picture ofdecorated candles that she had

made with art supplies from the s.A.L. lounge. Holly shared with the researcher that "l

am giving them to my mom for Christmas." Holly took pictures of a tepee and a mural of

an eagle to s),rnbolize her pride and interest in her culture.
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Material lItell-Being. When the researcher was driving Holly and Debbie home

after dinner they both commented on how they should have taken pictures oftheir game

systems they each own to s),¡nbolize their enjoyment ofplaying video games..

Comnents Regarding S.A.L. Services. Holly stated that she liked the

individualized staffsupport for grocery shopping, problem solving and making crafts at

the S.A.L. lounge. Holly was very enthusiastic about the group outings saying that she

loved the ovemight camping and sitting by the fireplace. Holly sometimes liked hanging

out in the s.A.L. lounge especially when they showed movies. Hotty likes the Aboriginal

group because she wants to leam more about her culture and enjoys the iocialization

component. Holly infrequently attends the art class.

Larry

B a c kg r ound I nfo r ma t io n

Participant Description. Larry is a white, physically fit male in his mid forties.

Larry grew up with his brothers in a tì¡/o-parent family in Winnipeg. Larry's father is

deceased. Larry is in regular contact (weekly) either through personal visits or by

telephone with his mother and a brother who lives in Winnipeg.

Past and Current Living Atangements. Larry lived ìn the family home untit he

was in his early twenties, and since then has Iived independently in the community with

agency supports with the exception ofa briefstay in a foster home. Larrywas unhappy in

the foster home stating "The foster care provider had stupid rules and was just in it for the

tnoney." Larry is cunently living independently in a comfortable one-bedroom apartment

in a high rise building in downtorvn Winnipeg.
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s.A.L. Involt'ement. Larry receives individuarized staff support a few times per

week. Larry takes art classes in the s.A,L. lounge and occasiona y socializes there.

Larry participates in s.A.L. group outings such as the carnping trip and the christmas

Feast, Larry received housing support to find his current apartment.

other Agency lnvolvement. Larry is involved with two programs in the provincial

govemment depaÍment Family Services and Housing. He has an Employment and

Income Assistance (E.l.A.) Worker and a Community Services Worker (C.S.W.).

Larry has had prior involvement with at least four other agencies that provide support for

people with disabilities. Larry was dissatisfied with the supports he received fiom these

other agencies and described them as being "unkind to people with disabilities,', stating

that "They tried to tell me what to do or they didn't respect my privacy and gave

information about me to my mother and brother." Larry is cunently involved with rhe

Independent Resource Centre, Association for Community Living, people First,

Community Care Incorporated, and the y.M.C.A.

Recruitment and Participation in the Research process

Larry did not attend the information session/lunch to leam about the research.

The researcher had worked with him ten years ago while he was receiving services at

another agency. The researcher re-introduced herselfto him in the S.A.L. lounge. The

researcher thought that Larry would enjoy participating in the research project and phoned

the program coordinator to ask if Larry could be given the information about the project.

The coordinator called back to say Larry rvas interested but needed more information and

a time was arranged for the researcher to meet with Larry and his support staff. At the
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conclusion ofthe meeting Larry volunteered to participate in the photovoice group and a

time and date were set.

The researcher met Larry at his apartment, It seemed obvious to her that Larry

had a very good understanding ofwhat he was being asked to do in the photovoice

process and had given considerable thought about which pictures he wanted to take to

illustrate factors that contributed to his quality oflife. Larry and the researcher spent the

day taking pictures then dropped them offat a one-hour photolab and went to a restaurant

for dinner. Larry and the researcher picked up the photos and went back to his apartment

to sort them into quality of life domains and put them on boards. Larry was pleased with

the quality ofthe pictures. The researcher spread the boards on Larry's living room

floor. The researcher then asked Larry if he would like to tape pictures on to the boards

and write comments under them. Larry helped the researcher sort the pictures into quality

of life domains but was initially reluctant to make up the boards. Larry observed the

researcher making the fìrst board and told her what to write under the pictures. After the

first board was completed he rvas confident about getting down on the floor and making

the boards up himself. Larry seemed to enjoy the process. He explained very articulately

the reasons for his choice of domains for each picture and the comments he wrote on the

boards. Unfortunately Larry was not able to participate in the Focus Group.

Photovoice Session and Participant Analysis

Rr'flts. Pictures taken included the Independent Living Resource Center, The

Association for Comrnunity Living office building and staff, and the Community Care

Incorporated office. Larry described the importance ofthe Independent Living Resource



Centre as "People who work there help explain my rights to me so I can be a better

advocator." He described the people as "alrvays friendly and willing to help me write

advocacy letters." Pictures of the Association for Community Living (A.C.L) office

building and staff were significant to Larry because "The staffare always there for me',

and he meets with his People First group in the A.C.L. building. people First is a self

advocacy group for people with disabilities. Membership is important to Larry because

"This group stands up for people with disabilities." He commented that he has made

friends in the group and that the staff at A.c.L are "always there for me." The community

care Incorporated office picture was taken because Larry described their staffas "caring

and understanding and this helps me to stand up for who I am."

Self-Determination. The pictures taken ofthe Independent Living Resource

Center, the Association for Community Living building and the Community Care

Incorporated office may also be included in the self-determination domain as Larry felt

they all contributed to his sense ofwho his is and support his independent choices.

Larry chose to place pictures of his S.A.L. case manager and staff in the S.A.L.

lounge on his self-determination board. Larry stressed that it is important to him that he

chooses the agency that supports him. "lt is my choice to be part ofNew Directions

S.A.L. program." Other comments included "New directions is helpful to me in many

ways. The staff never upset me, are open rvith me and this makes me happy. I like the

way New Directions makes me feel. They treat me like I am somebody and they do not

tell me what to do."

Emotional LIlell-Being. Larry took a picture ofthe outside ofhis apartment block

because he said "l feel safe here and people keep to themselves and don't butt into



people's business," Larry took pictures of the church he attends and made several

comments about why the church was important to him. Larry said there are,,kind people

there, I meet with my brothers and sisters in the church, the priest is kind, and I like the

singing and praying guides me."

Physical llell-Being. Larry is a member at the downtown ,'Y', and attends

frequently. He took a picture of the "Y" and commented that "[t's not a snobby place and

is affordable because the fees are on a sliding scale." He also said that exercise is good

because it relaxes people, keeps them in good health and it "gets my mind off stressful

things and I feel less anxious." Larry said that he thought the researcher and his (Larry's)

favourite S.A.L. manager should be going to the "Y" because it would be healthy and he

was worried about their weight. The picture of bowling for Special Olympics was

included in the physical well- being domain as well as in the social inclusion domain.

Larry spoke openly with the researcher about his mental health concems and

displayed a good understanding of the role of medication in managing his illness. He

included a picture of his pharmacist because he understood the importance ofhaving a

pharmacist he could "trust to give me the information I need." Larry and the researcher

then discussed the importance ofpeople receiving all information about the medication

they are taking, possible side effects and negative interactions with other medications.

Larry said that this pharmacist "gives lots of information about medication, he gives good

advice and he answers questions."



Larry keeps physically frt by 'working out' at the yMCA

Personal Relationships. Larry took a picture of his pharmacist and described him

as "patient, helpful and a good listener." Larry shared with the researcher that he has

been on medications for a long time and he has had negative experiences with other

pharmacists. Larry included his pictures of his case manager and his support staffin this

domain because he felt the staff were good to him and were good listeners. The case

manager "gives helpful advice but never pushes people to do things they do not want to

do." Lany was not able to include a picture of the people First group that he attends as

they were not meeting at that time but he commented that he had made friends with

people in the group.

social Inclusion Larry took a picture of bowling to represent his participation in

special olynpics which he described as a good social opportunity. He said "lt gives me a

chance to rneet other disabled people" and "lt is nice to practice and irnprove my score.,,



,u-,o* a picture ofthe restaurant City Submarine in Portage Place because he said he

likes to eat there after his workouts at the Y.M.C.A.

Other pictures illustrating Larry's use of community resources include the

Y.M.C.A, the pharmacy and pharmacist, The Association for Community Living and the

church he attends.

Personal Development. Larry chose to take pictures ofcertificates he has received

for cornpleting courses which he has displayed on the walls of his apartment. He

commented that he likes school and likes taking courses. "schooling helps me to succeed

and have a better fufure [and] I like to leam new things and keep my mind busy." Larry

took pictures of his art work (paintings) displayed in the S.A.L. lounge. He said that he

participates in one to one art classes and commented that "Painting and drawing keep my

mind busy and let me let out my emotions." Larry also stated that ..painting helps my

mind succeed and is relaxing."

Material Ilell-Being. Larry took pictures of the inside and outside of his

apartment building because he is proud of his clean and tidy apartment and of his

possessions including fumifure, artwork and certificates.

Convnents Regarding S.A.L. Serviccs. Larry values the individualized staff

support because they assist him rvith grocery shopping, budgeting money and ,.they stand

by rvhat they say and are trustworthy." He also commented that íf ..they can,t make it they

phone and tell rne." Larry said he likes to joke around with his staff and they are not

rude. Most importantly "They are caring and gentle with disabled people, they never tell

people rvhat to do and they never badmouth people behind their backs." Larry also

participates regularly in the art progam. Larry states that "Painting lets me let out my
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emotions like my pain and anger in my paintings." Larry also participates in

programmed group outings and commented that he especially liked the camping trip and

the Christmas Feast. Larry said everyone who participated in the camping trip had some

responsibilities and he "enjoyed pitching in and doing his share." Larry described to the

researcher why the Christmas Feast was so meaningful to him saying "My farnily does

not celebrate Christmas and I would be very lonely ífI had no one to share Christmas

with." Larry received housing support to fìnd his current apartment.



Photovoice Group Results

The participants' categorization of experiences in Schalocks's (2000) quality of

life domains are summarized in Table 4.1 and are followed by a discussion of the

dominant and unique thernes that emerged in each domain.

AB
Panicipants

Pete Lucy Julie
Rights Home

-l havc thc righl to live in a safe
area

Public Safety Building
-Cops righl to prolect¡on

Law Courts Building
-Shcriff proteclion and

Self
Determination

Distinclive and unique
appearance, hairstyle and
dress

Boy{riend
-l deteÍnine who I go
out w¡th
-Wamed against
k^-È¡.",{ t., -..-,^",

Emotional
Well-Being

Home
-l feel safer in this area
-l like being on the main floor
-clean âot

Former worþlace Church Group

Physical Well-
Being

Group Outing
-BBQs, Camping

Assiniboine Park Zoo

S.A.L. Lounge

I ""-á-¡

Fridge-S.A.L Lounge

Light Meal Prgm.

Playing Pool at her
Residence

Pe¡sonal
Relationships

Staff

Friends
-Other S.A.L. pârtic¡pânts

Sraff
Friends + Olhe¡ S.A.L

Participants

Ex Boyfriend

Brothers

Mother + Children

Boyfriend

Sraff

Friends - S.A.L
Participants

Fantily +

Social
Inclusion

Restaurant

Buses

Eating rvith Fiends in
Restaurants

Playing Pool at the
Residence with

People

Personal

Development

Artrvork Class

Cookins Class

Anwork(Quilting)

Aborisinal Prpm.

Material Well-
Being

EIA Building
-Refchecks coming in

Jewellerv Collection

Domains
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TABLE 4.1 Continued
ParticiDants

Jack Zoe Cam
Rights Legislative Grounds

-voting
-ñle income tax

Wedding Ring
-Right to be nranied

Better Stairs at Duplex
-Right Io live at a safe

Right to be MaÍied

Self
Determination
Emotional
Well-Being

Ho¡ne

Dog

Flowers
Neighbourhood

Safe + Nice

Home
-Safe, nervly renovated

OId Family Home

Physical lVell-
Being

Walking Dog

Light Meal Prgm.
.Cleanliness in Kitchen at

Lounge

Movie Theatre

Food Bank

Chiropraclor

MTS Building
-Walking, scenery

Forks
-Walking

Ambulance
-Healthcare

Restaurant
'Good food

Personal
Relationships

Family

Dog

Friends

Sraff

Husband

Smoky Cat

Falher-in-Law

Chiropractor

Owner ofRestaurant
.Old family friend

Wife

Father

Pet Smokv
Social
lnclusion

Shopping at Mall

Movie Theatre

Walking Dog in Conrrnunity
Neighbours

Chiropractor +
Assistant

Ambulance Health
Services

Restaurant with
Friends

Ambulance He alth
Services

MTS Building
qñ^11;ño Fr,êñrc

Personal
F)evelon

Old High School
Education

Material Well-
Being

DVDs
-Own colleclioD

Present for Dog
-Able to buv

Wind Chimes,
Candles +

Knick-knacks
-Favourite ¡ter¡s
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TABLE 4.1 Continued
Participanls

Debbie Hollv Larry
Rights Independent Living

People First

Community Care Office

Sell Adv. Rights for the
Disabled

Self
Determination

Eagle + Tepee
-Leam about Aborig¡nal heritage

[nd. Living Rooms
ACL

CC Office
Suoport fndnt. Choices

Emotional
Well-Being

Stuffed Arìimal Collect.

Bedroom Ant Brildino

Cal Apt. Safety

Church
Physical Well.
Being

Radio Station
-music good for mood

Restaurants
-good food

Forks
'Walking, scenery

Assiniboine Park
-Walkino <ce."-

Cat
-Exercise, playing w¡th cat

Radio Station
-Mt¡sic

Assiniboine Park
-Walk¡ng

Restaurant
-Healthv Foo¡l

YMCA
-Exercise

Special Olympics
-How it

Pha¡macist
-N.8. gives advice on
medication, proper info

Personal
Relationships

Fami ly
-Niece, g¡andniece

Former Staff Member

Best Friend

Cat

Best Friend

Favourite StafI/ Ex-StafT

Mom

Pharmacist
-Good relationship

srafr

ACL People
-Friends made there

Social
Inclusion

Fo¡ks

Assiniboine Park

Restaurant with Friends

Store Shopping

Restaurant Waiter

Assiniboine Park

Special Olympics

Restaurant

YMCA

Phannacy

ACL

Church
Pe¡sonal
Developrnent

A¡trvork Candles

Eagle + lspes
-Pride + ¡nterest in her culture

Educalional Certificates
-Education

Artwork
Mate¡ial Well-
Being

Stuffed A¡imal
Collection

Game System

Game Syslem Apt.
-Own Apt. possessions

including fumiture, artrvork +
ceaific¡tec
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Themes llithin Each Domain

Righrs

Seven participants provided data in this domain. Trvo participants provided no

data for this category. Two participants took pictures to demonstrate that they understood

and felt they had the right to use the legal system and Iaw enforcement to provide safety.

Both paficipants had exercised their right to protection under the law by obtaining

protection orders against men that were a threat to them. They both expressed positive

feelings about the response from and treatment by the police involved. Two participants

took pictures of their housing units to demonstrate that they had the right to live in safe

housing. One participant asked the landlord to improve the condition of the stairs for her

safety. The other participant requested help from S.A.L. staffto fìnd accommodations in

a safe a¡ea. Two participants (married to each other) included pictures of themselves

together as a couple to symbolize the right to be married. One participant sha¡ed with the

researcher that she had moral reservations about living common law and was much more

comfortable being married. One person took a picture of the legislature grounds to

demonstrate his right to vote and the importance of fìling income tax. One person took

pictures ofseveral agencies that both advocate on behalfofand teach self- advocacy

skills to people rvith disabilities. He stated that the pictures illustrated his right to belong

to these organizations and to use their services. He had a good understanding ofthe

agency services and used staffto help with writing letters on his behalfand for advice.

Dominant Tltemes. Themain theme that seems to emerge f¡om these results is

that the participants who had an understanding ofand used their rights to safe housing,

protection from the legal system, to marry, and to vote rvere pleased with the outcomes



und th" tr.utr"nt they received from the different systems. They had either self-

advocated for these rights or had approached staffto advocate on their behalf. Knowledge

ofand the ability to use skills to advocate for themselves appears to have a positive

impact on quality of life in the rights domain

unique Themes The unique theme was the strong interest in disability rights and

the exercise ofthese rights ofthe one participant who was activery acquiring self-

advocacy skills. He was involved with several agencies that advocated for indíviduals

with disabilities, and attended people First meetings. people First is an international self-

help organization whose membership is made up of people rvith disabilities who advocate

for disability rights.

Self-Determination

Four participants provided data for this domain. The four participants who praced

pictures in this domain seemed to have a clear understanding of this domain and why the

pictures belonged in this domain. one participant described her choice ofher partner as

having "made up my own mind to date him even though friends, family and staff

"disapproved ofher involvement with this person and had tried to discourage her from

becoming involved with him. One participant included her a picture illustrating

Aboriginal culture as s¡mboric of her desire to Ieam more about lrer Aboriginal curture

and her participation in the Aboriginal group. one participant said his prior experiences

with several other agencies had contributed to his decision to be supported by New

Directions because they delivered services in a respectful manner (S.A.L. staffhad

respected his privacy by refusing to release information about him to famify members



without his consent). The other agencies had given information about him to family

members against his wishes. One participant, with prompting f¡om the researcher, agreed

that his distinctive style ofdress, his hairstyle and his choice to wear jewelry could be

included in the self- determination domain. Five participants provided no data for this

domain. The researcher attributes this low level to several possible factors, including the

lack of a sufficiently clear explanation of this domain given by the researcher, and the

overlapping ofthe domains. All the participants had taken several pictures they could

have placed in this domain but they chose to place them in other domains. As the S.A.L.

services the participants were using were not mandated services, all ofthe participants

were making decisions and exercising choices on a daily basis. One example of the

overlapping of domains was the decision by the one participant who wanted to be married

rather than continue in a common-law relationship to include the picture ofher husband

and herselfunder the rights domain to illustrate their right to be married. This picture

could also have been placed under the self- determination domain to symbolize her

decision to marry rather than live common law.

Dominant Themes. The theme common to all four examples is the exercise of

personal choice, either in the face ofopposition from others or not.

Emo t i o na I ll/e I l- B eing

AII nine participants provided data for this dor¡ain. Six participants put safe

housing in safe neighborhoods in this category. Two participants included pictures of

their pets in this domain. Two participants included involvement with the church and

church groups in this category. One participant took a picture ofher fonner work place.



Donùnant Themes. The positive impact safe housing in safe areas has on

ernotional well-being was the dominant theme that emerged in this domain. six of the

nine participants took pictures oftheir residences. participants' comments about the

importance ofsafe housing incruded statements that they fert safer in their current

housing than they did in their previous housing. This increased feering ofsecurity was the

result ofeither being relocated to safer neighbourhoods, or increased safety in the housing

itself(security systems, improved locks, buzz up system) or both. One participant said

the relocation from a second story apartment to a main floor apartment was important to

him because he experienced physicar difficulty managing stairs and felt safer in his new

residence' Two of the th'ee participants who did not include safe housing in this domain

were in short term room and board facilities and perhaps did not attach emotional well

being to a very temporary lodging sihration.

A Safe Neighbourhood

The important contribution caring for pets can make to quality of life was a

secondary theme in this domain as two participants included pictures of their pets. one



participant said that his pet gave him a feeling ofsafety and security because he would

bark to wam him ifthere was any trouble in the apartment building. The other pet owner

said that her pet was good company when she was home alone. one participant included

a picture of her stuffed animal collection and commented that she likes to cuddle with

them when she is feeling sad. This pa'ticipant was not allowed to have a live pet because

ofrestrictions in her room and board facility.

unique Themes. Participation in church groups and services emerged as a unique

theme in this domain. Although only two participants took picfures to symbolize their

participation in church activities, their comments indicated that it was very important for

them to have a welcoming and safe place for them to meet, pray and talk with other

people who shared their spiritual betiefs.

The participant who included a picture ofher former work place óhose to do so

because of the positive memories she has of working there with co-workers who were

good to her. she expressed a desire to work there again in the future. Her memories ofher

past employment and ofher co-workers were very positive. The theme ofpositive

employment experiences is a unique theme as she was the only participant to mention

this. Few of the S.A.L. participants have regular employment.

Physical lllell-Being

All nine participants provided data for this domain. Five individuals stated that

rvalking outside in the fresh air was important to their physical well-beìng. Favourite

places to walk in the community included the Forks and Assiniboine park. Three

individuals commented on the importance ofbeing able to access healthcare: one
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example was the availability of emergency services (calling an ambulance when

necessary) Another example was visiting medical professionals (pharmacist, chiropractor)

to receíve advice and assistance. Three individuals talked about eating healthy food in

restaurants. Three partícipants included the availability of food flom the light meal

program and food bank at S.A.L. lounge. Comments included reference to money from

E.l.A. being inadequate and the security of knowing that ifyou are hungry there is always

food available in the lounge. Two participants included listening to music as being

important for relaxation. One participant played pool. One participant enjoyed going to

the theatre. One participant tvorked out regularly at the Y.M.C.A. and participated in

Special Otympics. One paficipant mentioned the S.A.L. group outings. All the

participants included at least one picture and seven participants more than one picture in

this domain, and they all seemed to have a good understanding ofcomponents in their

lives that contributed to their physical well-being.

Dominant Themes. A dominant theme was the use of Íìee or low cost community

resources, facilities and establishments while they were engaged in healthy activities. For

example, favourite places to walk in the fresh air included the Forks and Assiniboine

Park, services essential to health included ambulances, healthy food included eating in

local restaurants occasionally, one participant was a member of the Y.M.C.A. and one

participant enjoyed going to movie theatres. All ofthese pictures could have been

included in the social inclusion domain as these choices reflect the choices made by

people in the general population.
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th" rignifi"un"" ofhealthy and aclequate food to physÍcar well-being is reflected

in that th¡ee individuals took pictures to illustrate the light meal program or the food bank

and three different participants took pictures of restaurants.

unique Themes. The unique theme in this domain is the insight shown by the one

participant into the role played by medication in managing his mental health concem. He

wanted to stay informed about the benehts and side effects ofhis medication and had

found a pharmacist with whom he felt comfortable asking questions and seeking advice.

P ers ona I Re I a t í o ns h ips

All nine participants provided data for this domain. Eight ofthe nine paficipants

included pictures of s.A.L. staff in this category. Eight of the nine participants included

other S.A.L. participants as friends.

Seven of the participants took or wanted to take pictures oftheir famíly or

extended family members. In a few cases family members were not available. Five

participants took pictures oftheír pets. Two participants took pictures ofmedical

professionals. The two participants who are married to each other took pictures oftheir

spouses.

All the participants demonstrated a clear understanding of this domain and the

importance they attach to personal relationships is reflected by the fact that all but one of

them ofthem had a minimum ofthree pictures in this domain and that participant had

one.

Dominant Themes. rn addition to the concrete assistance participants received

ftom staff (budgeting, grocery shopping, cooking, cleaning, etc.) the participants also
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attached importance to the relationships they formed with staff. The participants

commented on the comfort level and fun they felt while joking around with stafl the trusl

they had in talking over personal issues with staffand the assistance staffgave them with

problem solving. Participants seemed to need and want the concrete services but highly

valued the emotional and social support they received from staff.

Friendships formed between program participants emerged strongly as a dominant

theme. A few of the participants were acquainted with each other before entering the

S.A.L. program but most of them met and made fäends with the others through outings,

group activities, attending scheduled activities in the lounge or "hanging out" in the

lounge. The opportunities and encouragement the S.A.L. program gave participants to

develop individual friendships and networks of ffiends appeared to be helpful in

preventing and alleviating loneliness, boredom and isolation.

The theme of the importance of family relationships was reflected in the choice of

the seven participants who included pictures of family or extended family in this domain.

The theme of the importance of pets is reflected by the comments the five

participants used as captions over the pictures oftheir pets. Pets were described as good

sources ofcompanionship and it appeared that pet ownership contributed to a sense of

pride and competence.

Unique Themes. Two participants took pictures ofrnedical professionals. One

individual said he had had negative experíences with other pharmacists who did not give

him the information he wanted. The pharmacist he was currently using took all the time

needed to answer his questions and gave him good advice. Another participant described

her relationship with her chiropractor as irnportant because he took the time to talk with
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her about a variety oftopics as well as her health and she felt comfortable talking with

him. The common theme Íïom these participants was that both these professionals took

the time to ensure that the participants had their questions and concerns addressed and

treated th€m with friendly respect.

The two married participants incruded the pictures of their spouses and pictures of

the two of them together as a married couple. This is unique theme as they are the only

two participants who are married

Social Inclusíon

All nine participants included data in this domain. six participants included

pictures ofrestaurants to symbolize socializing while having coffee or eating out with

füends. Three participants included pictures to s)'rnbolize their use of healthcare

services. Two participants took pictures olstores to symbolize shopping.
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Two participants took pictures to sl.rnbolize being a spectator at movies or

sporting events. One participant took a picture of bowling to symbolize his participation

in Special Olympics bowling. One participant included a picture of herself playing pool

in a common room at her room and board facility. The researcher found that an

explanation of this domain was necessary early in and throughout the photovoice

research. The first ferv participants thought that S.A.L. program activities would be

included in this category, but, when the researcher explained, were able understood the

distinction between participatíng in S.A.L. programming and general use of community

resources and inclusion in community activities.

Dominant Themes. It appeared that socializing with friends was ær important

component ofsocial inclusion. The pictures the participants chose were illustrative of

activities chosen by members of the general population rvith the one exception of the

part icipant who included his Special Olympics bowling.

Unique Themes. Participation in Special Olympics is unique because it is a

prog¡am outside ofNew Directions for individuals with disabilities. Special Oll,rnpics is

an intemational program with local groups in communities. The community activities at

the local level are run by volunteers from the community.

Personal Det,elopntent

Five participants included data in this domain. Four participants included pictures

of their art. Two participants included pictures to sy,rnbolize formal education. One

participant' s picture was ofhis former high school but he was not involved in any formal

education at present. The second participant was actively involved in taking a variety of
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"ourr"r. 
,*o participants included pictures to symbolize their involvement in the

Aboriginal group. one participant took a picture to syrnbolize the cooking class. Four

participants provided no data for this domain. The pictures taken by the five participants

fo¡ this domain demonstrated a good understanding of the concept ofself- development.

Pictures included in other domains could have been included in this domain. For example

the picture symbolizing belonging to a group in the church could have been included in

this domain.

Dominant Thentes. The paficipants' appreciation of the opportunity to do art in

the art class as well as with their individual support staffand of the availability ofart

supplies in the lounge was a common theme. They were proud of their a.t work and one

participant said that she would be giving some of her art work to her mother for

christmas. Participants' comments indicated that they were aware that they might not

have had the opportunity to make art if the s.A.L. program was not available due to the

expense ofbuying art materials and the fact that the individual assistance would not be

available.

An Example of the Many Different Types of Art created in the Art Class.



Unique Thentes. The two participants who included participation in the

Aboriginal group talked about the impofance of Ieaming about their Aboriginal culture

and the comfort they experienced spending time with people in the Aboriginal group.

one of the participant's pride in completing courses was evidenced by having the

certifìcates he had received framed and hung on the walls of his home. He spoke about

the positive role new leaming played in keeping his mind busy and how this helped him

manage his mental health concem and he planned to ke€p taking courses. The theme of

continued education and the contributíon it makes to positive selfesteem and growth and

the insight he has about the role it can play in helping manage the symptoms of mental

illness was unique.

Material ll/ell-Being

six participants provided data for this domain. six participants took pictures of

their favorite personal possessions includìng D.v.D. collections, game systems, jewetry

and knickknacks. one paficipant took a picture of the E.l.A. building to sy¡nbolize the

importance ofhaving a guaranteed income. one participant took a picture of a present he

had purchased for his dog. Three participants provided no data for this category. one

possible explanation for not having pictures in this domain is that two ofthe three live in

very small rooms in temporary room and board facilities. Thè rooms offer very little

space to display material possessions.

Dominant Themes. All six participants that gave data took pictures oftheir

favourite personal possessions including d.v.d. systems, a jewelry collection and
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¿."oruri* items including wind chimes and candles. The importance ofthese personal

possessions is reflected in their comments about being able to watch this video whenever

they wish or the pleasure they remember in making the work of art.

Unique Themes. In addition to his pictures ofpersonal possessions, the

participant who included the picture of the E.I.A. building indicated that he felt good and

it was important to know that he had the money to pay bills and buy groceries and that his

rent wilI be paid.

one participant was proud ofmanaging his money well and demonstrated that by

taking a picture of the present he was able to buy his pet. one participant commented

that having his own clean and tidy apartment illustrated material well-being. This was

unique.

Use of S.A.L. Services

All nine participants enjoyed the organized group outings especially the camping

trip, and BBQs. All nine participants described the individual staffsupport hours they

received as very important to them. All nine participants commented that they enjoyed

spending time and socializing in the S.A.L. lounge.

Eight paficipants had received support frnding a place to live by either their case

rnanager or their individualized support staff. six participants atte¡rded the art class.

Four participants used the food bank. Three participants attended the cooking class. Three

participants attended the Aboriginal group. Three participants used the light meal

program. Two participants used the laundry facilities in the S.A.L. lounge.



Light Meal Program

T ABLE 4.2: The Use of Services by S.A.L. participants

Suggestions for Improvements in Existing Services and for Services

One participant suggested that notices be posted in the lounge several days in

advance ofany planned early closure ofthe lounge This w l prevent the frustration
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experienced when a participant makes a trip to the lounge and finds it closed. One

participant suggested that a weekly music class be added to S.A.L. services.

Dominant Themes. All participants enjoyed at least some of the group outings

with some comments that there should be more of them. The camping trip received the

highest number of comments. The theme running through the comments was that

camping gave them a chance to get out ofthe city ovemight to experience a little hotiday,

enjoy bonfìres, roasting marshmallows, swimming, socializing with others in a different

environment. Camping afforded the participants the opportunity to participate in a variety

of activities that were not available to them in the city and their enjolment of the

experience was reflected in the enthusiasm of their comments. One participant

commented that he liked the chance to participate in the work on the camping trip as he

said everybody has ajob and it feels good to pitch in. Several participants mentioned the

barbecues at Assiniboine Park and the good food and fun this outing provided. One

participant who had joined a Ch¡istian church but whose family did not celebrate

Ch¡istmas specifrcally mentioned that the Ch¡istmas Feast was important to him as it

gave him the opportunity to celebrate with others.

The group outings give the participants the opportunity to socialize with staffand

other participants, share fun times and develop friendships and give them a steady supply

ofactivities to look forward to with anticipation. The friendships formed and the

memories of good times shared with others seems to be an effective method of alleviating

the sense ofisolation and loneliness which can be a problem with independent living. The

group outings were seen as contributing to their quality of life in several domains,

especially in personal relationships and physical well-being domains. The reality of living
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on E.l.e. woul¿ preclude the majority of the participants from being able to finance even

a brief holiday. some type of horiday is common to most members of society and the

camping trip gives the participants an opportunity to have a holiday.

All nine participants attached significant value to the individuarized staff hours

they received on a regular basis with one participant commenting that it was important to

her that staff would call if they were unable to come. The participants used their staff

hours in a variety of ways with some participants rellng on assistance with concrete

tasks such as cooking, cleaning, grocery shopping and budgeting. All participants

enjoyed the sense ofcamaraderie they felt with staffand this appeared to be an important

source ofsocial support to them. Most participants reported feeling a good comfort level

with staffand this enabled them to tum to staff for advice and assistance with problem-

solving. The individualized staffsupport provided a valuable source ofsocial support.

one of the participants took a picture of a former staff with whom she had formed a bond

and included it in the personal relationships domain.

All nine participants make good use of the s.A.L. lounge. comments indicated

they valued the chance to have fun interacting with staffand other program participants.

The main theme that emerged was that the lounge gave them a sare, comfortabre place to

go to hang out, play games, talk with other people, get something to eat, do their laundry

and get assistance with personal issues. Almost alt of the participants had made

fäendships with other participants in the rounge. use ofthe lounge seems to give the

participants a sense ofbelonging and connection to a group. The lounge and thé activities

available there are provided at no cost to the paficipants. Alr of the participants are on

E'1.4. and would not have been able to afford a very active social life in the community



Eight participants had used housing support from the S.A.L. program. Several of

the participants commented on how unsafe they had felt in the areas fiom which they

formerly lived. The researcher noted that all six of the parlicipants who had been moved

into their own homes invited her in and appeared to be proud oftheir living arrangements,

wanting to take pictures both inside and outside of their space. Several had their

possessions and art work displayed and one participant had his certificates fiamed and

hanging on the wall. The one participant who lived in a nicely fumished separate suite in

a long- term board and room facility also invited the researcher into her home, but the two

participants who lived in short term board and room facilities did not invite the researcher

into their homes. All four of the paficipants who were pet owners lived in their own

housing. One participant who was very fond of her family's dog commented that she was

not allowed to have a pet in her board and room facility. The importance ofsafe housing

in safe areas and the contribution it makes to quality ollife in several domains and the

valuable part played by the housing support program was evident.

Important Themes That Overlap Domains

Safe housing in safe areas was a dominant theme in the domains of emotional

well-being, nghts, and a unique theme in the material well- being domain. The value the

participants placed on safe housing in safe areas is reflected in the statistic that eight of

the nine photovoice participants had used the housing support service.

Five of the nine participants owned pets and pet ownership was a dominant theme

in the domains of emotional well-being and personal relationships, and a unique theme in

the material well-being domain. Additionally, getting exercise by walking the dog or by
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plalng with the cat were mentioned by participants in the physical well-being domain,

and one participant mentioned meeting neighbours when he was walking the dog which

could be included in the social inclusion domain.

Pet Ownership

Physical exercise, recreational activities and socializing in the community with

friends were included in the domains ofphysical welr-being and sociar inclusion.

Examples included participation in Special olympics and going to the y.M.c,A., walking

around and hanging out at the forks and Assiniboine park and eating and having coffee in

restaurants.

Participation with church was included under the domains of emotional well-

being and social inclusion.

Researcher's Influence on photovoice Results

The researcher explained to the participants that they would have ample time and

transportation to take pictures as she wourd use her car and was available to accompany



them into the community at different times of the day. In a few instances the photovoice

took place over two days. The participants understood that they would be given a copy of

their pictures with an album and this generated some excitement which could have

contributed to the participants giving extra thought and care about their choice of

pictures. Some of the participants had ananged a meeting time with a friend or relative to

take a picture. The researcher was impressed and pleased that the partícipants had

carefully considered the choice of pictures.

It was important to the researcher to ensure that participation in photovoice

research was a positive experience for the participants. For example, the researcher

suggested the participant accompany her to have a meal in one of his,/her favourite

restaurants while the pictures were being developed. In a few instances the participant

suggested a fast food restaurant and the researcher asked if the participant would like to

try a different restaurant. one participant really wanted to go to a fast food restaurant and

enjoyed his meal there but the other participants opted for slightly more upscale

restaurants. Overall, the participants appeared to have an enjoyable day. They were

treated well and this resulted in participants responding in a positive and upbeat

perspective.

The researcher and each participant were together for several hours, and inevitably

some negative topics ofconversation came up, for example one participant was upset

because her boyfriend was incarcerated. The researcher redirected the person back to a

positive Íìame of mind by asking about subjects the participant enjoyed, for example

asking for more information about the camping trip. on a few occasions participants told

the researcher that he/she wanted to take a photo that was not available and the researcher



suggested taking a picture to symbolize the picture the/she wanted to take. Thus, the

researcher deliberately attempted to keep participants focused on positive aspects of their

lives. This was done to meet the overall objectives of the research (i.e. positive quality of

life, to meet the personal objectives of the researcher and to provide a positive experience

for the participants).

Results

Focus Group One

Group I consisted of four participants, three men and one woman. The woman

and one of the men were in the foster care program but also used the lounge and

participated in S.A.L. programming. The other two participants were in the S.A.L.

program. One support staffattended the group. The participants were engaged in the

discussion and were respectful ofeach other, taking tums talking and listening when

others were speaking. Unfortunately they were tired near the end of the two hours and

consequently they did not contribute much data to the S.A,L. services section.

Focus Group Two

The focus group was composed ofeleven participants. Eight of the nine photo-

voice participants attended. Three other S.A.L. program participants had been confused

by the posters inviting the photovoice participants to the focus group and signed up for

the group. The researcher did not want to discourage their participation and they were

included in the focus group. one ofthe th¡ee S.A.L. participants arrived quite late and



missed the discussion on the rights, self detennination, personal development and

physical well being domains. one of the photovoice participants was ill but wanted to

attend. she participated in as much of the discussion as she rvas able, but, unfortunately,

she frequently had to leave the room for short periods of time.

The video recorder stopped functioni'g during the discussion of the physicar we -

being domain and although the video camera operator took notes ofthe discussion this

may have resulted in less data for this domain.

As previously discussed in the section on group photovoice results the researcher

thought that her explanation ofthe self-determination domain had not been suffìciently

clear and the lack ofdata from a significant number (five) of the participants was the

result. A number ofparticipants had placed data in the rights domain that could also have

been included in the self determination domain. The researcher decided to combine the

rights and self- determination domains because of the overlapping of the data in these two

domains in the photovoice group results. An additional consideration was the time limit

of two hours to complete the objective ofdiscussing all the domains and the favourite

s.A.L' services. As in focus group one the participants appeared tired during the

discussion about s.A.L. services and this rnay have contributed to receiving less data.

Focus Group Results

The focus groups one and two results have been combined under each ofthe

domains. These results reinforced, and, in some instances, strengthened photovoice

results and contributed three additional dominant themes.
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The researcher was impressed with the participants, understanding of the meaning

olrights and self determination. one participant described his understanding ofrights as

"Everybody has rights. I have rights and you have rights and my rights are equal to your

rights. You have to appreciate every ones right's."

Focus group results reinforced and added to the positive perceptions of the health

care and justice systems noted in the photovoice results as several participants gave

examples of exercising these rights and being pleased with the outcomes. Comments

included "People have the right to stay in a safe place to get well." ,.police were hetpful

and respectful." "The Police took me to the hospital, made sure I got food and had a

place to sleep" and "lfyou are being followed all you have to do is call the police and

they will help you."

A dominant theme fiom the large focus group was the importance ofhaving

control over one's own life. The clear consensus was that they wanted to make their own

decisions without being told what to do by others, including their families and staff.
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Entolional Well-Being

The focus group participants reinforced the photovoice results about the

contributions made by safe housing in safe areas and pet ownership to the domain of

emotional well-being. comments included "Friends come to visit you rvhen you live in a

safe place." and "l feel safe because I live in a locked building with locks on the doors."

The importance offeeling physically and emotionally safe was expanded in the

first focus group to include environments other than their homes. All four participants in

this focus group agreed that they felt safe attending the S.A.L. lounge, and liked the

security guard presence in the building, specifically the security guard posted at the

entrance to the building. one participant added that she liked the rules about respecting

the rights ofothers in the lounge and felt safe knowing that there were rules. Two

participants stated that they felt safe due to visible security guard or police presence in

downtown winnipeg and at portage place. one participant said that he felt safe in his

church as he knew hisjacket would not be stolen. He added that praying makes him feel

good and at peace. The topic ofphysical safety in environments other than their homes

did not come up in the second focus group or in the photovoice results.

Physical lI/ell-Being

The dominant themes from photovoice incruding getting regular exercise and

eating healthy food rvere supported by the focus group results. The unique theme of

medication management in the photovoice group emerged as a dominant theme in the

focus groups. The majority of participants commented on the importance of medication

and having a good relationship with your doctor. Some participants were on long term



medication monitored by a doctor. one participant shared that his doctor had explained

to him side effects of his medication. Another paficipant described his doctor giving

everyday good advice about washing hands afÌer you use the bathroom and before you

eat, One participant took over the counter medication when she had a cold. Three

participants took vitamins regularly. At least three participants volunteered that they had

had a flu shot.

Focus group participants shared more information than photovoice participants

about the activities they did to relax. Activities included listening to music, watching

television, going to movies, playing cards, taking long bus ride, reading and going out for

coffee with fäends (the two friends he named were part of the locus group). one person

commented that attending the Aboriginal group helped her to relax.

Personal Relations hips

The dominant themes fiom the focus groups of relationships with family, pets,

fäends and S.A.L. staffreinforced the photovoice results. The depth and quality of

friendships formed between S.A.L. participants and the importance the participants

attached to the relationships fonned with staff were striking. At least two ofthe

friendships are between men and women and several of the friendships had endured for

years.



Social Inclusion

The dominant themes of socializing rvith friends including shopping, having

coffee and meals in restaurants and going to public parks and malls and accessing

medical care mentioned in the photovoice results were also dominant themes in the focus

groups The use ofpublic transportation emerged as a dominant theme in the focus

groups and had not emerged in the photovoice. All participants used public transit (bus)

as their main form of transportation. comments included "The bus takes me anywhere I

want to go,r'and "l know all the bus routes." one participant shared that he sometimes

takes the bus for fun and enjoys talking to the bus drivers. one participant shared that he

had a bus pass. All the participants seemed to know their bus routes well and felt

comfortable using the system. They used the bus to visit füends, get to work, to shop, go

out for coffee. The existence ofan adequate bus system is important for social inclusion

but had not emerged as a dominant theme in the photovoice group. The researcher used

her own car for photovoice and the subject of transportation did not come up.

Participants mentioned doing their grocery and personal shopping in local stores

and malls located in their community including portage place and a ch¡istian Bookstore.

Dancing at socials or church functions emerged as a theme in the focus groups.

Personal Developntent

Participation in the art classes, the Aboriginal group and the cooking classes were

dominant themes in the focus groups with increased emphasis on the importance of the

cooking class and the Aboriginal group. The art class was a dominant theme in the

photovoice results and the Aboriginal group and cooking classes rvere discussed but were



not dominant themes. comments about the Aboriginal group included ""1 lost my dad and

my brother and my mother will be next, going to the group helps deal with losses,' and

"Smudging hetps keep bad spirits arvay" and',smudging cleanses the soul.',

A large majority of the participants had acquired some knorvledge of computer

usage. The degree ofexpertise ranged from awareness that information and pictures can

be found on the intemet to using the computer to play games, searching the intemet and

buming compact discs. Many of the participants used the computer in the lounge and

received help fiom s.A.L. staffand,/ or other participants. one participant mentioned

looking up information on the intemet with staff. The acquisition of computer knowledge

and skills emerged as a dominant theme in the focus groups but had not been a factor in

the photovoice results.

Use ofthe public library to access information and to bonow books for self-

teaching or for pleasure reading emerged as a unique theme in the focus groups. One

participant shared information about the variety ofjobs he had worked at in the past few

years including snow shoveling, working on a moving van and delivering Íìozen food.

He appeared to be proud ofhis work ethic and that he was making money. This

enthusiasrn for work was a unique theme.

Material Well-Being

The dominant theme ofownership of personal possessions ( an angel card) with

the emphasis on electronic equipment (compact discs, stereos, televisions, video games

and game systems)as discussed in the photovoice results was also a dominant theme in

the focus groups. The only participant rvho did not mention having electronic equipment
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Iived in a hotel room and mentioned that the police were in regular attendance to settle

disputes between the ¡esidents. He did not feel safe in his environment and perhaps

thought his possessions would be stolen if he kept them in his room. He did mention that

he owns some caps and sports pictures as he likes hockey.

one participant mentioned that she had her own home with a lawn. one participant

mentioned that he owned a dog.

Co mments Regarding S. A. L. Se rvi ce s

The most valued S.A,L. services were the individualized staffsupport, the group

activities, the well- equipped and staffed lounge and the housing support.

The positive comments made by the participants about the individualized staff

support demonstrated the importance ofthe contribution it made to their quatity oflife.

one of the participants commented that "I havebeen with this charming gentleman for a

long time" referring to the support staffwho was in the focus group with us. He said

they went out shopping and did other activities together

The focus group participants were also enthusiastic about the art and cooking

classes and the Aboriginal Group.
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Discussion of Focus Group Results

The group results from the focus groups reinforced the themes from the

photovoice group results in all the domains rvith the additional dominant themes ofthe

importance ofpublic transportation to their quality of life and their computer use. All the

focus group paficipants used the bus as their main mode of transportation and were

familiar with the routes they needed to know. The participants felt comfortable taking the

bus and a few participants mentioned taking the bus just to see the city. Public

transportation emerged as a dominant theme in the domain ofsocial inclusion but had a

positive impact on emotional well being, physical well being and personal relationships.

All participants in the second focus group had acquired a degree ofcomputer

knowledge and skill. The researcher had not asked the photovoice participants about their

computer use and computer use was not mentioned in the first focus group. During the

discussion ofthe personal development domain in the second focus group, one participant

said he used the computer in the lounge and all of the other participants joined in to

discuss their computer use. There was a computer in the S.A.L. lounge and the

participants had all acquired some degree ofskill and knowledge fiom self- teaching,

experimenting, and/ or receiving help from other participants and staff.

The Aboriginal group was discussed as making a positive contribution to quality

of life in the emotional well-being and personal development domains in the individual

and group photovoice results but emerged as a dominant theme in the focus group results.

The six participants who attended the group were very expressive and passionate in their

descriptions of the meaning this group had for them.



,n",*o participants who were married to each other had included the right to be

married in the rights/self determination domains but the role of the S.A.L. program and

staff emerged again in the second focus group. The participants wedding was held in the

S.A.L. Iounge and S.A.L. staff had been very helpful in helping with the planning and

arrangements but also in supporting the decision to be married. The S.A.L. participants

both had memories of their wedding as being very special and gave the staffa lot ofcredil

for making the day wonderful.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The final chapter focuses on assessing the factors identified in the literature

review that negatively impacted on individuals in supported apartment living programs.

These factors include isolation and Ioneliness, inadequate housing, lack of activìties,

poverty, and difficulties with problem-solving and other community Iiving skills. In the

following discussion the s,A.L. services will be reviewed as to their effectiveness in

addressing these problems, the domains of quality of life the services affect, and the

research results fiom the photovoice and focus groups as to the particípants use of the

service. Participants' recommendations for additional services and improvements to

current services are included. The chapter then examines the possible impact this

research could have on social work, including realistic actions that can improve S.A.L.

programs by organizations and individuals on the front lines. chapter fìve ends with

concluding remarks from the researcher.

Assessing the S.A.L. Factors

Isolalion and Loneliness

Isolation, loneliness, the need for social relationships, social support, recreation,

safe housing and the negative effects ofpoverty were identified in the literature review as

concems in supported apartment living prograrns (parkinson, et. al., 1999; Schalock et.

al., 1981 ; Vandergriff & Chubon, 1994). Social supports have a positive effect on all



¿o,nuin, uu, are especially important to emotional well-being, social inclusion and

personal relationships.

All the s.A.L. services, directly or indirectly, identified the reduction ofisolation

and Ioneliness and the alleviation ofpoverty as anticipated outcomes. The following

services are viewed by the participants as the most effective in contributing to the

domains of emotional well-being, social inclusion, and personal relationships.

The Two Lounges

with the exception ofone individual all the participants rated the lounge as one of

the four most important s.A.L. services. The lounge was perceived as a physically and

emotionally safe place to go to socialize with friends and staff, have a tight lunch, get

help with personal or relationship issues, relax, play games, create art, use the computer,

and participate in organized classes to develop skills and enhance self development. A

few ofthe participants welcomed the presence ofsecurity persorurel in the building

housing the New Directions offices including the S.A.L. lounge. One participant

commented that she felt safe in the lounge because there are rules about respecting others

and staffare ahvays present. The security guard and the rules ofthe lounge enhanced

individuals feelings ofpositive emotional and physical wellbeing as well, the presence of

staff, food and other participants in the lounge foster a sense of inclusion and belonging.

The lounge contributes positively to the domain ofpersonal development by promoting

competence as they leam new skills in the classes and at the computer. Emotional well-

being is supported as they know there wifl be staffthere to assist with problerns ifneeded

and Íliends and staff with whom to socialize and play games. The availability ofhealthy



fooo ifthey are hungry contributes to the physical well-being dornain. The use ofthe

lounge contributes to the personal rerationships domain as using the Iounge gives the

participants the opportunity to develop or strengthen friendships with other participants.

Friendships formed in the lounge and in the group activities frequently extend to

sharing activities in the community outside of the S.A.L. program. Many of the

füendships have lasted for years and some of the paficipants expressed satisfaction in

having helped other participants through diffrcurt times. This sociar support from peers

positively contributes to the dornains of emotional well-being and social inclusion, as

loneliness and isolation are decreased and options for leisure activities are increased.

some participants included their art work in the domain of material wefl-being. self-

Determination is respected as participants choose whether or not to go to the lounge All

the s.A.L. services are voluntary. The participants were pleased with the opening of the

new lounge and with the extended hours which now include weekends.

Opening ofthe new S. A. L. Lounge



Organized Group Ac tivities

All the participants except one said they had attended some ofthe organized group

activities. They were especially enthusiastic about the camping trips, the barbecues, and

the Christmas feast. The organized group activities help reduce the effects of poverty by

enabling the participants to have a holiday outside of the city at no cost to themselves.

This might not be otherwise possible as their income f¡om E.l.A. is severely restricted.

All the organized group activities are free to the participants. In addition to alleviating the

effects ofpoverty the organized group activities contribute to physical well-being because

they ofler healthy, fun activities such as fishing and swimming and an abundance offood.

The group outings contribute to emotional welt-being as the participants feel included as

part ofa group sharing a good time together and staffand other participants are present

and available for support. Two ofthe participants commented that they liked being able to

contribute to the outings as everyone has ajob on the camping trip and it feels good to do

your job. The group outings foster personal relationships affording the participants the

opportunity to spend time with old friends but also form new contacts with other S.A.L.

participants. Several participants mentioned the chance to tease and joke with staff was a

big part of the fun on the group outings. The group outings contribute to social inclusion

as community facilities are often used for the group activities.

I nd ivid ua I ize d S t aff Support

This service and the staff hours involved are adjusted according to the

participant's needs. All the participants involved in the photovoice research had

individualized staffsupport. The individualized staffsupport made a positive contribution



to all domains. The staff will assist participants with advocacy within different systems

and teach them to self- advocate. staff will accompany participants to ask for services

from the police (restraining orders, information) This contributes to the rights domain.

The staffcontribute to the self -determination domain by giving the participants

information about their options, reminding and explaining to them that they have choices,

and supporting them in making their own decisions, identifoing the steps and supporting

them to achieve their goals. Perhaps the domain that is most effected by the individual

staffsupport is that of emotional well-being. The awareness that one can count on regular

hours with a support person when you need help with stressful areas of life is comforting

and reassuring. The assistance ranges from basic survival skills (cooking and cleaning) to

relationship building and problem-solving assistance. The help with cooking, shopping,

cleaning, getting to doctor's appointments and connecting to needed services all

contribute to the physical well-being domain.

The rapport and trust in the relationship that develops between the support staff

and the participant may contribute to their willingness to expand their network of

personal relationships by corurecting with other participants and staff.

The social inclusion domain is positively impacted by the staffconnecting the

participants rvith resources outside of the s.A.L. prograrn. Examples of this include

joining the Y M.c.A. or bowling through the Speciar olynpics. support staff can also

support the participants to use the bus routes and feel cornfortable on the bus. A few

participants discussed how individualized support staffalso contributed positively to the

domains ofpersonal development and matèrial we -being. Several participants

commented that they had received support using the computer at the S.A,L. lounge. This



enabled them to increase their knowledge ofcomputer usage and access information fiom

the intemet themselves. The paficipants can say they were selftaught through

experimenting on the computer. One participant reported that her staffhad taught her

how to make candle holders in the S.A.L. lounge. This enabled her to Ieam a new skill

and give a family member a Christmas present. The participant commented that she did

not have enough money to buy Christmas presents and she felt good about giving her step

mother an attractive present she had made herself. Individualized support workers also

hìlp participants with budgeting (if they need support). One participant commented that

because of staff assistance with budgeting he had enough money each month to buy toys

for his dog and D.V.D.'s for himself.

Povertlt Issues

All the participants are on E.l.A. which allows a subsistence level of living that is

well below the povefy line. The S.A.L. program alleviates poverty through several

services available in the lounges. The food bank and the tight meal program ensure that

the participants have healthy food available to them at all times: The cooking class held

nearby contributes to the selÊ development domain as the participants learn to cook

nourishing food. The participants now have free laundry facilities available to them in the

new lounge. The cost of using commercial laundry facilities is relatively expensive on an

E.l.A. budget. Negative reactions f¡om members of the general population to an unclean

appearance diminish selfesteem and impede social inclusìon. clean clothes contribute to

the emotional and physical well-being domains and foster social inclusion. The food

bank, Iight meal program and laundry facilities all help alleviate poverty. The art class
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and availability ofart supplies in the lounge contributed to the domain ofpersonal

developrnent and material well-being rvhile alleviating poverty. participants, enthusiasm

for the art program was demonstrated by the display of their art in their apartments and in

the lounges and through their comments.

Poverty Diminishes Choice in Housing Optíons.

s.A.L. participants whose only income is E.r.A. have had difficurty finding and

affording safe housing in safe areas. Housing support is essential in alleviating the effects

of poverty and contributing to social inclusion and emotional well-being. The literature

review revealed that unsafe housing in unsafe areas had a strongly negative effect on

quality of life in the domains of emotional well-being and social inclusion. Frequent

moves necessítated by poor housing were disruptive as they impeded the development of

a feeling ofbelonging in the area or of forming positive connections with other area

residents. The sense of being physically and emotionally unsafe exacerbated mental

health issues.

The focus ofthe s.A.L. housing support program is to frnd safe housing in safe

areas for the participants. The importance to mental health consumers of Iiving close to

the services and resources they need was discussed in the literature review. s.A.L. staff

assist the participants to Iocate adequate housing in the downtown/west end area

relatively close to the S.A.L. Iounge. This area has a rvide range ofhousing, shopping,

small búsinesses, professional services, a community centre and several parks and is close

to major bus routes. All the participants in the second focus group said that they rely on

public transit to get around the city, they know the bus routes they need and they feel

confident and comfortable taking the bus.



one of the successful results of the housing support initiative was the formation of

a partnership with westminster Housing to provide safe and secure long term housing in

this west end area. The participants' feeling ofsafety in their environments allows them

to go for walks in the district, become acquairted with neighbours and use local services

all of which contribute to social inclusion, physicar welr-being and emotional well-being.

One participant expressed his awareness of the importance ofsafe housing by

volunteering the information that people visit him now that he lives in a safe place. The

participants proximity to the S.A.L. services ensures that they are also living rerativery

close to each other and this has contributed to the deveropment and fostering ofpersonar

relationships between the S.A.L. participants.

safe Housing in safe A¡ea (originally a "westminster Housing project, now owned and

operated by New Directions.)

Many of the participants spend time in the community with füends they made in

the S.A.L. program. All the photovoice and focus group participants mentioned
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friendships with other s.A.L. participants in the domain ofpersonal relationships. The

participants sense ofpride in their homes was illustrated in their positive comments and

trvo of the participants included their homes in the material rvell-being domain. All the

photovoice participants, with the exception of trvo participants who lived in room and

board facilities, invited the researcher into their homes. Thd researcher noticed that their

apartments were clean, decent and in good repair, and that the participants seemed "house

proud." Their possessions (televisions, d.v.d collections etc) were displayed and most of

them had added personal touches such as their art work or cefificates that made the place

their own. Perhaps the participants who relocated to good housing believed that their

possessions were now safe and so had more interest in accumulating possessions and

displalng them.

Lack of Recreational and Leisure Activities

The lack ofrecreational opportunities identified as a problem in the literature

review is addressed by the facilities in the lounge, organized group outings, the organized

classes, the Aboriginal group, and the individualized staffsupport. The Aboriginal group

received special mention by the participants who attended as being important to them

because the group enabled them to spend time with Aboriginal people while they leamed

about their culture and participated in their cultural traditions. Several participants

included the Aboriginal group as contributing to their quality of life in the emotional

well-being domain but the group also fosters the development ofpersonal relationships.

s.,4..L. participants are encouraged to join in organized activities outside ofthe s.A.L.

program and several havejoined Special Oll.rnpics and belong to Church groups, and a
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few go to the Y.M.C.A. The participants use the lounge for recreation as they play board

games, watch movies and socialize with other participants and staff. All of the s.A.L.

programming promotes positive use of leisure time and contributes to the self_

development, social inclusion, personal relationship or emotional and physicaI well-being

domains.

The most used s.A.L. services are the lounges and the resources available within

the lounges, the group activities, the individual staffsupport and the housing support. All

ofthese services contribute to quality of life across all domains but are especially

effective in addressing the problems identified in the literature review including

loneliness, isolation, poverty, lack ofrecreation and the effects of living in unsafe housing

in unsafe areas. The S.A.L. program has designed the services to provide for

enìancement of quality of tife across all domains either by reducing the effects ofpoverty

or by building in the supports needed. The success ofthe program is reflected bythe

participants' use of the available services, by their improved quality of life across the

domains and by their comments about the services.

Participants, Recommendations

The S.A.L. participants expressed a high level of satisfaction with the S.A.L.

services and had few suggestions for improved services. A few participants mentioned

that they wanted more group activities and one participant wanted to see a weekly music

class added to the services. one participant wanted notices posted a few days in advance

if the lounge was going to be closed early.



One focus group participant commented that he liked to work and wanted help

finding work and one photovoice participant included good memories ofworkíng in the

emotional well-being domain while commenting that she would like to work there again.

Perhaps the S.A.L. program could add a service that provides assistance in finding paid

employment for participants who are interested. The S.A.L. program has been successful

in forming partnerships with other services and agencies (Winnipeg Harvest food bank,

Westminister Housing) and in promoting social inclusion through the use of community

resources. Perhaps an arrangement could be made with E.l.A. for help with finding paid

employment.

The pleasure the participants gained fiom caring for their pets clearly illustrated

the role pets play in increasing quality of life in several domains but the cost ofveterinary

services and pet food is diffìcult to manage on a limited budget. Perhaps the S.A.l.

program could negotiate a reduced rate lor veterinary services and/or buy pet food in bulk

to distribute to participants to assist with expenses.

Social Work Values and practice

The core value ofrespect for the dignity and worth ofindividuals and their

individual right to self- determination is incorporated in the policies and practices ofthe

S.A.L. program. Each of the participants chooses to belong to the program and then

chooses whether or not to participate/use each service offered in the program.

Individualized staffsupport is flexible and focused on providing assistance with

developing competence in community living and problem solving skills and with setting

and achieving goals. The principle of respect for diversity and cultural sensitivity is
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observed by the inclusion of the Aboriginal Group in the services offered and in the wide

range ofservices available to the participants. The s.A.L. program is flexible and offers

considerable choice of services to participants.

Pursuit of social justice is a core social work value as noted in the code of Ethics

adopted by The canadian Associatìon of social workers (c.A.s.w.) in 2005. The code

ofethics states that "social workers ... act to reduce barriers and expand choice for all

persons' with special regard for those who are marginalized, disadvantaged, lulnerable

and./or have exceptional needs" (canadian Association of social workers, 2005, p.5).

The s.A.L. program services alleviate the effects of poverty and provide for basic human

needs with the provision ofgroceries through the food bank and light meals and l¡ee

laundry facilities available in the lounge. The provision ofhousing support with a choice

ofhousing located either in a community co-operative housing project or in the general

community meet the basic human need for safe and affordable housing. use of the lounge

and the facilities and groups available in the lounge, the organized group outings, and the

individualized staff alleviate the effects of poverty and address the problem of isolation

and loneliness.

Service to humanity is another core social work value and supports the

encouragement and pursuit ofindividual goals and development. The cooking and art

classes, the informal support in the lounge to learn computer skills, and the voluntary

participation in the Aboriginal Group incorporate this value.

one of the participants commented that he has remained in the s.A.L. program for

several years because s.A.L. staffrespected his privacy and did not release information

about him to his family without his consent. He said other agencies had not protected his
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privacy in the past. Respect for the participant's right to confìdentiality is a social work

principle. The researcher obtained informed consent fiom all participants involved in the

research by ensuring that a staff member was present to explain the participants right to

choose not to participate and their right to withdraw at any time.

Retention of Staff

The effectiveness ofagency programs relies to large degree on the quality ofstaff.

The staffsupport available in the lounge and on an individualized basis is key to the

success ofthe program and the use of the lounge. The participants' relationship with staff

is critical to the development of trust and comfort in the program. careful consideration

given to preventing high staff tumover by ensuring that stafffeel valued contributes to

positive outcomes for the participants (Karan & Bothwell, I 997). one of the principles of

social work practice derived fiom the code ofethics advocates that socia[ workers

promote the provision of training, adequate resources and professional support for staff.

Adherence to this principle assists in the retention of staff (canadian Association of

Social Workers, 2005).

Par!nerships vÌith Other Agencies

In accordance with the c.A.s.w. guidelines for ethical practice which advocates

collaboration with other professionals and service agencies the S.A.L. program has

formed partnerships with other agencies and services to provide benefìts to the

participants (Canadian Association ofsocial Workers, 2005). The partnership rvith

westminster Housing Initiative and Harvest Food Bank are two examples of successful



teaming. ,h" i,noonun"" of teaming and networking with other agencies and services is

reflected in the benefits the participants receive. Teaming reduces duplication ofservices

and frees staffto attend to other needed areas. Additional benefits include the exchange of

information about available resourc€s, identifoing gaps in available services, the

exchange ofideas about problem solving and the possibility of forming coalitions to

advocate for the needs and rights ofdisabled people in the community. Social work

principles encourage participation in social action focused on gaining access to resources

for disadvantaged /marginalized persons. one example ofadvocacy could be to approach

the transit system to reduce fares, or to at Ieast stop the annual increases in fares. The

participants in the S.A.L. program were all dependent on public transit.

utilizing community Resources to Increase Awareness of Individuar Rights

Several of the participants had a positive perception ofthe police and thejustice

system. Several of the participants who had used the police and ambulance services were

pleased with the treatment they received. Increasing participants' knowledge ofand

confidence in their own ability to access community resources meets the social work

value of increasing participants competence. The introduction of a monthly information

session with a guest speaker from a community agency is recommended to give the

participants information about their rights to use the service, how to access the service

and the benefits to them of participating in the service. For example, a community police

officer could attend a meeting to give information and answer questions about the

participants' rights in the cornmunity. All the participants agreed that the right to vote was
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l,nportunt urt very few exercised the right. perhaps they would choose to vote ifthey

received information about the policies the candidates espouse that would affect them.

F o r m i ng C o nt mu ni ty Co nne c t i o ns

Fostering connections in the community outside of the S.A.L. program has

enriched participants' lives. Participants attended the local y.M.c.A., special olympics,

churches, and one participant attended an advocacy group for people with disabilities.

community participation contributes to all domains but especially to social inclusion,

personal development and personal relationships. As discussed in the literature review,

the expansion ofsocial support networks is a goal ofcase managers (walsh, 2000) and

respects the social work principle of promoting social development for the participants

(Canadian Association of Social Workers, 2005).

Comparing the Results to Others

Due to the uniqueness of this study it is difficult to compare the results lound with

previous studies. Specifically, many studies were concemed with the

deinstitutionalization of individuals with devetopmental disabilities into the community.

However, the researcher's results rvould support the fìndings in Kim, Larson and Lakin

( 1989) that supporting people in the community is a better altemative provided adequate

supports are in place. The results also support the schalock and carver ( I 979) and the

Schalock, Harper and Carver ( 198 I ) findings that a supported living environment

provides increased autonomy and independence for people with intellectual disabilities.

In addition, all of the participants in this study reported feeling positively about having
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their own apartments, the ffeedom to "do their own thing", their participation in

normalized activities in the community and use of community resources; a finding that

Schalock, Harper and carver ( l 98 l ) found in their study. All photovoice participants

with the exception of two individuars, who were under order ofsupervision from the

public trustee (fìnancial invorvement onry), and most focus group participants, tÌvo who

were in foster care, had total autonomy over all decision making in all aspects of their

lives, including if they wanted to voluntarily participate in New Directions programming.

schalock ( r 997) indentifies eight domains - Emotionar welt-Being, Interpersonal

Relationships, Material well-Being, personar Development, physical well-Being, self-

Determination, social Inclusion and Rights - that he berieves are capable of viewing the

enhancement ofquality of rife because they reflect a person's desired conditions ofriving.

Although this researcher attempted to utilize these domains in this resea¡ch project, it was

not possible. changes to the domains were required by combining the Rights domain with

the self-Determination domain to accomodate the participants intelrectual revel of

understanding these terms. This is deemed acceptable since Tayror and Bognan (1990)

view the concept of quality of life as sensitizing us to risten, observe, leam and care about

how the intellectually disabled have experienced their lives and how they feel about it. In

this instance, by combining the two domains it fäcilitated the ability ofthe researcher to

listen, observe and leam f¡om the participants.

As mentioned, the researcher utilized a unique method to collect data.

specifically, she utilized a methodology that combined participant Action Research with

Photovoice. Wagenaar and Babbie state that:



"participant action research, whích sees the researcher's function as serving as a resource
to those being studied as an opportunity to act effectively in their own interest. Typically,
this approach involves disadvantaged groups, who help define their orvn problems,
identiS desired remedies, and take the lead in designing research that rvill help them
attain their goals" (Wagenaar & Babbie, 2001, p. I68).

One result ofparticipant action research is that it allowed the researcher to utilize

photovoice to collect data. Photovoice facilitated the ability of the participants to fully

participate in the research project by allowing them to take an active lead in deciding

what pictures should be taken to reflect the quatity of life domains and developing

recommendations. The successful use of photovoice with ttris group would suggest that it

could also be successful with other groups that lack a proper education or possess less

verbal communication skills. This innovative research method of combining p.A.R. and

photovoice probably generated more in-depth data. The participants were excited about

the picture taking and probably put in a lot more effort than they would have for a

questionnaire or a formal sit down interview in a closed room. Also when working with

marginalized individuals who may not have had access to education and have difficulties

with speech sometimes a picture gives more information than words.

Another result ofconducting research in such a man¡er is the researcher was able

to collect data that was previously not collected or found by other researchers. For

instance the importance ofpets and public transit to the S.A.L. participants and the

interest in computer usage. Inadequate public transit would impede on individuals with

disabilities ability to commute to where community resources and social opportunities

are, which could increase social isolation and loneliness. As stated in the results section

the importance ofpets as a source ofcompanionship overlapped several domains,

including personal relationships, emotional well-being and physical well-being.
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ln¿ivl¿uals with disabilities who live in community group homes, institutions or room

and board facilities would most likely not be allowed to own and care for a pet, which

might explain why the importance ofpets has been overlooked by many researchers.

Having the choice to cars for a pet fits with the principle of normalization (discussed in

the literature review) as increased autonomy and ability to make choices increases as a

more normalized living environment increases.

Strengths and Limitations of the Study

The primary focus of the study was to establish what factors contribute to a

positive quality of tife for individuals with developmental disabilities. The research

results demonstrated there exists a variety of factors, which fall within the eight domains

(rights, self determination, emotionat wellbeing, physical wellbeing, personal

relationships, material wellbeing, social inclusion and personal development),that

contribute to individuals with developmental disabilities quality oflife. Another finding

was that the research participants valued the same quality of life factors (pets,

independence, etc.) as the non-disabled population. A final strengh regards the manner

in which the data was collected. As mentioned in the previous section, the researcher

utilized a unique method to collect data - participant action research with photovoice. A

number of strengths of utilizing this methodology have previously been outlined,

however, a further strength that can be identifìed regards the fact the methodology

allowed the participants' voices to be purely reflected in the results.

There are several limitations of this study. First, the researcher did not ask the

parlicipants about negative factors in their environment which had an impact on their
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quality of life or what services offered by the S.A.L. program they least valued. This

information would have been useful to New Directions and the disability fierd but

because there needed to be parameters to rimit the scope of the research the researcher

made a decision to focus on positive contributing factors to fìt in with the researcher,s

personal goal ofproviding a positive experience for participants. Another limitation of

this study is that the effect ofthe amount of time the researcher and the photovoice

participants spent together and the force of the researcher's personarity probably had an

impact on the results. It is impossible to measure the effects of these two variables. A

further limitation was the resurts were really affected by the variety and quaríty of the

services provided by the New Directions S.A.L. program. Finally, due to the uniqueness

of this study it is difficurt to compare the resurts found with previous studies and to Íìrture

studies conducted with other programs.

Recommendations for Future Research

There have been few studies that have tackled the multidimensionar issue of

quality of life for individuars with deveropmentar disabilities utilizing a unique

methodology that allowed purely participants' voices to be heard. As previously

discussed, it is important when conducting research with this population to give

participants a suffìcient amount of time to share their ideas and perceptions. The success

of this approach suggests that utilizing p.A.R. and photovoice with this population in

future research would be benefìciar. For instance, to fìnd out what barriers hinder a good

quality of life for individuals with disabilities. Also research that incorporates a negative

aspect can only enhance the findings of this study. Research into these areas would be



u"n"¡"iul to the disability fìeld because agencies could set up supports and programs to

counter or eliminate barriers as the s.A.L. program has done in the areas ofpovery,

social isolation and inadequate housing.

Conclusion

communication and action is an important element of p.A.R. It is inadequate to

write a research report and fail to have the results properly disseminated. This results in a

lack of any action to improve the situation of the participants (Morris, 2002). Due to time

constraints related to university regulations about the time limits to complete degrees the

researcher felt it would be most appropriate not to include dissemination as part of this

thesis However the researcher would like to co-present to the Board of New Directions

and to the S.A.L. program staff with photovoice participants ifthey are willing to be

involved.

The benefìts from this research included: the empowerment of the participants

through their participation in the research, the opportunity to share their personar

experiential knowledge and have it varued and varidated, the chance to express their

opinions on services, and to advocate for themselves for any added services. It is the

beliefofthe researcher that this project provided the participants with a positive

introduction to participation in research and fostered the development ofpublic speaking

and self- advocacy skills. The researcher has been given no indication to contradict her

perception that participation in the research was an enjoyable experience for the

participants and that they feel they have contributed to a positive outcome through

sharing their opinions.
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feedback about program elements they find helpful in improving their

quality of life can be useful in improving and delivering programs in a variety of

community settings. This is the first evaluation of the New Directions s.A.L program.

The increased knowledge of which services are most valued by program participants will,

hopefully, be both afïìrming and helpful to S.A.L. program management and support

staff' This knowledge ofconsumer preference can be used when considering program

additions and changes. The knowledge of the services this S.A.L.program is delivering

which have been highly effective in contributing to participants' quality of life and

alleviating or reducing the identifìed difficulties encountered in other s.A.L.programs can

be useful for other agencies that are planning to develop s.A.L. programs. This research

has also contributed to disability research through the use ofthe innovative technique of

photovoice to elicit participants' views and perceptions about elements in their lives that

contribute to satisfaction and happiness.
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APPENDIX A: CONSENT FORMS

Informed Consent Agreement
(S.A.L, Program Participants - Photovoice)

Qualify of Llfe Project

You are being asked to participate in a research study. Before you decide whether or not
you agree to participate, it is important that you ñrlly understand the following
information. Please feel free to æk your support staff as many questions as you need in
order to fully understand what will be asked ofyou ifyou agree to padicipate.

What ís the purpose of thís sludyT

The reason I am doing this study is to find out ftom you and other S.A.L. program
participants what contributes positively to your quality of life (what are the best parts of
you life?) and which services offered by the S.A.L. program you like the most and least
and why. I would also like to ask you ifthere are any other services you would like to see

offered in the futu¡e.

llho ìs doing lhe study?

Heather Milton, who is a university snrdent, under the supervision ofDr. Brenda Bacon, a
professor in the Faculty of Social Work at the University of Manitoba, will be doing this
study together with New Directions for Child¡en, Youth, Adults and Families.

Ílhat will I be asked lo do if I consenl to pafl¡cipøte in lhìs sludy?

You will be asked to take me with you on a photography tour of your living, working and
recreational environments. You will be given a disposable camera and asked to take
pictures of anything that contributes to your quality of life by giving you pleasure and/or
satisfaction, and explain why it is important to you. Next I will ask you a few questions
about what services offered by the S.A.L. program you like most and least and why. I
will also ask you ifthere a¡e any other services you would like to see offered. You do not
hsve to answer any queotions you do not want to answer. You will still receive
twenty dollars for your participation. Taking the pictures and answering the questions

should take about two to th¡ee hours ofyour time.

When I get the pictures developed I witl make two copies. I will give one set to you and

keep the other set to be used with other pichues taken by other program participants. All
the pictures will be arranged on big boards so that other S.A.L. program participants and

New Directions staffwill be able to see and understand what in your environment gives
you happiness and satisfaction. The pictures will be used in presentations at New
Directions and possibly at other agencies with similar programs,



Ithat will lhe infomat¡on be usedfor?

The information will be used in a report so I can hnish my university degree. The report
and pictures may also be used by the S.A.L. Program at New Directions to improve
$nd continue services for you and other participants in the program, and may be
shared with other agencies that provide similar programs.

llthat are the beneJits of participating in this study?

Participation in the study will give you the opportunity to take pictures ofyour
environment and describe what gives you satisfaction and enjoyment. you will be given
a copy of all the pictures for you to keep.

Participating in this study will give you a chance to sha¡e what services offered by S.A.L.
you like most and least and any services you would like to see added. you will also
rece¡ve twenty dollars for volunteering your time.

Cøn I stop participating?

Yes. If you agree to participate in the study and change your mind later you can stop
participating at an¡ime by telling either your support staff or me that you want to siop.
Ifyou don't want some of the pictures you took used on the big boardi for other peopìe to
see you can say so at anytime ând the pictures will either be destfoyed or retumed to you.

lVhal sleps wiU be tuken to keep ìnþrmation conJidentíal ønd ønonymous?

Ifyou do agree to participate your name will not be used in any presentations or reports
about the study. Any information that could lead to your identification will not be
included in the study.

AII notes, audiotapes, videotapes and computer discs will be kept locked up and only Dr.
Brenda Bacon and I will be able see them. All notes, audiotape;, videotape; and
computer discs will be deshoyed after the final report is completed.

llthat should I do ìf I want to partìcþate ín the study?

signing your name below mezurs that you agree to be in the study. your signature also
means that you understand the information in this agreement, have had thJopportunity to
ask questions about the study, and understand that you may stop participating at any time.
You will be given a copy of this agreement. The researcher, Heãther t'tiltonian Ue
reached by calling 510-1656. Her thesis advisor, Dr. Brenda Bacon at the Faculty of
Social Work can be reached at 474-8454.



The staff signature below indicates that the staff has frrlly explained the research study to
the participant, answered any questions and is confident that the participant fully
understands their rights in agreeing to participate in this study.

Name of Research Participant (please print)

Signature of Research Participant

Name of Support Staff (please print)

Signature of Support Staff

Date

Date

This research has been approved by the university of Manitoba Joint Faculty Research
E\hics Board. Ifyou have any concerns or complaints about this project, you may contact
any of the above-named persons, or the Human Ethics Seuetariat at 474-7122.
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You are being asked to participate in a resea¡ch study. Before you decide whether or not
you agree to participate, it is important that you fully understand the following
information. Please feel free to ask youÌ support staff as many questions as you need in
order to fully understand what will be asked ofyou ifyou agree to participate.

llhøt ís lhe purpose of thii study?

The reason I am doing this study is to find out from you and other S.A.L. program
participants what contributes positively to your quality of life (what are the best parts of
your life?) and which services offered by the s.A.L. program you like the most and least
and why. I would also like to ask you if there are any other services you would like to see
offered in the futu¡e.

llho ls doíng the study?

Heather Milton, who is a university student, under the supervision of Dr. Brenda Bacon, a
professor in the Faculty of social work at the university of Manitob4 will be doing this
study together with New Directions for Children, Youtl¡ Adults and Families.

Whal will I be asked to do lf I consent to partícipate ín th¡s study?

You will attend a 1.5 - 2 hour meeting at New Directions with th¡ee or four other S.A.L.
participants to look at pictu¡es that othe$ in the S.A.L. Program have taken. you will
then be asked to discuss your ideas about the pictu¡es and what you feel are important
factors in yazr quality qf life. You do not have to answer any questions thai you do
not rvant to answer. You will still receive twenty dollars for volunteering your time.

lYhøt wÍll the ínlonnation be usedfor?

The information will be used in a report so I can finish my university degree. The repoÉ
may also be used by the S.A.L. Program at New Directions to improve and continue
services for you and other participants in the program, and may be shared with other
agencies that provide similar programs.

What øre the benefiß oÍpaillc¡patíng ín thís study?

Participating in this study will give you a chance to share your opinions about what
contributes to your quality of life and why?

Participating in this study will give you a chance to share what services offered by s.A.L.
you like most and least and any services you would like to see added. you wi[ also
receive twenty dollars for volunteering your time.



co, t rt) porrtrìpating?

Yes. Ifyou agree to participate in the study and change your mind later you can stop
padicipating at anytime by telling your support staffor me that you want to stop.

llhat sleps wÍll be tøken to keep information conJidentful ønd anonymous?

Ifyou do agree to participate you¡ name will not be used in any presentations or reports
about the study. fuly information that could lead to your identification will not be
included in the study.

All notes, audiotapes, videotapes and computer discs will be kept locked up and only Dr.
Brenda Bacon and I will be able to see them. All notes, audiotapes, videotapes and
computer discs will be destroyed after the final report is completed.

Whøl should I do if I want to porticþate ín the study?

Signing your name below means that you agtee to be in the study. Your signature also
means that you understand the information in this agreement, have had the opporhrnity to
ask questions about the study, and understand that you may stop participating at any time.
You will be given a copy of this agreement. The researcher, Heather Milton, can be
reached by calling 510-1656. Her thesis advisor, Dr. Brenda Bacon at the Faculty of
Social Work can be re¿ched at 474-8454.

Name ofResearch Participant (please print)

Signature ofReseerch Participant Date

The staff signature below indicates that the staff has fully explained the research study to
the participant, answered any questions and is confident that the participant fully
understands their rights in ageeing to participate in this study.

Name of Support Staff þlease print)

Signature of Support Staff Date

This research has been approved by the Universiþ of Manítoba Joint Faculty Research
Ethics Board. Ifyou høve any concerns or complaints about this ptoject, you may contdct
any ofthe above-named persons, or the Human Ethics Secretariat at 474-7122.



Informed Consent Agreement
(Public Trustee)

Quality of Life Project

Your client, has volunteered to participate in a
research study. Below is an explanation of the purpose of the study and provisions for
confidentiality. This project was explained to your client with the assistance of their staff
support person from the s,A.L. Program at New Directions in order to ensure that they
fully understood the research project. A consent form signed by your client is attacheã.

Whøt is the purpose of this study?

The purpose of this study is to determine from the S.A.L. program participants which
factors contribute positively to their quality of life and which services offãred by the
s'A.L. program they feel are the most and least beneficial to their quality of life. the
researcher is also interested in the participants' opinions about which additional services
(if any) they would like to see offered in the futu¡e.

ll/ho ß doing lhe study?

Heather Milton, who is a university student, under the supervision of Dr. Brenda Bacon, a
professor in the Faculty of social work at the university of Manitoba, will be doing this
study together with New Directions for Children, youth, Adults and Families.

What will clienß be asked to do if they consent to particípøte in this study?

Photovoice participants will each be asked to take Heather Milton with them on a
photography tour of their living, working and recreational environments. participants
will be given a disposable camera and asked to take pictures ofanything in their
environment that contributes to their quality of life by giving them pleaswe and/or
satisfaction, and explain why it is important to them. participants will be asked to answer
a few questions about what services offered by the s.A.L. program they feel are most and
least valuable to them a¡rd what services (if any) they would like to see offered in the
futu¡e.

Focus group participants will be asked to participate in a 1.5 to 2 hour group discussion
about factors that contribute to their quality oflife, and what services oifered by the
s.A.L. program they feel are most and least valuable to them and what servicei (ifany)
they would like to see offered in the ñ¡ture.

l{hat wíll lhe information be used for?

The information will be used in a thesis report to complete the student,s requirements for
a Master of Social Work degree. The report may also be used by the S.A.L. program at
New Directions to improve or maintain services for clients in that program, and may be
shared with other agencies who provide similar programs.



ll/hat are the benetÍts of pørticipating ìn thß sludy?

Participation in the study will give clients the opporhrnity to take pictures oftheir
environment and,/or to describe which factors give them satisfaction and enjoyment and
contribute to their quality of life.

Participating in this study will give clients a chance to make their opinions known about
what services offered by S.A.L. you most value and any services they would like to see
added. To compensate clients for their time they wilt receive twenty dollars.

Cøn clienls stop pørticipøting?

Yes. Ifclients change their mind at any time, they can stop participating by telling their
support stâff or myself that they wish to withdraw their consent.

Whøt sleps wìll be tøken to keep ínlormation conJidentÍal and anonymous?

Clients' names will not be used in any presentations or reports about the study. Any
unique characteristics that could lead to client identification will not be included in the
study.

All notes, audiotapes, videotapes and computer discs will be kept locked up and only Dr.
Brenda Bacon and myself will have access to them. All notes, audiotapes, videotapes
and computer discs will be desfoyed after the frnal report is completed.

lVhøl should I do to approve client pørtícípatìon in thìs study?

Signing your name below indicates that you approve of [client's name]in the study.
Your signature also indicates that you understand the information in this agreement, have
had the opportunity to ask questions about the study, and can withdraw your approval of
your client's participation at any time. You will be given a copy of this agreement. The
researcher, Heather Milton, can be reached by calling 510-1656. Her thesis advisor, Dr.
Brenda Bacon at the Faculty of Social Work can be reached at 474-8454,

Name ofResea¡ch Participant (please print)

Signature of Public Trustee Date

This research has been approved by the University of Manitoba Joint Faculty Research
Ethics Board. Ifyou have any concerns or complaints about this project, you mqy contact
any of the above-named persons, or the Human Ethics Secretariaî at 474-7122.



*..,",lTt'äåXu"iJ'f 
"','"1*.ïîîåîJr."no,Quality of Life Project

You are being asked to give consent for your picture to be used in a research project.
Before you decide whether or not to give this consent, it is important that you fuity
understand the following information. please feel free to ask the researchðr as many
questions as you need in o¡der to fully understand the repercussions ofyour conseni.

Il/hol ìs lhe purpose of thís study?

The purpose of this study is to determine from the s.A.L. program participants which
factors contribute positively to their quality of life and which servióes odred by the
s.A.L. program they feel a¡e the most and least beneficial to their quality of life. The
resea¡cher is also interested in the participants' opinions about whióh adãitional services
(if any) they would like to see offered in the futu¡e.

Who ìs doíng the study?

Heather Milton, who is a university student, under the supervision of Dr. Brenda Bacon, a
professor in the Faculty of social work at the university of Ma¡ritoba" will be doing this
study together with New Directions for Child¡en, youth, Adults and Families.

What n'ill the pícturcs be usedfor?

The picture with you in it may be used to aid discussion with other participants ofthe
s.A.,I- Program about quality of life matters, and may be used in présentations to clients,
staff and/or board members of the S.A.L Program, and New Directions.

W'høt steps wíll be taken to keep informatíon con!Ídentíal and anonymous?

Ifyou do agree to allow your pictüe to be used, you¡ name will not be used in any
presentâtions or reports about the study. It is possible that your picture may be included
in future presentations or displays at New Directions for children, youth, Adults and
Families.

llhøt should I do ìf I want to participate in the study?

signing your name below indicates that you agree to let your picture be used in this
research. Your signature also indicates that you understand thà information in this
agreement, have had the opportunity to ask questions about the study, and understand that
you may withdraw your consent to participate at any time. you wili be given a copy of
this agreement. The researcher, Heather Milton, can be reached by callin-g 510-t6i6. Her
thesis advisor, Dr. Brenda Bacon at the Faculty of sociat work can be reã ched at 474-
8454.



Name of Resea¡ch Participant þlease print)

Signahue of Research Participant Date

This research has been approved by the university of Manitoba Joint Faculty Research
Ethics Board. If you have any concerns or complaínts about this project, you msy contact
ony of the above-named persons, or the Human Ethics Secretarist at 474-7122.



Informed Consent Agreement
S.A.L, Program Staff
Quality of Life Project

You are being asked to participate in a research study. Before you decide whether or not
yo-u agree to paficipate, it is important that you firlly understand the following
information. Please feel free to ask as many questions as you need in order to-fully
understand what will be asked of you if you agree to partióipate.

Pllhal k the purpose oÍ this study?

The purpose of this study is to determine from the s.A.L. program participants which
factors contribute positively to their quality of life. A second purpose is to ¡n¿ ouf*t i.r,
services offered by the S.A.L. program participants a¡rd support itaff feel are the most
and least beneficial to clients' quatity of life. The researchåi is also interested in the
participants' and staffs'opinions about which additional services (ifany) they *ouìã rirc
to see offered in the future.

Wto ¡s doìng the study?

Heather Milton, who is a unive¡sity,student, under the supervision of Dr. Brenda Bacoq a
professor in the Faculty of social wgrk 1!1!t: universityìf Ma¡riroba" will ue aoin! ttrii
studytogetherwithNewDirectionsforChildren,Youtt¡AdultsandËamilies.

llhøt witt I be asked to do if I consent to particÍpate ín thìs study?

Participants will each be asked to complete a brief written questionnaire about what
sewices provided by the s.A.L. pr-ogram they believe contribute most positivery to
clients'quality of life, and what (if any) addiiions shourd be made to the s.e.L. p.ogrum
to further improve clients' quality of life.

What w¡ll the ¡nÍormøtion be used for?

The information will be used in afhesis report to complete the student's requirements for
a-Master of Social Work degree. The report may also te used by the S.A.L. prot;;i
New Directions to improve or maintain servicei for crients in that program, *aïuv u,
shared with other agencies that provide similar programs.

What are the beneJìß of partÍcipatíng in this study?

Participating in this study will give you a chance to make your opinions known about
what services offered by S.A.L. you feel are most valued by clients, und *y r.-ir", you
would like to see added.



Cøn I stop pørlicipaling?

Yes. Ifyou consent to participate in the study and change your mind later you can stop
participating at anytime by telling Heather Milton that you wish to withdraw your
consent.

Vhøt steps will be taken to keep information conJídentiøl and anonymous?

Ifyou do agree to participats your name will not be used in any presentations or reports
about the study.

All notes, audiotapes, videotapes and computer discs will be kept locked up and only
Heather Milton and Dr. Brenda Bacon will have access to them. All notes, audiotâpes,
videotapes and computer discs will be destroyed after the final report is completed.

ll/hat should I do if I wúnt to pørt¡cipøte in the study7

signing your name below indicates that you agree to be in the study. your signature also
indicates that you understand the information in this agreement, have had the opportunity
to ask questions about the study, and understand that you may withdraw your cònsent to
participate at any time. You will be given a copy of this a$eement. The researcher,
Heather Milton, can be reached by calling 510-1656. Her thesis advisor, Dr. Brenda
Bacon at the Faculty ofSocial Work can be reached at 474-8454.

Name of Research Participant (please print)

Signature of Research Participant

This research has been approved by the Ilniversity of Manitoba Joint Faculty Reseorch
Ethics Board. Ifyou have any concerns or complaints about this project, you mqy contqct
any of the above-named persons, or the Human Ethics Secretariat at 474-7122.



APPENDIX B: INFORMATION PACKAGE FoR STAFF

Staff Hand Out

euality of Life for Developmentally
Delayed Adults in Supporred Living

Summary of Project
There has been increasing recognition that intellectually disabled individuals'

perspectives on their quality ollife takes precedence over other more objective criteria in
measuring and assessing quality of life. However, gaining knowledge ofindividual
values and preferences has been probrematic because of difficultiesïit¡ .p""rt, urro
language, acquiescence and the desire to present as socially acceptable. This resea¡ch will
use a combination ofphotovoice (letting participants "speak" thràugh the use of
photographs), intewiews, staff perspectivi., -d ,"r.*óh., observaîion to gather
information about intellectualry disabled people's quality of life in a ,uppoñeJ
independent living program. The researcher has eigit yeärs e*pe.ien"" in *orking with
individuals who are intellect'ally disabled and those who have mental health conäms,
and this experience has lead to her interest in this thesis topic.

. . Thi. study has two goals. The first is to increase knowredge of factors that
positively contribute to the quality of life of clients ofthe supporied apartment Living
program (s.A'L.) at New Directions. The second goal is to eíiõit nom irogram crients-
and staff their perceptions of the services offered úy the s.A.L. program tñat are most and
least beneficial in contributing to "clients,, qualiry õfüfe, a¡rd wiatãdditional services
they might like to see offered.

.. .This study will employ multiple sou¡ces of data and multiple methods of
colle_ction. First, support staff from the s.A.L. program will be asked to list the hve
s.A.L. services they consider most valuable and tlie five s.A.L. services they consider
least valuable in contributing to their clients' quality of life. second, the reséa¡cher will
meet individ'ally with a sample of program paficipants wh e they use oirpo.uui"
cameras to photograph aspects of their environments that are mosi important to them
(photovoice). The researcher will use field notes to record their explanations ofthe value
they attach to each picture. The researcher will also briefly interview these individuals
about the services they receive through the s.A.L. program. The researcher will record
their answers and ask for clarification throughout tire iiterview by reading the recorded
answers back to them to overcome the barrier oflanguage ano reäoing diFrculties. The
frnal steps in the methodology involve the researchei anã individual c-iients involved in
photovoice analyzing the photographs and sorting them into domains ofquality of life.
The selected pictures that are representative of eaih primary life domain will tlen be
mounted on poster boa¡d and will provide the focus ior disðussion with the other program
clients about their perceptions-of quality of life in the supported apartment living' "
program. The researcher will facilitate focus groups (four to five individuals in ãach) in
which the participants will be asked_to,look ai the-pictures and discuss their perceptiáns
of quality of life in regard to the main life domains. These interviews will be videàtaped
and transcribed.



Data from the photovoice technique, questionnaires, observation notes Íìom
individual interviews, and transcripts fiom the client focus groups will be analyzed to
determine factors contributing to quality of life for clients in supported apartment living.
A meeting will be held for all program participants to decide who will be participating in
the dissemination of research results. Clients will be asked to volunteer to co-present the
results of this study to New Directions staff and board.

This research will make a contribution to social work knowledge in terms of
client feedback about program elements that they find most helpful. Such information can
be used to improve program delivery for disabled people living in a variety of community
settings. This resea¡ch will also make a contribution in its use of a¡l innovative technique
(photovoice) to elicit disabled individuals' perc€ptions directly rather than relying on
proxy opinions.

Informed Consent
All participants will be asked to sign a consent form before beginning their

participation in the research process. The resea¡cher will emphasize that
participation is voluntary and that clients are free to decline involvement in the
research process, and that participants can withdraw from the study at anytime
without fea¡ oflosing supports provided by New Directions. The researcher will be
assisted by S.A.L. support staffto explain the consent form to potential participants
because they will have rapport and trust with them. If a potential participant is
u¡rder an order ofsupervision from the public trustee, â consent form will also have
to be signed by them on their client's behalf. Focus group paficipants will be
informed that the discussion will be videotaped. Should objections to videotaping
arise during the focus gfoups, the recorder will be tumed ofi and the researcher will
rely on field notes.

A consent form will be provided to S.A.L. staff who agree to participate in
the study as well.

Ifthe photovoice paficipants take pictures of important people in their
environments, a consent form will need to be signed by those individuals. If
consent caffrot be obtained due to lack of availabilify ofthe individuals (e.g. a bus
driver with unknown identity), the faces ofthese individuals will be bluned in the
photographs, or will not be used in subsequent steps in the research (cliènt focus
g¡oups and dissemination of results).

Deception

No deception will take place at any time during this study.

Feedback/I)ebrieling
The researcher along with selected S.A.L. program participants will co-

present the results to all S.A.L. program staff and participants, and may present to
the Boa¡d of New Directions as well. The researcher will provide New Di¡ections
with a copy of the \ryritten report to be made available to participants and sþ{f at
their request.



Risks and Benefïts
The research poses minimal risk to the pa¡ticipants. Since the photovoice

and interviews focus on positive aspects ofpeoples' lives, it is anticipated that the
experience will be enjoyable. In the unlikely event of emotional distress the
researche¡ will ask the participant for permission to contact their support staffor
case manager for added support.

The benefits from this research include empowetment ofthe participants
through participation, and having their personal knowledge valued and valiàated.
Ideally paficipation in the research will be an enjoyable experience and they will
feel they have contributed to a positive outcome through sharing their opinións
about what they value in the S.A.L. progam. S.A.L. program staffwill benefit
from increased knowledge of which services are most and least valued by
program participants.

Anonymity and Confidentiality
All data will be kept in locked files in the researcher's private home. The

researcher will use pseudonyms for clients in the written report. A master list of
clients' real names and assigned pseudonyms will be stored separately from the
field notes, tapes and hanscriptions. At no time in the written report will staff
members or participants be named. AII notes, audiotapes and videotapes will be
destroyed following the completion of the research. No personal infórmation that
could identiff any ofthe participants will be included in the report.

Compensation

_ All program participants will receive twenty doltars to compensate them for
volunteering their time. The participants involved in photovoice will receive a copy
oftheir pictures. Food and beverages will be provided at the focus groups. The
program staffinvolved in the resea¡ch will not be compensated.



APPENDIX C: REVIEW OF SCHALLOCK'S DOMAINS

I know you a¡e anxious to go out to take pictures and I am really looking forward to that
too. Remember, the picfures are for you to keep but to also show others what things and
activities in your life make you feel good, safe, satisfied and happy with yourselfand
with your life. While you are telling me about these things I will be making a list of
pictures to take so that when we go out we won't miss taking pictures of anything that is
importarit to you.

When others have done resea¡ch on what gives people enjoyment in their lives they have
come up with these ideas.

Well-Being - This means anything that helps you feel stable, safe and positive in your
sunoundings (home, work place, place of worship (such as church, synagogue etc.)
access to proper medical ca¡e and medication support.

Relationships - Any connections you share with people that make you happy (family,
friends, stafl others).

Material Well-Being - What you have that yours that makes you feel happy (furniture,
clothes, pictures, sports equipment, own aparhnent, anything else, money in the bank,
regular checks coming-in).

Personal Development - Any activities that you are doing that help you leam new skills
or find out about things you wanted to know about (any type of group classes, or activity
with another person or on your own).

Physical Well-Being - Any activities that help you feel physically healthy (eating good
food, getting exercise, taking medication properly, opportunities to have fun and enjoy
recreation and leisu¡e activities, any adjustments made to an apartment to maximize
mobility).

Self-Determination - The freedom and opportunities you have to make your own
decisions and your own choices (what time to get up, what to wear, what t.v. progr¿uns to
watch, where to live, what to eat for dinner, what activities to do and many other
choices).

Social Inclusion - Involvement with people and activities in the commrurity outside of
New Directions - (work, volunteer work, eating in restaurants, visiting friends, activities
with fiiends in the community, contâcts with people in your apartment block, using
communit5r resources, (doctor, hansportation).

Rights - Laws in Canada say that everyone has the right to free health care, to vote in
elections, to meet with a lawyer ifyou need one, to not be discriminated against on the
basis of race, gender, religion, sexual preference or physical or cognitive disability. All
Canadians have the right to privacy, medical records, a lock on your door, etc.



APPENDTX D: LIST OF SERVICES

S.A.L Prooram

This includes access to the Resource Lounge located on the
Bthfloor at 491 Portage Avenue, the eveniñg/weekend centre
located at 559 Portage Avenue, S.A.L.,s plãce, and in the
community where the following services are offered:

r Cooking classes
o Music classes
r Arts and crafts classes
. Movies and video games
o Outings to various community activitíes/outings
oAnnual camping trip
o Holiday celebrations
r Games and activities in the lounges
r Socialization and networking ín the lounges
o Receipt of Food Bank donations
r Light meals and snacks while utilizing the lounges
oAssisting with problem-solving and the

devefopment/enhancement of social skílls and daily living
skills

oAccess to housing supports, projects, and supplements
where applicable

o Free laundry facilities (at S.A.L.,s place)



*r"*Or" E: FOCUS GROUP INFORMATION LEAFLET

ALL S.A.L. Participants

You are invited to attend a group discussion about:

What brings you happiness, joy and satisfaction?

What are the best parts of your life?

What services offered by the S.A.L. program do you like the
best and find the most helpful in contributing to a healthy,
happy life?

The groups will be held at the S.A.L. lounge at the Rice
Building

December 9,2004 9:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

December 15,2004 9:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

December 15,2004 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

You will receive $$$$$20.00 for volunteering your time
and snacks will be provided.
If interested please sign up a the S.A.L.lounge.
If you require further information please call Heather at 510-
1656 or ask your staff.


